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You'll never know how beautiful
a room can be...

until you fill it with music
from this miraculously small,

modestly priced, solid-state,
50 Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver.

The New E -V 1178.
0 The E -V 1178 is no taller than a

coffee cup, no bigger than an open
book. But listen. There's power and
sensitivity to spare, plus every control
you need to satisfy your highest musical
standards.

The handsome case with solid walnut
end -panels is standard. So is our full-
time stereo light, easy -to -use tuning
meter, movable station locators, and a
host of other features.

You do have one option. Choose the

E -V 1178 with AM and FM Stereo for
$315.00, or select the E -V 1177 with FM
Stereo only for just $280.00. Either way
you get 50 watts of fun that may well
last you a lifetime.

Write today for free literature on the
entire line of Electro-Voice solid-state
electronics and co-ordinated loud-
speaker systems. They make the differ-
ence that high fidelity is all about!

Also New From Electro-Voice
E -V 1155 Stereo FM Tuner, just 81/4" wide,

$160.00. E -V 1156 AM/FM Stereo Tuner,
$195.00. Matching E -V 1144 50 Watt Stereo
Control Amplifier, $124.50.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 164N
629 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 .
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SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND
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Every 40 seconds a burglary takes place in the United States.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The RADAR SENTRY ALARM is
a complete U.H.F. Doppler Ra-
dar System which saturates the
entire protected area with invis-
ible r.f. microwaves. It provides
complete wall to wall-floor to
ceiling protection for an area of
up to 5,000 square feet. Without
human movement in the pro-
tected area, the microwave sig-
nal remains stable. Any human
movement (operation is unaf-
fected by rodents and small ani-
mals)in the area causes the dop-
pler signal to change frequency
approximately 2 to 4 cps. An
ultra -stable low frequency de-
tector senses this small fre-
quency change, amplifies it and
triggers the police type siren-
which is heard up to a half mile
away.

In addition, the RADAR SEN-
TRY ALARM's protection can be
extended to other areas with the
use of the following optional ac-
ces:iories:
 remote detectors for extending

coverage to over 10,000 sq. ft.
 rate of rise fire detector U.L.
approved for 2,500 sq. ft. of
coverage each (no limit on the
number of remote detectors
that can be used)

 hold-up alarm
 central station or police station

transmitter and receiver (used
with a leased telephone line)

 relay unit for activating house
lights

 battery operated horn or bell
which sounds in the event of:
powerline failure; equipment
malfunction or tampering
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At that rate, it's a multi -million
dollar a year business ...for bur-
glars.

And an even better business op-
portunity for you.

Why? Because burglary can be
stopped...with an effective alarm
system.

In fact, police and insurance
officials have proved that an alarm
system reduces, and in many cases,
elim:nates losses-even helps po-
lice apprehend the criminal.

Here's where you come in.
Only a small percentage of the

more than 100 million buildings-
stores, offices, factories, schools,
churches and homes are protected
by an effective alarm system.

That means virtually every
home, every business is a prospect.

You can sell them!
And you don't have to be a

super -salesman to sell the best
protection available-a Radar Sen-
try Ala'm unit. All you have to do
is demonstrate it...it sells itself.

A glance at the technical infor-
mation shows why.

RADAR SENTRY ALARM

It's the most unique and effec-
tive alarm system ever invented.

And here's the proof.
In the past six years, thousands

of RADAR SENTRY ALARM units
have been sold in the Detroit, Mich-
igan area alone-sold by men like
yourself on a part-time and full-
time basis.

Here are just a few customers
who are protected by RADAR
SENTRY ALARMS:

U.S. Government
U.S. Air Force
Detroit Board of Education
Hundreds of Churches,
Banks, Businesses and
Homes.

Everyone is a prospect.
So take advantage of your pro-

fession. Put your technical knowl-
edge and experience to work for
you in a totally new area-an area
that will make money for you!

Don't wait!
Let us prove that crime does

pay.
Become a distributor.
Write now for free details.

Mail to: RADAR DEVICES MANUFACTURING CORP.
22003 Harper Ave., St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48080

Please tell me how I can have a business
of my own distributing Radar Sentry
Alarm Systems. I understand there is no
obligation.

Name
EW-1

Address

City

CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD

State & Code



MALLORY Tips for Technicians

Why New Duracell Mercury Batteries
last even longer in transistor radios
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The best way to explain why mercury batteries are better is
to compare a typical transistor radio with a standard 2 cell
flashlight. The vast majority of flashlights use zinc -carbon
batteries. The bulb draws about Y.? ampere. And the flash-
light is used only a minute or two at a time. Therefore the
zinc -carbon battery does a reasonably adequate job.

But a typical transistor radio draws only 10 milliamperes
. . . (the flashlight draws 50 times as much current). And the
radio is used for hours on end. What's needed here is a battery
which supplies power in small doses over a very long period of
time. There is such a battery and it was invented by Mallory.
Over the years, it has been improved so much we've given it
a new name . . . the DURACELL Mercury Battery. The
DURACELL crams more useable power into less volume than
any other battery system available. Strangely enough, you'd
expect to pay more, but it is actually more economical.

Want proof ? Okay, the new TR146X is the 9 volt size that
fits most transistor radios. It will run a typical transistor
radio at least 37 hours. The zinc -carbon equivalent goes for
only 9 hours, or less than VI as long. (We're talking about
top-quality domestic zinc -carbon's here . . . not cheap
imports with very short life.)

What does this mean to the pocketbook ? The zinc -carbon
costs 69c while the TR146X $1.95 . . . but don't let that fool
you. Divide 69c by 9 and you'll see that it costs you 7.67c per
hour to use the zinc -carbon. Now divide $1.95 by 37 and
you'll see that it comes to only 5.27c ! That's a bargain ! In
the penlight size, the ZM9 DURACELL gives 4.8 times more
life for only 3.8 times more money . . . another bargain.

Forget the money ! Think of performance. Mercury battery
voltage stays constant while the zinc -carbon fades fast. This
means that B+ voltage stays where it belongs for days
longer rather than dropping into the distortion range.

Forget the money ! Forget the performance! Think of storage
life. Zinc -carbon batteries die in a few months whether they
are used or not. Mercury batteries can sit around for 2 or 3
years and still provide instant power.

There's more, too . . . dependability. The same dependability
and safety that makes the heart pacer possible.

If you need more proof, try a new DURACELL Mercury
Battery in your radio or any electronic gadget . . . you can
get 'em at your Mallory Distributor. Mallory Distributor
Products Company, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
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OUR COVER symbolizes the
lead article in this month's
issue "Designing a Ducted -
Port Bass -Reflex Enclosure."
Some of the important
nomograms and charts used
in the design of an optimum -
volume enclosure are shown.
A pair of Jensen speakers,
one of which is to be used
as a woofer and the other as
a tweeter, a couple of
lengths of cardboard tubing
for enclosure tuning, and a
CIE sliderule for some of the
design calculations also ap-
pear in the photo. For de-
tails, refer to page 25. Pho-
tograph by Ernest Silva Inc.
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compact sets
SPEED DRIVING OF BRISTOL
AND ALLEN HEX TYPE SCREWS -

No. 99PS-60 Bristol Multiple Spline
Type Screwdriver Set

4 and 6 -flute blades
with diameters from
.048" thru .183"

No. 99PS-40 Allen Hex Type
Screwdriver Set

Hex diameters
from .050" thru 3/16"

Compact, interchangeable blade, Xcelite sets
permit quick selection of the right tool for the
job. With greater reach than conventional keys,
these handy blade and handle combinations make
it easier to get at deep set or awkwardly placed
socket screws, simplify close quarter work.

Each set contains 9 precision formed, alloy
steel, 4" blades; 4" extension; shockproof,
breakproof, amber plastic (UL) handle with
exclusive, positive locking device.

Sturdy, see-thru plastic cases fit pocket, have
flat bases for use as bench stands.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN N365

XCELITE, INC., 12 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.
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COMING
NEXT

MONTH

Special Feature Articles:

Video Tape Recorder for Home Use-An experimental design, using the longitudi-
nal -track method, has produced a useful picture at 72 ips with a frequency
response to about 1.5 megacycles. The author describes in detail the various steps
leading up to the final design. The SCR Revolution-Like the transistor, the sili-
con controlled rectifier is one of the industry's "glamour" components. With
sales topping an estimated $40 million by the end of this year, J. E. Mungenast of
General Electric outlines SCR applications as a static switch, series motor feed-
back speed control, full -wave bilateral switch control, and inverter -chopper
control.

DESIGNING AN ALL -CHANNEL
TV ANTENNA
Paul Mayes describes the evolution of
the single downlead, all -channel "log -
periodic" antenna which covers both
v.h.f. and u.h.f.

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
The first article of a two-part series
covers magnetic, liquid penetrants, x-
ray, fluoroscopic -TV, gamma -ray, and
neutron radiographic methods of non-
destructive testing.

NANOSECOND PULSES:
TECHNIQUES & APPLICATIONS
Donald Lancaster outlines some of the
important uses for these ultra -short
pulses in the fields of electro-optics,

measurements, and circuit analysis. He
also covers details on how such pulses
are generated and applied.

SUPER -SENSITIVE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Design trends in space-age receivers,
using phase -lock techniques, are de-
tailed in this comprehensive article by
Jim Kyle These new circuits are set-
ting records for range -to -power effi-
ciency.

LINE -OPERATED TRANSISTOR
TV SETS: EMERSON

This is the third in a series of circuit
analyses. The Emerson Model 11PO4A,
11 -inch portable is discussed.

All these and many more interesting and informative articles will be yours in
the FEBRUARY issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD . . . on sale January 18th.
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This defective
capacitor came from

a four -month -old TV set.
And you want

to put in another
just like it?

Why put up with that kind of call-back? Install a long-
lasting Elmenco dp or VDM (high -voltage) capacitor, and
the next time your service customer calls you, it's because he
wants your kind of reliability.

Elmenco dipped Mytare- paper (dp) capacitors last longer
because they're vacuum -dipped for solid impregnation.
They'll hold their rating, even at continuous 125° C opera-
tion. Water can't get in to cause leakage or breakdown
because the casing's non -porous and moisture -proof.

Elmenco dp capacitors satisfy the requirements of missile
manufacturers. And exceed the requirements of all radio
and television manufacturers. That's why you should order
some from your Arco-Elmenco distributor. They're built to
be wired into missiles. And priced to be wired into TV sets.

Arco Electronics ODUPONT TM

A rtvr,ioN OF LORAL CORPORATION

COMMUNITY DRIVE, GREAT NECK, NEW YORK 11022 TEL. 516 HU 7-0500

January, 1966 CIRCLE NO. 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD 5
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LAB 80
Automatic

Transcription
Turntable,

Fully automatic
single play

too...

it performs
on cue!

Today's lighter tracking forces and
more delicate stylus assemblies have in-
creased the danger of record damage
from manual handling. To eliminate
this hazard, the Garrard Lab 80 now in-
corporates an ingenious tone arm cue-
ing control. It works in three ways:

(1) To play a single record: Press
the Manual tab. This starts the motor
and activates the tone arm cueing con-
trol. The arm stays suspended a safe
half inch over the record. Position the
tone arm over the first (or any) groove.
Now, press the cueing control and the
stylus lowers gently into the groove.
This cueing feature also enables you
(2) to cue a record or (3) to pause
during manual or automatic play.

LAB 80-$99.50-less base and cartridge

Both manual and automatic play
... the Lab 80 includes an exceptional-
ly gentle. built-in record changing de-
vice. Play single records manually, or a
stack of eight, automatically.

For complimentary Comparator Guide
describing all four new Garrard mod-
els, write Garrard, Dept. GA -46, West-
bury, New York 11591.

C ITC0f6
WM. A. STOCKLIN, EDITOR

AIRPORT TO THE MOON
E do not have too many opportuni-
ties to get down to Cape Kennedy

but when we do we are truly amazed
at the changes that come about from
year to year. We have just returned
from a trip there as a guest of NASA
and Bendix Radio, where for the first
time we were able to see the progress
being made in our Apollo program.

The Cape, some 12 miles in length,
has 41 launching pads of which 21 are
presently in use. The greater part of this
complex is under the direction of the
Air Force but will continue to be used
by NASA, In addition, NASA has built
its own facility, the John F. Kennedy
Space Center. on adjacent Merritt Is-
land. It consists of 87,000 acres, under
NASA's direct jurisdiction, for the as-
sembly, check-out, and launch of the
Apollo/Saturn V space vehicle and check-
out of our present Gemini complex.

Although communications and te-
lemetry antennas were visible, for the
most part, we saw very little electronic
equipment. We were fascinated, how-
ever, by the tremendous construction
program now nearing completion-a
program of a size and complexity almost
beyond comprehension. Already erected
is the Vehicle Assembly Building, the
world's largest in terms of volume. (See
photographs on page 94.) It has three
times the volume of the Empire State
Building and if the Merchandise Mart
(Chicago) and the Pentagon (Washing-
ton) were combined, they would be lost
within this structure. It permits the ver-
tical construction of four Apollo/Saturn
V space vehicles simultaneously-each
445 feet, 9 inches high. To accommo-
date these, four overhanging doors move
up almost the entire height of the build-
ing -500 feet. This structure which also
houses the electronic launching equip-
ment, is located some three miles from
the launching pads.

One of the two pads presently under
construction is almost complete and a
third is yet to be built. Each concrete
and firebrick pad will accommodate
dozens of offices and rooms for massive
computers and electronic equipment.

These facilities are extraordinary in
themselves; yet NASA has gone a step
further. Each Apollo/Saturn V assembly
will be constructed in the Vehicle As-
sembly building on a movable platform
known as the Mobile Launcher. It is
135 feet wide and 160 feet long.
Mounted at one end of its 2 -story plat-
form base will be a 380 -foot steel tower
to support and house equipment. The
combined weight of tower, space ve-
hicle, and Mobile Launcher is 10.6

6

million pounds. It is expected that each
Apollo/Saturn V assembly will take
three months to construct and test.

After completion, a Crawler -Trans-
porter will lift the entire assembly-the
Mobile Launcher, 380 -foot tower, and
the Apollo/Saturn V rocket and satellite
-and transport them 3 miles to the
launch site at a speed of 1 mile per hour.
Not only is the lifting of such a mass
beyond anything accomplished to date,
but the almost 50 -story height must be
moved with no more than one foot devi-
ation from direct vertical position in the
uppermost section-even though at one
point it must climb a 5% grade. Auto-
matic leveling devices are used. The
roadbed of solid concrete is 10 feet
deep and at certain points has a depth
of 19 feet. Engineers estimate that even
this roadbed will sink about three inches
when the full load (8000 tons) is carried
across it.

The project is nearing completion and
progress has been extremely satisfactory
with only one serious problem still to
be solved-a problem that seems almost
insurmountable.

The Crawler -Transporter consists of
a platform about the size of a baseball
diamond which fits directly under the
Mobile Launcher. It is self-propelled,
equipped with a hydraulic steering
system and four double -tracked cater-
pillar -type traction units driven by
electric motors. Several months ago when
it was tested with a limited load, the
roller bearings simply pulverized. At
the time of our visit NASA had no com-
ment. Whether it was the fault of the
individual bearings or of the basic de-
sign concept is impossible to determine
at this time. Not until NASA officials
have reported their findings will this be
known. We have a feeling, though, that
the basic design is at fault and rumors
are that none of the roller bearing
manufacturers in this country wish to be
involved.

Will the problem be solved or is the
principle of lifting such a tremendous
load beyond present capabilities? The
answer to this question will be a prime
factor in the progress of our Apollo
program. The entire philosophy of as-
sembling the rockets within an enclo-
sure and moving them three miles to the
launch pad depends on whether or not
the Crawler -Transporter will work. If it
doesn't, NASA will most likely have to
resort to final assembly directly on the
pad. At least for the moment, it seems
a lot easier for us to get to the moon
than it is to get the rocket and satellite
assembly to the launch pad. A

4E-CIRCLE NO. 112 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LOOM
A New Electronics Slide Rule

with Instruction Course
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This amazing new "computer in a case" will save you time
the very first day. CIE's patented, all -metal 10" electronics
slide rule was designed specifically for electronic engineers,
technicians, students, radio -TV servicemen and hobbyists.
It features special scales for solving reactance, resonance,
inductance and AC -DC circuitry problems ... an exclusive
"fast -finder- decimal point locater ... widely -used formulas
and conversion factors for instant reference. And there's
all the standard scales you need to do multiplication, divi-
sion, square roots, logs, etc.

Best of all, the CIE Slide Rule comes complete with an
Instruction Course of four AUTO-PROGRAMMErlessons. It
includes hundreds of illustrations, diagrams and practice
problems. You'll learn ingenious short cuts...whip through
exacting electronics problems quickly and accurately. This
course alone is worth far more than the price of the
entire package!

Electronics Slide Rule, Instruction Course, and handsome,
top -grain leather carrying case ... a $50 value for less than
$20. Send coupon for FREE illustrated booklet and FREE
heavy vinyl Pocket Electronics Data Guide. Cleveland
Institute of Electronics, 1776 E. 17th St., Dept, EW-117

Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
*TRADEMARK

GET BOTH FREE!

Send coupon
today

111211_411 Back

1411414111IIIIRIVINYININ.

electronics

Cleveland Instituteof Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Dept.EW-117Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send FREE Illustrated Booklet describing your Electronics Slide Rule and
Instruction Course.
SPECIAL BONUS! Mail coupon promptly ... get FREE Pocket Electronics Data
Guide too!

Name

Address

City State Zip

(PLEASE PRINT)

A leader in Electronics Training ...since 1934.

County
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Electronics
alive with
Training Kits
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DISCOVER THE EASE AND EXCITEMENT
OF TRAINING AT HOME THE NRI WAY

New Achievement Kit-Custom
Training Kits-"Bite Size" Texts

Only NRI offers you this pioneering method of simpli-
fied "3 Dimensional" home -study training in Electron-
ics, TV/Radio and Broadcasting/Communications. It's
a remarkable teaching idea unlike anything you have
ever encountered, the result of more than half a cen-
tury of simplifying, organizing and dramatizing learn-
ing -at-home techniques. If you are an ambitious man
-regardless of your education-you can effectively
learn the Electronics field of your choice the NRI way.

NRI has simplified Electronics by producing "bite
size" lesson texts averaging only 40 pages each. Dozens
of illustrations open wide a picture window through
which you'll see and understand practical uses of Elec-
tronics. You start out with N RI's exclusive Achievement
Kit, containing everything you need to get started fast.
(Illustrated at right.)

NRI has organized Electronics training to take you
step-by-step from the first stages into more intriguing
areas. Once you know the fundamentals thoroughly, it's
easy to grasp more advanced theory and techniques.
You move with confidence and enthusiasm into a new
adventure filled with the excitement of discovery.

NRI has dramatized Electronics through the careful
development of special training equipment that is
programmed into your training systematically ... be-
ginning with your first group of lessons. Things you
read about come alive in your hands as you build, ex-
periment, purposely cause "problems" in circuits-
and solve them. You learn to use test equipment, to
build radios and TV sets, transmitter, or computer
circuits. It's the priceless "third dimension" in NRI
training ... practical experience.

More than 50 years of leadership
in Electronics Training

Career?

YOU GET MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY FROM NRI

Mail the postage -free card now for your free NRI cata-
log. Then, compare if you like. You'll find-as have so
many thousands of others-that NRI training can't be
beat. Read about your first lessons in the attractive
new Achievement Kit sent the day we receive your en-
rollment; about "bite size," easily read texts and care-
fully designed custom training equipment. See why
NRI gives you more value. Whatever your reason for
wanting more knowledge of Electronics, you'll find NRI
has an instruction plan for you. Choose from three ma-
jor training programs in TV/Radio Servicing, Industrial
Electronics and Complete Communications. Or select
from specialized courses for men with specific wants
or needs. Check the course of most interest to you on
the postage -free card and mail today for your free NRI
catalog. No obligation. No salesman will call. NATIONAL
RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Div., Washington, D.C. 20001.

Part -Time Earnings? Hobby? Choose From 10 Training Plans
1. TELEVISION -RADIO SERVICING
Complete training from basic fundamentals
of electricity to home entertainment equip-
ment. You learn how to fix radios, hi-fi and
stereo sets, black -and -white and color TV,
PA systems, etc. A profitable field full or
part-time.

2. COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS*
Designed to teach and provide you with
actual practice in operation, service and
maintenance of AM, FM and TV broadcasting
stations. Also covers marine, aviation, mo-
bile radio, facsimile, microwave, radar.

3. INDUSTRIAL -MILITARY ELECTRONICS
From basic principles to computers. A com-
prehensive training plan that teaches you the
fundamentals, then takes you into such
modern-day miracles as servos, telemetry,
multiplexing, pulse circuitry, data process.
ing, other career -building subjects.

4. FCC LICENSE*
Specifically designed short course to pre-
pare you for your First Class FCC Radio-
telephone License examinations. You begin

with a thorough background in fundamental
Electronic principles, advance to required
subjects covering equipment and procedures.
5. BASIC ELECTRONICS
A concise course to teach modern Electronics
terminology and components. A wealth of
practical, useful information to help you
better understand the field, to give you some
technical knowledge. For anyone who wants
a basic understanding of Radio -TV Electronics.
6. MATH FOR ELECTRONICS
A brief course for engineers and technicians
who need a quick review of the essential
mathematics used in industry, in communi-
cations, in government jobs. Basic arithmetic
review, short-cut formulas, modern digital
numbers systems, much, much more.
7, ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION
This course not for beginners. Offered for
men with some fundamental knowledge of
Electronics who want a better understanding
of Automation in current use. Covers process
control, ultrasonics, telemetering and remote
control, electromechanical measurements,
other key subjects.

8. AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS*
This course prepares you to install, maintain,
service aircraft communications equipment.
Covers direction finders, ranges, markers,
Loran, Shoran, radar, landing systems. Earn
your First Class FCC License with Radar
Endorsement.

9. MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS*
Learn to install and maintain mobile equip-
ment and associated base stations. Covers
transmitters and receivers used by police
and fire departments, public utilities, con-
struction projects, taxis, etc. Prepares you
for a First Class FCC License.

10. MARINE COMMUNICATIONS*
Covers transmitters, direction finders, depth
indicators, radar, Sonar, other equipment
used on commercial ships and thousands of
pleasure boats. Prepares you for your First
Class FCC License with Radar Endorsement.

ge You must pass your FCC License
"a -exam (any Communications course)

or NRI refunds in full the tuition
you have paid.
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ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN

ALL -TRANSISTOR

Ydidet
ELECTRONIC ORGAN

3 NEW MODELS
Recital $1500
Consolette II $850
Spinet $550

This is the all -
new, all -transis-
tor Schober

Recital Model ...the most versatile electronic
organ available today. Its 32 voices (plus amaz-
ing "Library of Stops"), 6 couplers and 5 pitch
registers delight professional musicians...make
learning easy for beginners. Comparable to
ready -built organs selling from $5000 to $6000.

The pride and satisfaction of building one of
these most pipe -like of electronic organs can
now be yours... starting for as low as $550.
The Schober Spinet, only 391/4 inches wide, fits
into the smallest living room. The new, all -
transistor Schober Consolette II is the aristocrat
of "home -size" organs ... with two full 61-npte
manuals, 17 pedals, 22 stops and coupler, 3
pitch registers and authentic theatre voicing.
AND YOU SAVE 50% OR MORE BECAUSE YOU'RE BUYING

DIRECTLY FROM THE MANUFACTURER
AND PAYING ONLY FOR THE PARTS, NOT COSTLY LABOR.

It's easy to assemble a Schober Organ. No spe-
cial skills or experience needed. No technical
or musical knowledge either. Everything you
need is furnished, including the know-how. You
supply only simple hand tools and the time.

You can buy the organ section by section... so
you needn't spend the whole amount at once.

You can begin playing in an hour, even if
you've never played before-with the ingenious
Pointer System, available from Schober.

Thousands of men and women-teenagers, too
-have already assembled Schober Organs.
We're proud to say that many who could
afford to buy any organ have chosen Schober
because they preferred it musically.

Send for our free Schober Booklet, describing
in detail the exciting Schober Organs and op-
tional accessories; it includes a free 7 -inch "sam-
pler" record so you can hear before you buy.

THE andlelt 61154/12 CORPORATION

43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023

Also available in Canada, Australia, Hong Kong,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, and the United Kingdom

r
THE SOMBER ORGAN CORP., DEPT. RN -41
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023

L
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Please send me FREE Schober Booklet
and free 7 -inch "sampler" record.

O Enclosed find $2.00 for 10 -inch quality LP
record of Schober Organ music. ($2.00
refunded with purchase of first kit.)

Name

Address

City State Zip No..-
J

LETTERS
FROM OUR

READERS

SHIELDED TWIN -LEAD
To the Editors:

I read your article entitled "New
Shielded Twin -Lead for Color TV &
U.H.F." in the October issue of ELEC-
TRONICS WORLD. I recently bought a
color TV, which picks up the ignition
noise from my neighbor's car engine.
I've called several electronics companies,
and no one stocks the wire described in
your article. Even the local factory serv-
ice company has never heard of the wire.

It would be greatly appreciated if you
would let me know where I may pur-
chase the shielded twin -lead wire.

STEVEN D. YETMAN
Norfolk, Va.

Because this cable, which is manu-
factured by Belden, is brand-new, it may
not yet be available at all the company's
distributors. However, it should be avail-
able very soon. We would suggest that
you write directly to the manufacturer
for the name of the nearest distributor
handling the new shielded twin -lead.
The address is Belden Manufacturing
Company, P. 0. Box 5070A, Chicago,
Illinois 60680.-Editors.

CIRCUIT MODIFICATIONS
To the Editors:

Could you recommend the necessary
circuit changes to make the SSB con-
verter described in your October, 1965
issue adaptable to a receiver with a
1681-kc. i.f. frequency? The receiver is
the Heathkit Model HR -10.

JAMES PORTER
Cherry Hill, N.J.

This letter typifies a good many re-
quests we get on some of our construc-
tion projects. We are sorry that we do
not have the facilities for redesigning
and testing out the many modifications
of some of our projects that individual
readers might like to have us try for
them. In the case of this converter, not
only would the crystals have to be
changed but also the various filter cir-
cuits that are used. If such changes were
made, other problems might crop up
due to the higher i.f. frequency.

Therefore, all we can say is that the
unit as designed was intended for opera-
tion with receivers having the more con-

ventional lower intermediate fre-
quencies, and we do not recommend its
use with receivers having other i.f.'s un-
less the reader has the knowledge and
the willingness to experiment with the
circuit on his own.-Editors.

0

VIDEO TAPE -RECORDER KIT
To the Editors:

We are pleased to inform you that we
have a fine stock of Wesgrove video re-
corders in both assembled and kit form
available for immediate delivery.

The price of an assembled unit is $550,
while kits sell for $450.

HAL Cox, Pres.
Hal Cox, Inc.
800 Bay Street
San Francisco, Calif.

Our November editorial quoted some-
what different prices for the Wesgrove
video recorders. Because of some later
improvements and import duties on the
kit version (this recorder is made in Eng-
land), the prices quoted in the above
letter should be considered as more ac-
curate than those mentioned in the edi-
torial.

In addition to the above West Coast
source in this country, the Wesgrove
recorder is also available from P.A.F.
Enterprises, 32 East 22nd Street, Ba-
yonne, New Jersey 07002. Prices are
$450 for the kit and $650 wired by
special order.-Editors.

O 0 0

OUR DECEMBER COVER
To the Editors:

Your December, 1965 cover is very
striking. However, what you show as a
normal color -bar pattern does not look
like anything I have ever seen on a
properly operating color -TV set. There
is either something wrong with the TV
receiver used to take this picture or with
your printing process. Which is it?

GEORGE L. PARKER
Detroit, Mich.

The receiver used for the color -bar
pattern was in excellent working order,
and the colors displayed were far more
vivid and of somewhat different hue
than those shown. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the villain in this case was our own
printing process which was not able to

ELECTRONICS WORLD



This is a survey ( arailable for the asking)
of the hi-fi equipment recommendations of
four magazines.
These four lists of equipment choices, from stereo cartridge to speakers, were compiled independently by each of four
national magazines - Gentlemen's Quarterly, a men's clothing magazine for the carriage trade; Bravo!, a concert program
"wrapper" with a circulation of almost a million; Popular Science, the leading high -circulation science magazine; and
Hi-Fi/Tape Systems, a hi-fi annual.

All -3 speakers were the top choice of three
of the four.
The fourth magazine, Gentlemen's Quarterly, chose speakers costing $770 each for its most expensive stereo system;
AR -3's were relegated to the "middle -range" ($1,273) system.

The AR -turntable was the top choice of all
four.
The AR turntable is $78 including arm, oiled walnut base, and transparent dust cover. The AR -3 is $203 - $225,
depending on finish (other speaker models from $51). AR's catalog is available on request.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
January, 1966 CIRCLE NO. 82 ON READER SERVICE CARD 13



WHYbother with makeshift

twist -prong capacitor replacements ?

When you substitute capacitor sizes and ratings,
you leave yourself wide open for criticism
of your work . . . you risk your reputation . .

you stand to lose customers. It just doesn't
pay to use makeshifts when it's so easy to get the
exact replacement from your Sprague distributor!

Get the right SIZE,

right RATING every time

with improved

4

SPRAGUE0,"0

44 0

t°4,? TWIST-LOK®

CAPACITORS!

1,863 different capacitors to choose from!

The industry's most complete selection of twist -prong capacitors,

bar none. Greater reliability, too. Exclusive Sprague cover design

provides a leak -proof seal which permits capacitors to withstand

higher ripple currents.

GET YOUR COPY of Sprague's com-

prehensive Electrolytic Capacitor

Replacement Manual K-107 from

your Sprague Distributor, or write

Sprague Products Co., 51 Mar-

shall Street, North Adams, Mass.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS

4$-126 63

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

duplicate the colors faithfully. As a mat-
ter of fact, the chromaticity diagram
shown at the top of the cover clearly
demonstrates that the color gamut of a
color -TV system (refer to triangle) ex-
reeds that of modern three -color print-
illg-process techniques.

The colors in the normal color -bar pat-
tern should be, from left to right, (1)
yellow -orange, (2) orange, (3) bright red,
(4) magenta, (5) reddish -blue, (6) blue,
(7) greenish -blue, (8) cyan, (9) bluish -
green, and (10) green.-Editors.

MORE "PROBLEM BRACES"
To the Editors:

I noted with interest the "problem
brace" that one of your readers pre-
sented in a past issue and its ingenious
packing case shown in a subsequent
"Letters" column.

I think the case could easily be used
for our high -resolution, tri-channel

es
servo -potentiometer, announced on last
April Fool's Day by our British associate,
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.

THOMAS C. FLYNN, Mgr.
Technical Public Relations
International Telephone &

Telegraph Corp.
New York, N.Y.

0 0 *

REVERSE -POLARITY DIODES

To the Editors:
I have a number of stud -mounted sil-

icon diodes that have standard "lN"
numbers on them except that the letter
"R" appears at the end of the type num-
ber. Does this letter mean anything?
Must these diodes be insulated from
their heat sinks?

I would certainly appreciate any in-
formation you can pass along on this par-
ticular matter.

ROBERT MORGAN
Hampton, Virginia

Most standard silicon rectifier diodes
have their cathodes connected to their
cases and studs. The cathode is the posi-
tive output terminal of the diode in a
rectifier circuit. If this voltage is to be
maintained above chassis ground, it is
necessary to insulate the diode case and
stud from the chassis. If the diode uses
the chassis as a heat sink, a pair of mica
washers can be used for insulation. If
the diode is mounted on a separate heat

14 CIRCLE NO. 91 ON READER SERVICE CARD ELECTRONICS WORLD



sink, the diode must either be insulated
from the heat sink or the heat sink itself
must be insulated from the chassis. On
the other hand, if the positive output is
at ground potential, it is not necessary
to insulate.

Many diodes are available with their
anodes connected to their cases and
studs. These are "reversed" diodes and
they carry the letter "R." When these
diodes are used in a rectifier circuit in
which the anode is connected to ground,
insulation is not required. If the anode
must not be grounded, insulation must
be used.-Editors.

* * *

RESISTANCE SOLDERING
To the Editors:

The "Letters from Our Readers" are
always most interesting. Keep them
coming.

From time to time, there is occasion-
ally one that takes me back many years
in the "electronics" field, when it wasn't
what it is today. Your article in July on
"Resistance Soldering" by D. A. Reid re-
minds me of the time in 1918-48 years
ago-when I built this type of equip-
ment for localizing heat in soldering -
welding and also for the welding of
small high -voltage, low -amperage radio
storage -battery plates and terminals,
which I designed and constructed in the
early days of radio, around 1922-1926.
You will find that Harold P. Manly, ten
years later, in his book "Auto and Radio
Battery Care and Repair" (1928 ) uti-
lized the carbon "burning" method and
illustrated its use for storage -battery
work.

ALFRED A. ADAMS
San Francisco, Calif.

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM
To the Editors:

Please thank several of your readers
for calling attention to the error in Fig. 2
on p. 93 of your October issue. This mis-
take occurred in my article "Remote
Control System."

The two upper d.c. supplies should
get their a.c. power from the drop across
R4 so that their output to "Line" will be
superimposed on the a.c. drop across re-
sistors R2 and R3.

Fig. 2 should be corrected by discon-
necting the junction of C5 and C7 from
the junction of C1, C3, and R2 and con-
necting it instead to the junction of resis-
tors R3 and R4.

I made the error in copying my origi-
nal drawing in simpler form for the arti-
cle, and I missed it in checking the galley
proofs which you so carefully sent me.
My apologies to your readers. Unceasing
vigilance seems certainly to be the price
of accuracy.

D. H. ROGERS
Mgr., Distrib. Prod. Engin.
Jerrold Electronics Corp.
Hatboro, Pa.

WHICH
OSCILLOSCOPE

Choosing the right oscilloscope to help solve a measurement problem is some-
times confusing. The choice seems so large. For example, Tektronix oilers over
fifty different types.

The choice of an oscilloscope narrows considerably, however, once the applica-
tion is known. Determining the type which best suits the application then becomes
a matter of understanding the various features of the oscilloscope.

To help you better understand oscilloscope features, Tektronix offers you a free
booklet. The booklet, FUNDAMENTALS OF SELECTING AND USING OSCILLO-
SCOPES, can be an invaluable aid in furthering your knowledge of oscilloscopes
and in learning more about how these precision tools might help you in your
studies of changing phenomena. Also, in addition to explaining oscilloscope
features, this informative 16 -page booklet designates differences in oscilloscope
types and describes factors affecting validity of waveform displays.

Tektronix, Inc.

st,004.)
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FUNDAMENTALS
OF SELECTING

AND USING
OSCILLOSCOPES
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LAB TESTED

HI -I1 PRODUCT
REPORT
TESTED BY HIRSCH-HOUCK LABS

Sony TC-250-A Tape Deck/Preamp
Empire Model 9000 Speaker System

Sony TC-250-A Tape Deck/Preamp
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 33 on Reader Service Card.

THE Sony TC-250-A is one of the few
tape machines selling for less than

$200 that we have found to be capable
of true high-fidelity performance. It is a
compact unit, with a two -speed (7% and
3% ips) transport and completely tran-
sistorized recording and playback elec-
tronics. Since it is designed to operate
with a component high-fidelity system,
it comes mounted on an attractively fin-
ished wooden base. The base is remov-
able for built-in installations, which may
be made with the deck in a vertical or
horizontal position. The TC-250-A meas-
ures approximately 14%" wide by 11%"
deep by 6%" high. It does not have its
own power amplifiers and speakers.

The operating controls have been re -

a
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duced to a minimum, both in number
and in simplicity of use. It has only a
push -on, push -off power switch (illumi-
nated when on) and a single -function
selector knob visible in normal operation.
The function selector has positions for
"Rewind," "Stop," "Forward," "Pause,"
and "Fast Forward" operation. The
"Pause" position, falling between "Fast
Forward" and "Forward," helps to in-
sure that the tape is stopped before mak-
ing an abrupt speed change. If reason-
able care is used, there is little danger
of tape spillage or breakage. The tape
drive shuts off automatically when the
tape has run out.

The machine has an index counter
and a pair of vu meters, which are il-
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luminated in red when recording. The
meters read both recording and playback
levels and are designed so that the max-
imum recording level is approximately
12 db below tape saturation (with Sony
tape ). This assures the user of low dis-
tortion in his recordings, even if the
meter occasionally swings into the "red"
region. The meters have a fast response
and appear to be nearly critically
damped, with negligible overshoot.

As with studio -type decks, this ma-
chine has no playback level controls. A
tape recorded at "0 vu" plays back at
about the same level, which is nominally
0.77 volt at the low -impedance line out-
puts. The volume and tone controls of
the associated high-fidelity system per-
form the necessary control functions.

Under a hinged cover are two micro-
phone jacks (accepting miniature phone
plugs) for use with low -impedance mi-
crophones capable of working into 600 -
ohm loads. A suitable microphone is the
Sony F -96L (not furnished). The two
recording level controls and a red re-
cording safety interlock button are also
under the cover. The button must be
pressed before putting the tape into mo-
tion for the recording mode. It releases
when the tape is stopped, unless going
into the "Pause" mode. The high-level
inputs and outputs are reached through
a cut-out in the rear of the wooden base.

For making four -track mono record-
ings, each recording level control has an
"off" position at its counterclockwise
limit which shuts off the bias and erase
current to that channel so that the chan-
nel may be recorded independently
without erasing the other channel.

We measured the 73i-ips playback re-
sponse with the Ampex 31321-04 four -
track alignment tape. It proved to be
within ±1 db from 50 to 15,000 cps.
The over-all recording/playback fre-
quency response at 7% ips was within
±2.5 db from 25 to 14,000 cps, using
the reel of Sony tape supplied with the
recorder. At 3% ips, it was within 1.5
db from 30 to 7000 cps.

The wow and flutter at 7% ips were
0.03% and 0.09% respectively, comparing

(Continued on page 22)
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A Fisher receiver is greater
than the sum of
its components.

Fisher has always maintained that an all -in -one re-
ceiver can equal or surpass the performance of separate
components of similar circuitry. And at far lower cost.

The most recent and eloquent proof of this is the
new 440-T, the first all -solid-state stereo receiver of
Fisher quality under $330.

On a single chassis occupying only 163/4 inches of
shelf space and only 11 inches front to back, the 440-T
incorporates a sensitive FM -stereo tuner with auto-
matic mono -stereo switching, an extremely versatile
stereo control -preamplifier, and a heavy-duty stereo
amplifier. All transistorized, all with Fisher reliability.

By eliminating duplication of parts and circuits,
such as extra power supplies and the low -impedance
circuitry usually associated with connecting cables, the
440-T actually has a plus factor of reliability over sep-
arate components. Obviously, fewer parts mean fewer
trouble spots. But that isn't all. Hum and noise are
more easily reduced to imperceptible levels. And criti-
cal preamplifier and power circuits operate at their
electrical best. Elimination of other unnecessary parts,
such as extra chassis, jacks, knobs, etc., clearly means
a considerable cost saving.

The Fisher
440-T

In the 440-T, Fisher engineering has also achieved a
new degree of reliability in transistorized components.
Conservatively rated silicon output transistors permit
higher undistorted power and long, trouble -free oper-
ation. Damaging heat has been designed out. The
receiver can be operated at full power, hour after hour,
without harm. You can even short the speaker leads
without causing damage. Adjustments and alignments
have been practically eliminated, so that the 440-T will
operate as perfectly after two years as on the first day.

In spite of its technical sophistication (just look at
the specs!), the 440-T is so simple to operate that even
your wife will enjoy using it from the very first day.
Masses and messes of wire are gone; you simply con-
nect a pair of fine speakers and turn on the music.

It is this total approach to integrated design that
makes the 440-T more than just the sum of a tuner, an
amplifier and a control center. And that is why it is an
unprecedented buy at $329.50. (Cabinet, $24.95.)

Features and Specifications
Tuner Section:

4 -gang transistor front end; 4 IF stages; 3 limiters; STEREO BEACON*;
automatic stereo switching; sensitivity, 2.0 ;iv (1HF); stereo separa-
tion, 35 db; S/N (100% mod.), 68 db; selectivity, 50 db; capture
ratio, 2.2 db.
Amplifier Section:

Silicon output transistors; short circuit protection; speaker selector
switch (main or aux.); front -panel headphone jack; music power
(1HF), 4 -ohms, 70 watts; harmonic and IM distortion, 0.8%; fre-
quency response (overall), 20-22,000 cps ± 1.5 db; hum and noise,
80 db; input sensitivity, phono magnetic (low), 4.5 my; stereo sep-
aration, phono magnetic, 50 db.

Size: 163/4" wide x 51/4" high x 123/B" deep (including knobs and
heat sink).

Weight: 21 pounds. PATENT PENDING

The Fisher
HANDBOOK

FREE! $2.00 VALUE! Send for your free
copy of the new 1966 edition of The Fisher
Handbook. This revised and enlarged version
of the famous Fisher high fidelity reference
guide is a magnificent 80 -page book. Detailed in-
formation on all Fisher components is included.

Fisher Radio Corporation
11-35 45th Road,
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101

Name

Address

City St.itc
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"Get more
education

or
get out of
electronics

thats my advice:'
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Ask any man who really knows the electronics industry.
Opportunities are few for men without advanced technical
education. If you stay on that level, you'll never make much
money. And you'll be among the first to go in a layoff.

But, if you supplement your tJxperience with more education
in electronics, you can become a specialist. You'll enjoy good
income and excellent security. You won't have to worry about
automation or advances in technology putting you out of a job.

How can you get the additional education you must have to
protect your future-and the future of those who depend on
you? Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a job
and family obligations.

CREI Home Study Programs offer you a practical way to get
more education without going back to school. You study at
home, at your own pace, on your own schedule. And you study
with the assurance that what you learn can be applied on the job
immediately to make you worth more money to your employer.

You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics
and have a high school education. Our FREE book gives
complete information. For your copy, airmail postpaid card
or write: CREI, Dept. 1101 D 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20010

Founded 1927

CREI
Accredited Member

of The National Home Study Council

NOW!
TWO NEW PROGRAMS!

 Industrial Electronics for Automation
 Computer Processing Systems
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Tarzian offers

FAST, DEPENDABLE

TUNER REPAIR

SERVICE (MAALKLES)

ONLY

50
INCLUDING

ALL PARTS
(except tubes)

and LABOR
24 -HOUR SERVICE

1 YEAR WARRANTY

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. maintains two complete,
well-equipped Factory Service Centers-assisted
by Engineering personnel-and staffed by spe-
cialized technicians who handle ONLY tuner
repairs on ALL makes and models. Tarzian-made
tuners received one day will be repaired and
shipped out the next. Allow a little more time for
other tuners.

One year guarantee against defective workman-
ship and parts failure due to normal usage. Cost
-$9.50 per unit. $15 for UV combinations. Ab-
solutely no additional, hidden charge for ANY
parts, except tubes. You pay shipping costs. Re-
placements on tuners beyond practical repair are
available at low cost.

When inquiring about repair service, always
give TV make, chassis and Model number. Tuners
repaired on approved, open accounts. Check with
your local distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replace-
ment tuners, replacement parts, or repair service.
See your distributor, or use the address nearest
you for fast factory repair service:

SARKES
531 South Walnut Street

Bloomington, Indiana

Tel: 332-6055

TARZ IAN, I NC
10654 Magnolia Blvd.,

North Hollywood, Calif,

Tel: 769-2720

CIRCLE NO. 95 ON READER SERVICE CARD

vo ELECTRONICS
V.T.I. training leads to success
as technicians, field engineers,
specialists in communications,
guided missiles, computers,
radar and automation. Basic &
advanced courses in theory &
laboratory. Electronic Engi-
neering Technology and Elec-
tronic Technology curricula
both available. Assoc. degree in
29 mos. B. S. also obtainable.
G.I. approved. Graduates in all
branches of electronics with
major companies. Start Feb-
ruary, September. Dorms,
campus. High school graduate
or equivalent. Write for catalog.

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Dept. RD. Valparaiso. Indiana

favorably with some of the most expen-
sive tape recorders we have tested, and
much better than the rated 0.19%. The
signal-to-noise ratio was 45 db, referred
to the "0 vu" recording level. Since this
level can be exceeded considerably with-
out reaching 3% distortion (the usual
criterion for establishing a reference
level for S/N ratings), the manufac-
turer's rating of 50 db seems perfectly
reasonable.

The tape speeds were slightly fast,
amounting to a timing error of about 30
seconds in 30 minutes of playing time.
Only 50 millivolts was needed at the
high-level inputs for a 0 -vu recording
level. The corresponding line output was
0.73 volt at 7% ips and 0.63 volt at 3%
ips. At the fast tape speeds, 1200 feet

of tape were handled in 150 seconds.
This tape deck /preamp played com-

mercially recorded tapes with excellent
fidelity. Its own recordings were virtually
indistinguishable from the original pro-
gram. In all sonic respects, this modestly
priced machine proved to be the equal
of other recorders costing several times
as much. Our chief criticism of its tape
handling was the sudden tug and sub-
sequent bounce imparted to the tape by
the takeup reel every time it went into
normal motion. However, we experi-
enced no stretching or breaking difficul-
ties with 1 -mil or 1.5 -mil tape.

Selling at $149.50, the Sony TC-250-
A represents a top value for anyone wish-
ing to add a tape recording facility to
his music system at reasonable cost.

Empire Model 9000 Speaker System
For a copy of manufacturer's. brochure, circle No. 34 on Reader Service Card.

THE Empire Model 9000 "Royal
Grenadier" speaker system differs

from other designs in its use of a cylin-
drical column enclosure. It is a three-
way system, of 8 ohms nominal
impedance, with its woofer mounted
face down near the bottom of the en-
closure. The column is partially filled
with sound -absorbent material to damp
internal resonances.

The woofer is front -loaded by a ta-
pered plug in the base of the column
and radiates over a 360 -degree angle
through a slot surrounding the base. The
manufacturer's literature describes this
as a front -leaded horn. The bass driver
has a 15" cone, a 4" diameter voice
coil, and a very heavy ceramic magnet
structure.

The middle and high frequencies are
handled by two small dome radiators
in a separate, isolated housing on the
side of the column. The housing is a
die casting, with its openings forming
acoustic lenses for wide dispersion. The
crossover networks are built in, and there
are no level adjustments for the middle -
and high -frequency speakers. The sys-

15

10

tem terminals are concealed from view
underneath the pedestal.

The Model 9000 is handsomely styled
as a seven -sided column, in satin -finish
walnut. It stands 29" high, with a 20"
diameter circular walnut top. It is also
available with a marble top. In its all-
wood version, it weighs 85 pounds,

(Continued on page 78)
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COALNOTRE-air
FOR UHF, VHF, FM RECEPTION

The one antenna -.hat does the work of 3! Gives startlingly
clear black and white pictures and beautiful color on
both UHF and VHF television channels - plus the finest
in stereophonic aid monophonic sound reproduction.

FINCO's Color-Ve-Log challenges all competition! Its
swept -element design assures the finest in brilliant color
and sharply defined black and white television recep-
tion - as well as superb FM monaural and stereo quality.

FINCO Model UVF-18-$42.50 list
FINCO Model UVF-16 -$30.50 list
FINCO Model UVF-10-$18.50 list

FINCO Model VL-18-$54.50 list
FINCO Model VL-15-$46.95 list
FINCO Model VL-7 $23.95 list
FINCO Model VL-5 $16.95 list

Featuring FINCO's exclusive Gold Corodizing

FINCO COLOR-VE-LOG
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice

THE FINNEY COMPANY  34 W. Interstate Street  Bedford, Ohio
Write for beautiful color brochures Number 20'-322, and 20-307, Dept, 410.
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Engineered for Professional Quality
and savings up to 50%

Whether you want the creative
pleasure and thrift of build -it -yourself,
or factory -assembled professional
quality equipment ready-to-use-you
save up to 50% with EICO

no -compromise engineering. Be
super -critical. Compare EICO with
anybody else. The more critically
you judge, the more you'll see for
yourself that your best buy is EICO.

EICO
KITS & WIRED

COLOR TV LA

New Model 380 Solid State NTSC
Color Generator generates exact
NTSC color signals individually
and all required dot -bar patterns.
Super -compact, 4 pounds light, in-
stant operation. $159.95 wired
only.

3 Three compact portable instruments for shop or home Color TV servicing.
Add one more and you're set for FM-MPX stereo.

I
6111111110.11

Model 369 Sweep/Marker Gener-
ator for easiest, fastest visual
alignment of color or B&W TV and
FM RF and IF circuits. Five sweep
ranges from 3-220mc. Four marker
ranges from 2-225mc. Crystal
marker oscillator. Post injection
of markers. $89.95 kit, $139.95
wired.

New Model 435 Direct -Coupled
Wideband Scope. Top-quality DC-
4.5mc scope with 3" flat -face CRT.
Zener calibrator: Outperforms 5"
scopes three times its size, facili-
tates on -location color TV and
other servicing. $99.95 kit,
$149.95 wired.

New Model 342 FM Multiplex Sig-
nal Generator. Design lab quality.
Both composite audio and FM RF
outputs. Inputs for stereo audio
source for store demonstrations,
critical A/B listening tests.
$149.95 wired.

New Model 1030 Regulated Power Supply. Speeds
troubleshooting, design work, production line
testing, electronics teaching. Variable bias and
plate sources regulated to 1/3 of 1%: 0-150V 4i
2ma; 0-400V rif up to 150ma. Ripple less than
3mv rms. Unregulated fil. volts of 6.3V & 12.6V,
f'/3A. Switchable, monitoring milliammeter and
voltmeter. $59.95 kit, $99.95 wired.

Model 460 Wideband Direct -Coupled 5" Oscil-
loscope. DC-4.5mc for color and B&W TV service
and lab use. Push-pull DC vertical amp., bal. or
unbal. input. Automatic sync limiter and amp.
$89.95 kit, $129.50 wired.

New Model 378 Audio Generator. Near -distortion -
less sine wave generator (<0.1% 20-20,000c)
providing fast, convenient switch -selection of
frequencies from lc to 110kc (lc steps 1c -100c,
10c steps 100c-lkc, 100c steps lkc10kc, lkc
steps 10kc-110kc), 8-pos. 10db/step output
attenuator & fine attenuator. Output meter (41/2"
200ua\ with 8 voltage ranges & db scale. $49.95
kit, $69.95 wired.

Model 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. A must for color
or B&W TV and industrial use. 7 -non -skip ranges
on all 4 funCtions. With Uni-Probe. ® $29.95 kit,
$49.95 wired.

New Model 965 FaradOhm Bridge/Analyzer. "Un-
usually versatile" - Electronics World. 9 -range,
low -voltage capacitance -resistance bridge safely
measures even 1 -volt electrolytics. Metered
bridge balance, leakage test voltage (6 DC VTVM
ranges 1.5-500V), leakage current (11 DC VTAM
ranges 0.15ua-15ma). DC VTVM & VTAM external-
ly usable. $129.95 wired.

New Model 779 Sentinel 23 CB Transceiver. 23 -
channel frequency synthesizer provides crystal -
controlled transmit and receive on all 23 chan-
nels. No additional crystals to buy ever! Features
include dual conversion, illuminated S/RF meter,
adjustable squelch and noise limiter, TVI filter,
117VAC and 12VDC tonsistorized dual power
supply. Also serves A 3.5 watt P.A. system.
$169.95 wired.

New Model 3566 All Solid -State Automatic FM
MPX Stereo Tuner/Amplifier. "Very satisfactory
product, very attractive price"-Audio Magazine.
No tubes, not even nuvistors. Delivers 112 watts
IHF total to 4 ohms, 75 watts to 8 ohms. Com-
pletely pre -wired and pre -aligned RF, IF and
MPX circuitry, plus plug-in transistor sockets.
$219.95 kit (optional walnut cabinet $14.95),
$325.00 wired including walnut cabinet. UL
approved.

UP

New Model 753 The one and only SSI3/AM/CW
Tri-Band Transceiver Kit. "The best ham trans-
ceiver buy for 1966" --Radio TV Experimenter
Magazine. 200 watts PEP on 80, 40 and 20
meters. Receiver offset tuning, built-in VOX, high
level dynamic ALC. Unequaled performance, fea-
ures and appearance. Sensationally priced at
$179.95 kit, $299.95 wired.

FREE 1966 CATALOG
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
131-01 39th Ave., Flushing, N.Y. 11352

Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest
dealer. I'm interested in:
D test equipment 0 ham radio
 stereo/hi-fi 0 Citizens Band radio

Name

Address

L City State

1945-1965: TWENTY YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN CREATIVE ELECTRONICS
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A high-fidelity speaker system of optimum volume that has
-411l been constructed using the data obtained from nomograms.

The 12 -inch woofer is shown here mounted on 1/4 -inch compo-
sition board front panel along with cone tweeter and the duct.

A thidmess of fiberglass is stapled to board for damping. OP'

DESIGNING A
nournmpoirr
ICANN-REFILEX
ENCIAINUM.
By JAMES F. NOVAK /Senior Engineer. Jensen Mfg. Div./The Muter Co..

There is an optimum volume
for best transient performance
and maximum efficiency.
A number of nomograms are given
to allow designer and constructor
to achieve this volume.

Inside view of enclosure shown before back cover is put on.

0NE of the most important, yet often least understood,
parts of a loudspeaker system is the loudspeaker en-
closure. The enclosure-often called a baffle, cabinet,

or just plain box-determines to a large extent the low -fre-
quency performance of a loudspeaker system and, in many
cases, governs it.

Enclosures may be divided into five main types: 1. flat
baffle, 2. open -back cabinet, 3. completely enclosed cabinet,
4. horn -loaded, and 5. bass -reflex.

These five types can be further subdivided into as many as
five additional variations on each type. The purpose of this
article is to select one type of enclosure that will be simple to
construct, require no mathematics to design, and yet give sat-
isfactory performance with a large variety of loudspeakers.
Nomograms are given which will enable the constructor to de -
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(A) (B)

Fig. 1. Hookup for checking speaker resonance and damping.

sign a suitable enclosure for any given loudspeaker with a
reasonable assurance of obtaining an optimum design.

Types of Enclosures
Obviously, no single type of enclosure will give utopian

performance with all types of loudspeakers. When one con-
siders all of the cost, complexity, and performance trade-off's,
however, one type of enclosure does stand out above all oth-
ers. This is the bass -reflex. It may be useful to discuss briefly
the reasons for not choosing one of the others.

The main factor that determines the low -frequency cut-off
of most loudspeaker systems is a resonance frequency of some
kind, i.e., either the resonance of the loudspeaker itself, its
resonance in the enclosure, or a new resonance created by the
presence of the enclosure.

The flat baffle and open -back cabinet are not very useful
for high-fidelity applications. A loudspeaker radiates sound
energy from both sides of the cone. These two sound fields
are out of phase with each other, i.e., when the front of the
cone radiates a high-pressure wave, the back is radiating a
low-pressure wave. These two waves tend to cancel each
other when they are not isolated and this effect becomes more
pronounced as the frequency becomes lower.

This problem can be minimized by making the baffle larger
but this has its shortcomings. In order to obtain acceptable
performance to say, 40 cps, the length of one side must be at
least a half wavelength long at that frequency or 14 feet. Of
course, the flat baffle can be folded back on itself such as in
the open -back cabinet, but the structure will still be quite
ungainly. It is for this reason that baffles of this type are rarely
found in present-day high-fidelity practice.

An obvious solution to this cancellation problem is to com-
pletely enclose the back of the loudspeaker so that the sound
field from the back of the loudspeaker diaphragm cannot be
radiated. One major difficulty with this type of enclosure is
that the "air cushion" within the box stiffens the moving parts
of the loudspeaker and increases the resonance. The low -fre-
quency cut-off of simple baffles and enclosures is determined

Fig. 2. Dimensions of "standard -volume' loudspeaker boxes.

A

SPEAKER
SIZE (IN.)

DIM. A
ON.)

DIM. B
(IN.)

DIM.0
(IN.)

V
(CU. FT.)

8 10 8 5/8 6 3/4 0.5

10 14 1/4 8 1/2 8 3/4 1.0

12 14 1/4 8 1/2 10 1/2 1.0

15 20 8 5/8 13 1/4 2.0

primarily by the resonance frequency of the speaker when in
the baffle or enclosure. The resonance of a speaker in a closed
box is determined by the volume of the box. Large cabinets
will increase the resonance to a lesser degree than will small
cabinets. Generally speaking, it will be necessary to use cabi-
net volumes of at least 3 cubic feet for 8 -inch loudspeakers, 8
cubic feet for 12 -inch loudspeakers, and 15 cubic feet for
15 -inch loudspeakers. Small bookshelf -type enclosures require
the use of rather specially designed loudspeakers having high
mass and very low stiffness (high elasticity or compliance) in
order to obtain fairly low resonance frequencies.

Horn -type loucspeakers are usually impractical to design
readily because they require a complete knowledge of the
mechanical constants of the speaker, such as mass, stiffness,
flux density, etc. This type of data is seldom available outside
of the speaker manufacturer's engineering department. Even
if complete loudspeaker data is available, the design calcula-
tions are quite complicated and the cabinetry even more so.

From a constructional standpoint, the bass -reflex enclosure
is hardly more complicated than the simple closed box. It is,
in fact, exactly the same as a closed box except that there is
an opening, usually on the front of the enclosure. This open-
ing allows the sound from the rear of the loudspeaker to come
around to the front. But, unlike the flat baffle or open -back
cabinet, cancellation does not take place. Because the open-
ing, called a port, has mass and the volume of the enclosure
has compliance, a tuned circuit is created which shifts the
phase of the sound waves so that they reinforce those from the
front of the cone over a fairly wide frequency range. The en-
closure/speaker combination now becomes a system of two
tuned circuits. These two tuned circuits are closely coupled
together. The result is that the original speaker resonance
frequency disappears completely and is replaced by two other
resonance frequencies, one above and one below the original
speaker resonance.

The sound the port and speaker are
opposite in phase at the lowest resonance frequency and,
therefore, cause a significant cancellation in net output. At the
original speaker free -air resonance, however, the sound waves
from port and speaker are 90° out -of -phase. Because the cone
amplitude and therefore radiation at this frequency is greatly
reduced, the total amount of energy radiated is essentially a
function of the acoustic properties of the port.

At the upper resonance, the port and cone radiation are in
phase, resulting in an increase in total sound radiation.

Optimum Enclosure Size
A careful study of bass -reflex operation from a theoretical

standpoint reveals a complexity far greater than the extremely
simple construction would indicate. A number of generally
unknown facts come to light concerning low -frequency exten-
sion and optimum transient response.

1. A bass -reflex enclosure can be too large. After a certain
maximum volume is reached, further volume increases result
in "boomy" bass rather than an appreciable extension of low -
frequency response. This is particularly true when a speaker
with a small magnet is used. It is best to use a completely
closed cabinet in this case.

2. A bass -reflex enclosure can also be too small. A common
assumption is that the enclosure can be made much smaller by
using a duct behind the port. While the use of a duct allows
one to tune the enclosure to very low frequencies when vol-
umes are small, it is the ratio of enclosure air stiffness to
speaker stiffness that determines the low -frequency cut-off.
As the enclosure volume is made smaller, the enclosure stiff-
ness increases and so does the cut-off frequency. This will re-
main true regardless of how the enclosure is tuned. A false
"boomy" bass will generally result and the enclosure may as
well be left closed. In some cases a better sounding bass will
result if the back of the speaker enclosure is removed.

3. Only one condition of cabinet tuning and damping will
26 ELECTRONICS WORLD



In order to proceed with the actual design work, it is neces-
sary to know the stiffness of the cone suspension. Since
speaker manufacturers are notorious for not having this infor-
mation readily available, it is necessary to derive this by meas-
uring the speaker resonance in free air and in a "standard
volume." A properly calibrated audio oscillator, a simple a.c.
vacuum -tube voltmeter, and a 100- to 1000 -ohm resistor are

result in optimum transient response, i.e., freedom from hang-
over or boom. Because a speaker in a bass -reflex forms a
closely coupled system of two tuned circuits, the system will
tend to decay with two frequencies. The achievement of opti-
mum transient response demands that the system decay with
one frequency and with a specified time constant. In order to
make the system decay in one frequency, the enclosure vol-
ume and port combination must be tuned to the free -air reso-
nance of the speaker. A specified decay can be achieved by
adding acoustic resistance, in the form of damping material,
to the enclosure. The proper amount of damping material
can be determined by means of a test method described later.

A nagging question in the design stage of any enclosure of
this type is "How large shall it be?" It was pointed out earlier
that the enclosure can be too large or too small for proper
bass -reflex action. This implies that an optimum volume ex-
ists and indeed it does. This optimum volume does not de -
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Fig. 5. Optimum -volume nomogram for use with 15 -inch loud-
speakers. Standard box size in this case is two cubic ft.
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required. Although this value is not at all critical, the higher
values will give more sharply defined readings. Use the largest
value consistent with the oscillator output voltage and volt-
meter sensitivity. Fig. 1A shows how these elements are
connected.

The "standard volume" is nothing more than a small ply-
wood box of known volume. Fig. 2 shows the constructional
details of boxes for 8 -inch, 10 -inch and 12 -inch, and 15 -inch
speakers. Although a single volume could have been used for
all loudspeaker sizes, three separate volumes were chosen in
the interest of economy. This box must be thoroughly sealed
with caulking compound or putty to prevent leaks. Note: All
measurements will be made with the speaker mounted on the
outside of the box. All six sides should, therefore, be perma-
nently assembled.

The first step after selecting a loudspeaker and constructing
the appropriate "standard volume" is to measure resonant
frequencies. Hook up the unbaffled speaker as shown in Fig.
1A. The speaker should be held in the air away from any large
objects and the audio oscillator slowly swept through the
low -frequency end of the audio range so that it passes through
the speaker's resonant frequency. The voltmeter connected
across the voice coil terminals will show a large rise in voltage
at this frequency. The frequency corresponding to maximum
voltmeter reading is the resonant frequency of the speaker.

After noting the free -air resonant frequency, place the
speaker face down over the hole in the "standard box." A
slight amount of hand pressure should be applied to the rear
of the speaker to help get a good seal between speaker gasket
and the box. The speaker resonant frequency is again deter-
mined as before. The resonant frequency determined this time

Fig. 6. Nomogram used to determine proper enclosure dimensions.
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will be higher than the free -air resonance. It is quite possible
for this frequency to be two to four times the free -air reso-
nance.

The proper nomograms of Figs. 3, 4, or 5 can now be used
to determine the proper enclosure volume. The following ex-
ample will clarify the technique.

Assume an enclosure is to be built for a 12 -inch loudspeaker
with the following resonant frequencies: free -air resonant fre-
quency, 62; resonant frequency in "standard box," 121 cps.

Using the nomogram of Fig. 4, draw a straight line between
Point A, the speaker free -air resonance and Point B, the
speaker resonance with the "standard box." From the inter-
section of this line and the reference line, Point C, draw an-
other straight line through the construction point until it inter-
sects with the optimum -volume line. The number read (3000
cubic inches) is the proper volume fur this loudspeaker.

Unless the reader has reasons for making the enclosure con-
form to a special shape, the (Continued on page 76)
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Capaeitanee ]escription of test circuit that may be employed to
:heck large number of electrolytic capacitors rapidly.

Iseful for incoming inspection of these components.

Measuring
By MAX H. APPLEBAUM
Warwick Electronics Inc., Pacific Mercury Div. zNornog 1*(1111

THIS capacitance tester will find its maximum useful-
ness when applied to incoming inspection testing of
electrolytics, especially in plants engaged in the manu-

facture of consumer electronic products. In this instance, a
large quantity of capacitors is checked out on an AQL ( ac-
ceptance quality level, a statistical procedure) basis to de-
termine the acceptability of a shipment. The test can be
made quickly at a minimum of cost since no particular skill
is required of the operator. It will also have equal value to
technicians and hobbyists who cannot afford the more ex-
pensive capacitance bridges normally used for this test.

Fig. 1A shows the basic circuit of the tester. An a.c. volt-
age, equal to the product of the nominal rated a.c. ripple
current and the approximate reactance resulting from the
sum of the reactances of the capacitors at 60 cps is applied
to the circuit. (In most cases approximately 30 volts r.m.s.
may be used. Slightly higher voltage may be used for large
values of capacitance.) ED.C. is a polarizing potential equal
to the rated d.c. working voltage of the unknown capacitor
(Cx). This potential is applied across Cx through the series
resistor R to prevent Cx from being shorted by the d.c. sup-
ply. R should have a value of about 20 times the reactance
of Cx at 60 cps. The limiting factor in determining the maxi-
mum value of R is the capacitor charging time which should
be short for rapid testing. The following chart shows some
suggested values of resistance for various ranges of capaci-
tance:

Cx
1-10 ti.f. 10,000 ohms

10-100 p.f. 1000 ohms
100-1000 µf. 100 ohms

1000-10,000 p.f. 10 ohms

CK is a capacitor of known value and should be close to
the value of Cx for more accurate results. By taking the ratio
of the two capacitors and setting it equal to the inverse
ratio of the a.c. voltages appearing across them, we arrive at
an equation from which Cx can be calculated. Cx/Ch
EK/Ex. The task of calculating Cx can be done quickly and
conveniently by using the nomogram of Fig. 2. The method
of using this nomogram can best be described by the fol-
lowing example:

Find the value of an unknown electrolytic (Cx) measured
in the test fixture of Fig. 3 when the known capacitor (CK)
is 10 pi. and the a.c. voltages measured are 9 volts across
the known capacitor (EK) and 11 volts across the unknown
(EA). The solution is obtained in two steps. (1) Align a
straightedge from 9 on the EK scale to 11 on the Ex scale,
and (2) align a straightedge from 10 on the CK scale and the
point where the straightedge crossed (Continued on page 64)

Fig. 1. (A) Basic circuit and (B) meter -switching arrangement.
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Fig. 2. Nomogram used to determine unknown capacitor value.

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the electrolytic test fixture.
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RECENT

DEVELOPMENTS

IN ELECTRONICS

Traveling -Wave Tubes for Space. (Above) The TWT, of the type
shown here, has racked up more than 30,000 operational hours
in outer space aboard four successful spacecraft. It is also
scheduled for launch on at least eight future space shots, in-
cluding the Apollo man -on -the -moon vehicle. The unique metal -
and -ceramic TWT, designed and built by Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany's microwave tube division, was used in the transmitter of
Mariner 4 that sent photos of Mars back to earth. Similar tubes
were launched aboard Syncom 2 (July, 1963), Syncom 3 (August,
1964), and Early Bird (April, 1965) communications satellites.
A major advantage of the metal -ceramic construction is that the
tube can withstand severe launch shocks; the tube has passed
tests at the 200G level. The TWT's vary slightly in size and
weight according to power requirements. For example, the Mar-
iner 4 tube is 9 inches long and weighs 13 ounces. It was de-
signed to last 20,000 hours but other such tubes have a 40,000
to 90,000 hour lifespan. Inside the TWT's housing, a high -
intensity electron beam transfers its energy to a helical coil
causing a weak microwave signal entering coil to be amplified.

Largest Printed Circuit. (Center) A technician at Litton Indus-
tries' Advanced Circuitry division is shown here inspecting
the largest known printed circuit board in production. Cop-
per circuits are etched on both sides of the 1/16 -inch -thick
phenolic board, which is nearly four feet long. The particu-
lar board shown is intended for use in an electronic organ.

Millimeter -Wave TV Signal. (Left) The entire radio -frequency
channel of a television station has been superimposed on a
millimeter -wave signal by means of a new semiconductor device
called an injection modulator. It is believed to be the first
time the total spectrum of a TV station-including both carriers
and modulation-has been impressed on a millimeter beam by a
semiconductor device. The signal was transmitted by an experi-
mental millimeter -wave communications system to demonstrate
the capabilities of the new injection modulator. Development
of the new device was carried out by GT&E Laboratories under
contracts from the U.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort Mon-
mouth, N.J. The TV set on the right shows the detected TV
signal before it is impressed and transmitted over the milli-
meter -wave beam. The TV set on the left shows the detected
TV signal after transmission over the beam. In the labora-
tory demonstration, an 83-mc. signal containing video and sync
pulses was applied to the injection device to modulate a 70,000-
mc. carrier. The resulting amplitude -modulated millimeter -
wave signal was transmitted, detected, and displayed on TV set.
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Integrated Circuits for Computers. (Right) Electronic com-
ponents for a miniaturized computer, which weighs less than
200 pounds and occupies only four cubic feet of space, are
shown being tested here by a Sylvania engineer. The com-
puter will perform the large-scale, high-speed computations
of conventional data-processing equipment using approximately
3500 tiny integrated circuit packages. Each package contains
the equivalent of 24 components, such as resistors, transistors,
diodes, and capacitors. The completed boards are mounted on a
processor which can operate simultaneously with up to eight
peripheral devices including tapes, punches, and memories.

R.f. Probe Tests Integrated Circuits. (Center) A portable,
self-contained troubleshooting device that detects latent
defects in electronic equipment, particularly integrated cir-
cuits, is shown being used here. A non-metallic rod (in the
user's right hand) taps the various components while the in-
strument's probe picks up any noise generated. The probe is
actually a broad -band, tuned radio frequency amplifier that
detects and measures noise in the 20 to 30 mc. range. Once
the operator has studied the noise levels and compared them
with the normal levels for well -functioning equipment, he

zeroes in on the faulty component or circuitry by reducing
amplifier gain and varying pick-up position. The unit has
been built by Honeywell's Minneapolis Aeronautical Division.

Compact Computer Memory. (Below left) This baseball -size ex-
perimental computer memory-one of the most compact ever de-
veloped-has been designed to store data for rocket and missile
guidance systems. The miniature device holds four times more
data than other memories of its kind but is seven times smaller.
Developed by IBM engineers for aerospace use, the memory unit
has only one moving part and can hold 600,000 separate bits of
data. The moving part is a small cylinder on which data is
stored magnetically. The drum can spin at up to 12,000 rpm.

CCTV Missile -Firing Monitor. (Below right) Closed -Circuit TV
is being used more and more today at the Naval Missile Center's
Photographic Department at Point Mugu, Calif., particularly in
testing and evaluating missile launches. The CCTV recording
system, employing video tape recorders, augments film camera
coverage. The illustration shows a TV -equipped tracking mount
recently installed aboard a destroyer for a coming operation.
Two film cameras are installed on the outboard sides of the
mount, while the TV cameras are at the center. CCTV is par-
ticularly important because it records data for real-time (as
it occurs) viewing as well as for later reference and review.
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Solid -State Hi-Fi Equipment Directory

COVERING only solid-state audio components, this di-
rectory lists the electrical characteristics, physical di-

mensions, and prices of 108 separate items including pream-
plifiers, power amplifiers, integrated amplifiers (combining
preamplifier and power amplifier), tuners, and receivers
(combining tuner, preamp, and power amplifier sections).

With the exception of tuners and receivers that may use

Model

Iva

CC -1

621

5G520

7T

C-24

jJ

a vacuum tube in their front end, all devices covered in this
listing are fully transistorized. All are stereo unless noted.

All information supplied in this directory was in reply to
requests made of each manufacturer. Several companies that
also manufacture solid-state components (RCA for example)
are not listed as unfortunately we could not get the specifi-
cations on their equipment.

Solid -State Preamplifiers

sir

Input sensitivity
for rated output

a' * ,..-..0
c..
,c....k.z c-, a

co ao
ct. 'e tN,11

440
4..,

4k h FQ

ACOUSTECH, INC., 139 Main St., Cambridge, Mass. 02142

2 I - i

.09
I - I 10 I - I - I .5

I 600, up yes

CM LABORATORIES, 575 Hope St., Stamford, Conn.

2 I 1 I .1 1100 k I
3 I - I 6 I .25 1 none yes

HADLEY LABS., 115 Spring Street, Claremont, Calif.
3 I .05 I .05

I 220% I 3
I - I 3 I

.3
1

none yes

LANSING, JAMES B., SOUND, INC., 3249 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles

3 I

.15
I

.05
I

20 k
I 6 I - I, 5 I

.3
I

8,
up

yes

MARANTZ CO., INC., 25-14 Broadway, Long Island City, N.Y. 1 1 106
10 1 .05 I .15

I 22A I
.6 I - I 1.2 I .075 1 any yes

MCINTOSH LABORATORY INC., 2 Chambers St., Binghamton, N.Y.
20-

2.5 .1 I .1 I 20 k
1

2 I- I 2 I .2
I 4, 8, 16 yes

yes sir.

yes none

39, Calif.
yes yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

15%

is%

15

isY3

15%

16

Physical size
(inches)

4

51

4'/z

61/2

53/4

8

12

8

131/2

7'

11

315.00

359.00

450.00

295.00

249.00

149.00 inc.

21.00

inc.

15.00

24.00

All information supplied by manufacturer. Measurements were requested at 117-v.a.c. line. Distortion and frequency response taken with high-level input.
'Model VI same as Model IV except 200 -ohm output, stepped controls, and costs $249.00. factory assembled.

Solid -State Power Amplifiers

S

/

@j4.7.14-:42o
Physical size

(inches)

471.......- 4:47

O
.... ® ® ® 4? . .4- ..e e* 4ZZO .... , c. .,,, -.4

Model

:,4 '41 ,A.. .sit ..c. s e y 1 4.- x /
cya

7:,, , , .. Pt' W D 't`e -t c;b:._t

.
t-

ACOUSTECH, INC., 139 Main St., Cambridge, Mass. 02142
1-A - 80 .45 - .25 .1 - 5-

50 k - 4, 8, 16 150 15% 5 12 395.00 - inc. -
III - 50 .45 - .25 .1 - 5-

50 k - 4, 8, 16 150 15% 5 8 274.00 199.00 inc. -
XI - 35 .45 - .25 .1 - 5-

50 k - 4, 8, 16 150 15'% 5 10 - 129.50 inc. -
ALTEC LANSING, 1515 South Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803

351 El" 50 40 1.5 - - - - 20-
20 k .45 4, 8, 6

125, 70-v. 7.5 9% 5 91/2 252.00 - - -
CM LABORATORIES, 575 Hope St. Stamford, Conn.

35D - 35 .25 .25 .25 .25 20-
20 k

1-
100 k .65 4,8, 16 200 101/2 61/2 121/2 285.00 - - -

3 5MRM° - 50 .5 .5 .5 .5
20-
20 k

1-
100 k

65 4, 8, 16
70-v. 200 19 51/2 13 237.00 - - -

DYNACO INC., 3912 Powelton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
60/60 60 1 60 1 .5 I .1 1 .5 .1 1 6.5-k I 1uul9rk 1.5 8 20 13 4 10 200.00 150.00 inc. yes

HADLEY LABS., 115 Spring Street Claremont, Calif.
622 3-80 I 40 I .5 I .1 I .8 I .2 I 35-k

I
50 k 1.1 4-20 250 121/2 4%, 10% 359.00 - - -

LANSING, JAMES B., SOUND, INC., 3249 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles 39, Calif.
SE 401 - 40 .25 - .5 - 1-

30 k - 1 4-16 6 15% 4% 61/2 231.00 - - no

SE 400 - 40 .25 - .5

10
- 10 -

30 k - 1 4-16 " 15'4 4% 6% 261.00 - inc. no

MATTES ELECTRONICS INC., 4937 West Fullerton Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60639
SSP 200 160 I 100 I .5

I .5 I

.07
I '4 I 24-k I 365k I 1

4, 8, 16 250 14'/a 8 51/2 375.00 - inc. no

SCHOBER ORGAN CORP., 43 West 61st Street, New York 23, N.Y.
TR-25 50 I 40 I .22 I .1 I 1.4 I .9 I 23tk I 40 k [ .055 4-16 - 51/2 71/2 111/2 - 69.95 inc. no

All information supplied by manufacturer. Measurements were requested at 117 8 -ohm loads, both channels driven.
eAll are stereo units except Altec Lansing 351B, CM Labs. 35MRM, and Schober TR-2. "Controlled to match specific loudspeaker.
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Solid -State Integrated Amplifiers
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Input
sensitivity for
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zis0
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At % Z,
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..s, .,,,

4b 4b
<° .:t VI II

tooPhysical size
o (inches)

.6.1.

cu
c., ....

.....ct,
0 i!...".

OA4'
reo0....

..., ......o ....
9.

c, ca.
.0 .......

',,r "lit

''' 1/4.1. ...'-a* Zit
o .4.. ' \t.e 4, 1 i, 4, 4, ,

* 4. .41 4,
,:b so <°

ACOUSTECH INC., 139 Main St., Cambridge, Mass. 02142
V - 45 ' .45 - 1 .25 ' .1 - - - - - 2.5 10 - - 15% 5 8 349.00 inc.VII - 30 .45 - .25 .1 - - - - - 2.5 - - . - 15% 5 8 219.00 inc.

ALTEC LANSING, 1515 S Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803
360 B

35 30
I 1.5 I - - I - I - I 20°-k I 4 ,

8, 16 I 10 1 yes 4 200 1.9 .4 4-16 yes yes yes 15 5% 11% 389.00
BOGEN COMMUNICATIONS, P.O. Box 500, Paramus, N.J. 07652

AT -600 30 25 .6 .4 .5 .3 2200-k
50 5-k 4, 8, 16 40 no 2.5 - 2 .2 4, 8, 16 yes yes no 15 4% 10 199.95 27.95

AT -400 20 15 1 .6 .8 .5 1250-k 3105-k 4, 8, 16 35 no 2.5 - 2.5 .2 4, 8, 16 yes yes no 15 3% 9'/i 139.95 - 19.95
CM LABS, 575 Hope St., Stamford, Conn.

CC -505 - 50 .5 .1 .5
.5 2200-

k 4, 8, 16k 16o 200 no 3 - 6 .25 4 -hi yes yes yes 17 6 13 387.00
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Buchanan, Mich. 49107

1144 25 18 1 1.5 I .5 I - 1 - 1 -
1 32A

4-16 35 no 4.5 - - .09 4-16 yes yes no 8'/a 3% 10% 124.50 inc.
FISHER RADIO CORP., 21-21 44th Dr., Long Island City 1, N Y.

TX -300 50 36 .5 - .4 - .0 -k 2250-k 4, 8, 16 20 no 2.8 - 1.8 .2 4-16 yes yes yes 15% 4% 11% 329.50
TX -200 45 35 .5 - .4 - 5102-k A 4, 8, 16 20 1 no 4 - 2.6 .28 4-16 yes yes yes 15% 4% 11% 279.50

GROMMES, PREC. ELECTRONICS, INC., 9101 King St., Franklin Park, Illinois
3000 60 50 .25 .15 .5 .2 230 k 1a-, 4, 8, 16 35 yes 1 - 3 .2 4-16 yes yes yes 15 6% 131% 299.50
C-41 25 20 .3 .25 .5 .25 230k 1100k 4, 8, 16 30 no 1

- 3 .15 4-16 yes no yes 15 4% 11 179.95
HARMAN-KARDON, INC., Plainview Long Island, N.Y.

SA 2000 18 1 16 1 .1
1 I I'2 294-k 125k 4-16 10 no 2 100 - .25 any - yes yes 14 4% 8% 159.00 24.95.

HEATH CO., Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023
AA -22 33 20 .3 .3 1 1 3105-k 3105-k 4-16 20 no 6 - - .25 - yes no no 15 3ifa 11% 99.95 inc.
AA -21D 50 35 .5 .5 1 1 212-k 2153-k 4-16 - no 3 - 2 .25 - yes yes no 151 5% 14 137.00 6.95

12.95
AA -14 15 10 .5 .s 1 1 15-

6100-k 4-16 - no 4 - - .3 low no no no 12 3% 9% - 59.95 7.953.50

KENWOOD INC., S. Broadway Pl., Los Ange es, Calif. 90007
TK-400 40 32 1 - - - - - 4-16 I 20 - 1.5 - 1.5 .1 - - yes - - 174.95

KLH RESEARCH AND DEV. CORP., 30 Cross St., Cambr dge, Masi. 02139
16 50 35 2 .5 1 1.5 .5 200-k I 220%

4-16 6 no 5 I - I - 1 4-16 yes yes scr. 11% 4% 10% 219.95
KNIGHT, ALLIED RADIO CORP., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60680

KN-999A 60 35 1 .25 1.5 .5 32A 4165-k 4, 8, 16 40 - 4 - 4.5 .25 4-25 yes no yes 13% 4% 12% 199.95 14.95

KN-966 33 20 1 .25 1.6 .7 20 k 30k 4, 8, 16 30 - 4 - 4.5 .25 4-25 yes no yes 13% 4% 12% 119.95 14.95

KNIGHT KIT, ALLIED RADIO CORP. 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60680
KG -895 60 40 .5 .5 1 .1 2200-k 310% 4, 8, 16 11 - 2.5 - 2 .25 low yes yes yes 16% 5 15 - 149:95 19.95

KG -870 35 28 .5 .3 1 .7
1285-1( 2250-k 8, 16 17.5 - 3 - 2 1 low yes yes yes 13 2% 11 149.95 99.50 12.95

KG -854 27 17 1 .5 1.5 .8 105-k 25k 8, 16 17 - 3 - 2.5 .5 low yes no yes 13 2% 11 - 79.95 12.95

KG -320 16 10 1 .7 1.5 .8 - 1285-k 8, 16 - - 3 - 2.5 .4 low yes no no 10 2% 8% 59.95 9.95

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS CORP. 111 Jericho Tpke Syosset, L.I , N.Y. 11791
LA -340 20 12 1 .5 - -

2270-k 2300k 4, 8, 16 - no 2 80 2.5 .2S 8 yes no no 11% 3% 10% 79.95 inc.

LA -249 25 20 .7 .3 - - n -k 20k 4, 8, 16 - no 1.4 J1 120 2.7 .85 8 yes no yes 10(6 4% 10% I19.95 inc.
LA SING, JAMES B., SO NO, INC., 3249 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles 39, Calif.

SA 600 - 40 .25 1 - .5 - 310°i,I - 4-16 I - no 5 - 5 .25 8, up yes yes no 16% 5% 13% 345.00 15.00

Stereo LE K, E CONA CO P., 432 Park Ave. S., New York, N.Y. 10016
30 15 8

1

.1
I .1 1 - I - I230Ck 4, 8, 16 I 60 - 3.5 3.5 3 .1 no yes yes yes 13 4% 9 249.50 inc.

OLSON ELECTRON
il
CS, INC., 260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44308

AM -280 30 22 .1 .56 1 1 .62 2500k 22A 4, 8, 16 20 no 2.5 100 3 .12 4, 8 yes yes yes 14% 4% 10 109.98 inc.

AM -272 7.5 5 3 1.8 2.8 1.5 - 4°-k20 4 8 16 - no -160 - .16 - - - - 10% 2% 6% 34.98 inc.
PILOT R DIO INC., 100 Electra Lane, East Station, Yonkers 4, N.Y.

6700 35 - .5 .5 - - 15-
k50 0515-k 4-16 - yes 2.8 - 1.2 - 180 yes yes yes - - 229.95

4300 20 - .5 .5 - - 15-
40 k

15-
40 k 4-16 - no 2.5 - 1.2 .18 180 yes yes yes - - 179.95

H. H. SCOTT INC., 111 Powder Mill Rd., Maynard, Mass 01754
299T 22% 18 .8 .5 2 .5 2205k 2158k 4, 8, 16 20 no 5.9 - no .5 low yes yes scr. 15X6 4's6 12% 199.95 13.95

260 50 40 .8 .5 2 .5 2200-k 3105k 4, 8, 16 20 yes 3 - 2 .S low yes yes yes 153S6 4%6 12% 279.95 13.95

SHERWOOD ELECT ONIC LABS INC., 4300 N. California Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60618
9900 45 36 .3 .15 1 .15 1k IA k 4-16 30 - 1.8 - 1 .25 40 yes yes scr. 14 4 10% 229.50 7.50

9500
25 15 .3 .15

1 .15 3152k 10 k 4-16 25 - 1.8 - 1 .25 40 yes yes scr. 14 4 10% 179.50 7.50

9000A 80 60 .25 .1 .5 .1 252k 1080 k 4-16 40 - 1.8 - 1 .25 40 yes yes yes 14 4 12% 309.50 - 8.50

V -M CORP., P.O. Box 659, Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023
1485 37.5 15 5 1.5

-- - - 2200 k 8 - no 5 100 - .1 none yes no no 13% 5% 10% 99.50 inc.

All information supplied by manufacturer. All stereo units. Measurements were requested at 117-v.a.c., 8 -ohm loads, both channels drvec. Distortion and frequency response taken with high-level input.
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Solid -State Receivers
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ALTEC LANSING, 1515 South Manchester Ave., Anaheim, California 92803

711 A no 2.2 2.5 - .15 22001, - auto trans. - SCA no 25 - .5 - - -
BOGEN COMMUNICATIONS, P.O. Box 500, Paramus, N.J. 07652

RT-4000 no 2.5 3 35 .7 1350k 10 auto trans. no both yes 20 15 1 .6 .8 .5

RT-8000 yes 2.3 2.8 35 .7 1350-k
10 auto trans. no both yes 35 27% .6 .4 .5 .3

3 566

EICO

no

ELECTRONIC

2 4.5

INSTRUMENT

40
.5

CO. INC.,
1250-k

131-01 39th Ave.,

auto

Flushing,

trans.

N Y 11352

yes both yes 37% 25 .5 .3 1 .3

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Buchanan Michigan 49107

1177b no 2 I 2.5 - 1.5 20
20 -

k 20 auto trans. no both yes 25 18 1.5 .5 - -
FISHER RADIO CORP., 21-21 44th Dr., Long Island City 1, N Y.

tube yes - no 60 45 .S - .5 -6004 no 1.8 2 55 .4 150k 10 auto

440-T no 2 2.2 50 .5 1250-k 10 auto trans. yes - no 35 30 .8 - 1 -
HARMAN-KARDON, INC., Plainview, Long Island N V

auto trans. yes SCA no 50 40 .5 .1 1 .1SR 900 no 1.8 2.5 - .5 200-k 1

SR 600 no 1.9 2.5 - .5 20% 1
auto trans. no SCA no 40 34 1 .1 1 .1

SR 400 yes 2.9 4 - 1 2100-k 1 auto trans. no SCA no 30 26 1 .1 1 .1

SR 300 no 2.9 4 -
1 210 lc 1

auto trans. no SCA no 30 26 1 .1 1 .1

HEATH CO., Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023

- auto trans. yes both yes 33 20 .3 .3 1 1AR -13A yes 2 3 - 1

20-
0 k

AR -14 no 5 3 - 1 1250k - man. trans. no SCA yes 15 10 .5 .5 1 1

KENWOOD ELECTRONICS INC., 3700 S. Broadway Pl., Los Angeles, California 90007
both yes 40 32 .9 .15 2 .311-80 no 1.8 2 20

1
200k 10 auto nuvistor yes

TK-60 yes 2.5 2 10
1

20k 10 auto trans. no both no 25 20 .9 .2 2 .3

TK5 0 no 2.5 2 10
1 220°-k 10 auto trans. no both no 25 20 .9 .2 2 .3

KNIGHT, ALLIED RADIO CORP., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60680

no no yes 35 20 .5 .25 1.6 .7KN-376 yes 3 I 3 - .5 2200k . 25 auto trans.

KG -964

KNIGHT

yes

-KIT,

2.5

ALLIED

1 8

RADIO

-
CORP.,

1

100

20 k
20-

Western Ave., Chicago,

- auto

Illinois
trans.

60680

no both yes 32 18 1 1 1.5 1

OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC., 260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44308

RA -727 no 1 1 3 I - -9 2
20-
0 k neg. auto trans. no SCA yes 22 1S.5 .5 .25 .6 .3

PILOT RADIO INC., 100 Electra Lane, East Station, Yonkers 4, N Y

R 1100 - 2 1.5 - .3 15 k
20-

20 auto trans. yes both no 60 - .5 .S - -
R 700 - 3 3 - .4

20-
15 k 20 onto trans. no both no 35 - .5 .5 - -

RA 300 - 3.5 4 -
-4 1205 k

20 auto trans. no both no 20 - .5 .s - -
R 300 - 3.5 3 - .4

20-
15 k 20 auto trans. no both no 20 - .5 .5 - -

H. H. SCOTT INC., 111 Powder Mill Rd., Maynard Mass. 01754

388 yes 1.9 4 45 .8 a 20 auto FET (FM)
rans. (AM) no both no 40 30 .8 .25 2 .5

348 no 1.9 4 45 .8 a 20 auto nuvistor yes both no 50 40 .8 .25 2 .5

34411 no 1.2 4 45 .8 a 20 auto nuvistor no both no 32.5 25 .8 .25 2 .5

342 no 2.7 6 40 .8 20 auto tastrans. no both no 22.5 18 .8 .25 2 .5

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC ABS., INC., 4300 N. California Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60618

5.8800 no 1.6 2.4 - -3
-

150k 10 auto trans. yes both no 50 40 .3 .1 1 .1

V -M CORP., P.O. Box 659, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023

trans. no both yes - - 3 1.5 - -1488 yes 5 - - - 22A 100 auto

1484 yes 1.8 - - - - 100 auto trans. no both yes 37.5 15 3 1.5 - -
All informat on supplied by manufacturer All stereo uni s. All have tuning meters except Hea h AR -14 and V -M 1488. All have stereo indicator sights. Meas-
urements were requested at 117-v.a.c. line with 8 -ohm loads, both channels driven. All tuner measurements are in reference to FM section on y.
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.
MAGNETIC

MEASUREMENTS

IN SPACE By JOSEPH H. WUJEK, Jr.

, - -

Ti

Description of some of the techniques used to
measure extremely weak magnetic fields at great
distances from Earth and close to distant planets.

THE measurement of magnetic fields has always been
of interest to space scientists. Because the motion of
charged particles is influenced by magnetic fields, the

strength and direction of these fields are of primary interest.
Other space phenomena such as the aurora or "northern
lights," radio -wave propagation, and the solar plasma or
solar winds are also affected by magnetic fields. Magnetic
"storms" or variations in the field strength cause changes in
the behavior of these phenomena. The presence or absence of
magnetic fields in the region about distant planets supplies
some information as to the planet's composition. Clearly, if
we are to better understand our environment, we must chart

IFIELD

TO BE
MEASURED

TO
AMPLIFIER

MAGNETIC CORE

Fig. 1. Basic fluxgate magnetometer arrangement is shown.

Complete payload of dual -gas -cell rubidium -vapor mag-
netometer used in Explorer 10 satellite. Spherical head con-
tains gas cells; batteries, electronics, antennas in base.

SENSING
HEADS

FROTO.
SAMPL.

SENSING
HEAD

SEQUENCING
RELAY

'PROGRAMMER

POLARIZING
RELAY

AMPLIFIER
LIMITER

BATTERY

TELEMETERING
TRANSMITTER

Fig. 2. Proton -precession magnetometer (Courtesy: Varian).

the magnetic fields about the earth as well as deep space.

Problems of Space Measurements
Scientists have long had instruments to measure magnetic

fields in the laboratory, so one might assume that these in-
struments might be adapted for space use. Indeed, for some
applications, modified laboratory instruments can be used in
space applications. These modifications are directed toward
reducing weight and volume; decreasing power consumption;
and insuring reliable operation with shock, vibration, and
wide variations in temperature. But the measurement of
magnetic fields in space encounters problems not ordinarily
met in the general laboratory situation.

The magnetic field of the earth at the earth's surface is
typically about 0.5 gauss or 50,000 y. (y, or gamma, is a unit
of magnetic field intensity. One gamma= 1/100,000 gauss.)
As a rocket, satellite, or space probe moves away from the
earth, the strength of the earth's magnetic field diminishes
rapidly. In deep space the fields encountered may be on the
order of 1 to 100 y. The instruments must, therefore, have
sensitivities which are 500 to 50,000 times better than re-
quired for ordinary earth -based measurements. Moreover, the
instruments must be capable of detecting changes of only
several gamma. A broad dynamic range is usually also re-
quired in order that the instruments do not saturate at high

Fig. 3. Rubidium -vapor magnetometer (Courtesy: Varian).
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A recent scientific satellite, carrying no less than 20 experi-
ments, is our polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory 10G0-21,
launched in October. This satellite carries two magnetometers
located at the ends of 22 -foot booms so as to be far removed
from magnetic or electrical influence of the spacecraft body.

ZION CHAMBER

COSMIC DUST DETECTOR

TRAPPED RADIATION

INSTRUMENT

LOW GAIN ANTENNA

MAGNETOMETER

HIGH -GAIN ANTENNA

SOLAR ABSORPTIVITY
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Ansor'
um,

THERMAL CONTROL

LOUVERS

SUN SENSORS

PROPULSION ASSEMBLY

SOLAR PRESSURE VANE

Mariner/Mars spacecraft showing some of scientific experiments.

field levels. Of course, several instrument systems could be
used in parallel, each having a different range of sensitivity.
But the availability of telemetry channels as well as the added
weight, increased power drain, and circuit complexity often
rule out this approach.

Added to the difficulties already mentioned are the prob-
lems of interference and calibration. Interference as used
here refers to the presence of magnetic fields from the space-
craft itself. Magnetic materials present in the spacecraft per-
turb the environmental field and, in the case of deep -space
probes, the spacecraft's field may be much stronger than the
fields of deep space. And since an electrical current has a

Fig. 4. Satellite rubidium magnetometer (Courtesy: Varian).
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magnetic field associated with it, electri-
cal and electronic equipment on board
the spacecraft also contribute to the in-
terference problem.

Complete solutions to interference
problems cannot be obtained, but the
effects can be minimized. Placing the
measurement sensors far from the space-
craft body aids in reducing interference
from the spacecraft. This can be accom-
plished by placing the sensors on booms
which are folded during launch and are
deployed after injection into orbit. Keep-
ing the use of magnetic materials to a
minimum and shielding electrical equip-
ment also reduces noise. The use of co-
axial cables and shielded wires is also
included in these measures. Even with
these techniques, a noise field of 100 y
at one foot from the spacecraft is prob-
ably the practical limit.

Calibration at low field levels is diffi-
cult because of the presence of the
earth's field. Special zero -field rooms

have been constructed so as to buck out this field. These
rooms are built by winding huge coils along three mutually
perpendicular axes. Generally, one coil has pole faces in the
vertical axis, while two coils in the horizontal axes are placed
at right angles to each other. By carefully adjusting current
through each of these electromagnets, most of the earth's field
is effectively bucked out at or near the center of the space
between them. Locating the room far from man-made inter-
ference (power stations, etc.) allows the "field -free" region
to be reduced to fractions of one gamma.

Magnetometers
The transducers which convert the magnetic field intensity

to a quantity which is more readily measurable are called
magnetometers. We shall describe three general types of
magnetometers which are commonly used in spacecraft ap-
plications: (1) search coil; (2) fluxgate; and (3) atomic.

The search -coil magnetometer (SCM ) works on the gen-
erator principle which is familiar to all of us. If a coil of wire
is rotated in a magnetic field, then a voltage will be induced
in the coil. The magnitude of the induced voltage is depend-
ent upon: (a) the instantaneous magnetic field strength;
(b) the speed at which the coil passes through the field; (c)
the angle at which the magnetic field "cuts" the coil; (d) the
number of turns in the coil winding; and (e) losses in the
system.

The conditions described occur (Continued on page 92)

TEE

General-purpose single -cell rubidium -vapor magnetometer being
mounted on rocket. Principles of optical pumping were used. The
c.w. signal produced is recorded on ground video tape recorder.
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Fig. 1. The transistorized 19 -inch black -and -white TV set,
the Model 19T33, is part of the Sylvania line for 1966.

THE Sylvania product line contains both a 12 -inch and
a 19 -inch transistorized monochrome TV set, with very
similar circuits. The 19 -inch model, chassis A01-2, is

distinguished by the relatively small number of components
it uses. In addition to the u.h.f. and v.h.f, tuner, only 19 tran-
sistors, 13 diodes, and one vacuum tube, the 1B3 high -voltage
rectifier, are used.

With the picture tube itself as the largest component, the
remainder of the set is relatively compact and uses a power
transformer, a full -wave diode rectifier for the main "B +"
voltages, and the usual interlocks and circuit breakers. The
power supply provides +38, +34, +32, and +12 volts. In
addition, a half -wave rectifier and an RC filter are used to
provide the +135 volts used for picture tube and video am-
plifier circuits. In over-all dimensions and weight, the 19 -in.
transistor TV set, shown in Fig. 1, is not very different from
its vacuum -tube counterpart but the reliability and the low
power consumption due to the use of transistors are expected
to make this receiver more trouble -free than a vacuum -tube
set.

Fig. 2 shows the chassis layout, together with the printed -
circuit wiring and a number of connectors. In addition to the
a.c. interlock, there is the customary octal connector which
brings the horizontal deflection yoke leads to the main chassis,
while a second octal connector ties the volume control to the
set and supplies a.f.c. and "B +" to the tuners. A special two -
pin connector provides a +135 -volt switching arrangement
to eliminate the turn-off spot on the picture tube. The spot -
killer circuit is part of the "on -off" switch and effectively con-
nects the cathode of the picture tube to the first anode when
the set is turned off. The 19CVP4 picture tube uses low -
voltage electrostatic focus, has a special spark arrester of the
spark -gap type built into the CRT socket, and requires 18 kv.
as the second -anode voltage.

One of the interesting circuit features of this set is the fre-
quent use of d.c. coupling. In the 4.5-mc. audio section, for
example, the collector of the first sound i.f. stage is connected
to the base of the second stage, with a feedback loop through
a 1000 -ohm resistor to the center -tap of the ratio detector
transformer primary. In the audio output section, three stages
are used and complementary circuitry permits straight d.c.
connections. The first audio amplifier stage is a p -n -p tran-
sistor d.c.-coupled to the second amplifier, an n -p -n which, in
turn, is coupled directly to the audio output stage which is
again a p -n -p type.

Line -Operated

Transistor
TV Sets:Sylvartia

By WALTER H. BUCHSBAUM

Second in a series of articles covering unique circuit details

on line -operated, large -screen transistor TV sets. This second

article covers the 19 -inch Sylvania set using the A01-2 chassis.

The video amplifier section, shown in Fig. 3, also employs
novel circuitry. The first video amplifier (Q1) acts as an
emitter -follower, coupling directly into the video output tran-
sistor (Q2) . The video signal from the detector is applied to
the base of the first video amplifier, but this base is d.c.-biased
by the voltage divider consisting of R1, R2, and R3. The
"Video Bias" adjustment is a service control and is set for
optimum sync pulse operation. The 4.5 -me. sound i.f. is taken
off at the output of the first video amplifier.

For the video output circuit, the similarity to a vacuum -
tube receiver is quite apparent. In place
circuit, Cl and R4 set up an emitter self -bias, the collector
goes to + 135 volts through R5, R6, the contrast control, and
R7. C2 and C3, together with L2, R8 assure the proper high -
frequency response. The combination of diode DI and C4 pro-
vide d.c. coupling of the video signal to the cathode of the
picture tube. Brightness is controlled by the d.c. bias on the
grid of the 19CVP4 through R9. (Continued on page 65)

Fig. 2. Basic arrangement of the A01-2 chassis. Both yoke
and volume control are attached through octal connectors.
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Description of how the important

factors of good performance,

reliability, long life, and reasonable

immunity to abuse are designed into

transistorized high-fidelity

power amplifiers.

for
SOLID-STATE

AMPLIFIERS

IT is an easy matter to find excitement in discussions of
transistor amplifiers-so much so, in fact, that it is often
a difficult task to determine what the facts are. There

are the proponents of ultra -wide -band frequency response vs
the "no -wider -than -necessary" arguers; the controversy re-
garding the effects of phase shift; the very high damping
factorites, opposed by the "enough is enough" school; and
finally, the thrilling battle of the "magic of transistor sound."

While the enthusiasts joust with each other, the music
lover and/or audiophile is left to determine, as best he can,
what constitutes a good design. Since he is interested in per-
formance, reliability, long life, and reasonable immunity to
abuse, as well as theoretical advantages in a new piece of
equipment, this article tells how these factors can be achieved
in practice.

When a new device becomes available, the device and its
means of application usually engage in a sort of evolutionary
foot race. For some time transistors were afflicted with cer-
tain handicaps that partially offset their advantages. Much
ingenuity in circuit design was applied to overcome their de-
ficiencies. Meanwhile, transistors themselves were being im-
proved. Although expensive at the beginning, the evolving
devices permitted some circuit simplifications which partially
compensated for their higher cost, while offering improved
performance. They have now reached the stage where their
reduced cost permits their use in amplifiers that are practical,
relatively simple in design, and economically competitive.
These devices are diffused -junction silicon power transistors
and high -frequency small -signal ( amplifier) transistors use -

4 ful to 20 megacycles.
Silicon power transistors have the following characteristics

as opposed to germanium transistors:
Allowable junction temperature rise of 150°C vs 50°C for

germanium, with up to 100 watts dissipation at 50°C case
temperature. This greatly improves their ruggedness, par-
ticularly with respect to momentary overloads such as those
caused by short circuits.

Much lower reverse leakage (Icao), which reduces the
temperature stability problem.

Gain -bandwidth products of 1 megacycle, maximum volt -

By VICTOR BROC I N ER/Assistant to the President, H.H. Scott, Inc.

age ratings of 100 volts at only moderately higher cost than
germanium.

Somewhat lower power gain than typical germanium tran-
sistors, requiring more power to drive them.

The performance criteria of a solid-state amplifier and
their relative importance must be related to new problems
that need hardly be considered with tubes, such as change
in performance with temperature. The problems will be dealt
with as they arise in this discussion of means for attaining
the design objectives. These are:

1. Wide frequency range.
2. Adequate power bandwidth.
3. Power rating consistent with ability to withstand abuse

such as being driven past peak clipping, accidental short cir-
cuits of speaker leads, being over -driven by ultrasonic signals
(such as from tape recorder bias oscillators).

4. Unconditional stability with various kinds of loads, in-
cluding electrostatic speakers and open -circuited speaker
lines. Freedom from parasitic oscillation.

5. Fast overload recovery.
6. Satisfactory performance over rated line -voltage range.
7. Means for adjusting of bias to obtain minimum distor-

tion at all power levels without need for close -tolerance
selection of power transistors.

8. High input impedance.
9. Protection of speakers against distortion caused by un-

balanced d.c. in the speaker circuit.

The Power -Output Stage
A first examination of the ratings of silicon power tran-

sistors now available at moderate cost can lead to some in-
teresting conclusions. Here is a typical set of figures:

Collector -to -emitter voltage, with effective base -emitter
resistance of 100 ohms, 70 volts.

Transistor dissipation at case temperature of 50°C, 100 w.
Just to get an idea of the possibilities, let us assume an

ideal class -B amplifier, that is, one with a perfectly regulated
power supply and no series resistors to waste power. We
know that maximum dissipation occurs when power output
is 40.6% of maximum: PDISS= .406 Po (MAX). If we now assume
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Top -chassis view of solid-state amplifier referred to in text.

the use of two transistors, each of which can dissipate 100
watts, this relationship tells us that we can have a maximum
power output of 493 watts. However, we must not overlook
two restrictions: the maximum safe supply voltage is 70 volts,
and the amplifier must be designed to work directly into a
load of at least 8 ohms, since output transformers for load -
matching are taboo. An approximate formula ( assuming per-
fect supply regulation, transistors with zero internal resistance,
and no emitter resistance in the circuit) gives us the power
output for two transistors in class B: Po(MAx) = (E))1)218RL)=
(703/8X8) =77 watts.

This is quite a comedown, but it is still a respectable
amount of power, and seems to indicate that we have a wide
margin on dissipation. To be safe, however, let us check what
happens with the amplifier driven to produce square waves:

Maximum dissipation (two transistors)= 0.5 X (maximum
sine -wave power output)= 0.5 X 77 = 38.5 watts.

This looks like nothing to worry about even though it is
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Fig. 1. The phase angle and impedance of a typical 16 -ohm,
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greater than for sine -wave operation (0.406 X 77=31 watts).
Suppose, though, the amplifier is handling a low -frequency

signal-so low, in fact, that the transistors reach thermal equi-
librium fast enough to keep pace with the signal waveform.
The transistors are then operating like d.c. amplifiers and
must be capable of dissipating their internal power loss at
every point of the signal wave. For this condition:

Maximum dissipation (two transistors)=maximum sine -
wave power output =77 watts.

This is still acceptable, but the safety margin is narrowing.
What of a reactive load? Speakers act much like capaci-

tances and inductances over part of their frequency range
(Fig. 1). The worst case would occur at very low and very
high frequencies if the load were a pure reactance. Under
these conditions, the load line is circular and:

Maximum peak dissipation (two transistors)= 5.2 X (maxi-
mum sine -wave power output)= 400 watts.

This is 100% over maximum allowable dissipation (200
watts ). Fortunately, speakers do not act like pure reactances,
the worst phase angle (for full -range electrostatics) probably
being less than 70°; their impedance is relatively high in
this frequency range, and internal resistances in the ampli-
fier reduce the phase angle further, limiting dissipation.

And what happens on an instantaneous basis if the load
terminals are short-circuited? Half the supply voltage is con-
nected across the internal resistance of one transistor, plus
its emitter resistor-say, a total of 1 ohm:

Instantaneous power dissipation-

(7 0 1 2)2

(Power Supply Voltage) 2
2

Resistance

1
- 1225 watts (per transistor).

In this case we are helped by a transistor pulse -dissipation
capability of over 2000 watts, sag in the power -supply
voltage, and fuse action.

What should be expected in the way of power output for an
actual amplifier? Fig. 2 indicates in graphical form the cal-
culated power output for different supply voltages, assuming
1 ohm for the transistor saturation resistance plus its emitter
resistor, and 7 volts of loss due to incomplete drive to satura-

3-speaker system.

CAPAC.

11) I

INDUC.

5KC. IOKC. 20KC.

Fig. 2. The calculated output power
versus the supply voltage. See text.
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tion. For a 70 -volt supply, P,,.,.=38.7
watts. Music power, on the assumption
of no power -supply voltage change,
should be 49 watts.

These figures compare well with the
laboratory -measured power output of an
H.H. Scott Model 260 amplifier. At 117
volts a.c. line, the unit produces between
30 and 40 watts r.m.s. per channel with
total harmonic distortion between 0.15
and 0.4%, the range where clipping just
begins. See Fig. 3. These figures are
given in ranges because accurate de-

'° termination of the power output at which
clipping "begins" is difficult, and the
exact value of power output will vary
with line voltage, production variations
in power transformers, transistors, and
other components.

Distortion at Low Power Levels
This is a matter with which we should

be vitally concerned. While the maxi-
mum power rating of an amplifier de-
termines how often occasional peaks are
clipped, an effect to which the ears are
not very sensitive, the amount of distortion present at low
power levels has a large and continuous effect on the smooth-
ness and purity of the sound.

How low are these power levels? Suppose we have two
speaker systems (for stereo) capable of a peak acoustic out-
nut of 0.2 watt each. This corresponds to a sound pressure
level of 111 db in an average living room (3000 cubic feet)
and is about as loud as a truck air horn at 4 feet. If the speaker
efficiency is 0.5%, this corresponds to a power input of 40 watts
from each amplifier. For classical music, the average power
( not the soft passages) will be at least 23 db below this fig-
ure, or 0.2 watt from the amplifiers. For compressed speech
and popular music the average power is likely to be 6 db
higher, or 0.8 electrical watt. This is where we (hi-fi fans;
others listen at much lower levels) do most of our listening.
Our ears are more sensitive to distortion at these levels than
they are for loud passages. Unfortunately, this is also where
ordinary class -B transistor amplifiers are likely to have nearly
as much distortion as at full power output. Fig. 3 shows the
results of measurements on some commercial units. Note the
large differences in distortion at low power levels that occur
among different designs.

In order to obtain low distortion at low power levels, we
must have optimum bias adjustment of the class -B power
stages and plenty of negative feedback. Neither of these
remedies is easy to apply.

Bias adjustment is complicated by the need for temperature
compensation of the output stages and the ability to handle
variations in supply voltage. Compensation is frequently ac-
complished by means of a diode in the base circuit, which has
the same temperature characteristics as the transistor junc-
tion whose effects it must compensate to keep the bias from
shifting with changes in temperature.

Fig. 4A is a simplified circuit for a single -ended stage
which illustrates the difficulties. The value of RI is deter-
mined by the desired operating point for Dl and has a rather
high value, limiting the current in the driver transistor QI
and restricting its driving power. If it is made adjustable,
varying the adjustment will affect both the diode operating
point and that of Q1. Fig. 4B shows the principle involved
in the "variable -diode" circuit used in H.H. Scott solid-state
amplifiers. RI is fed from a point of relatively high voltage
and its value is made sufficiently high so that the current
through it is not appreciably affected by the position of the
arm of variable resistor R2. In effect, I, is a constant current.
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2
0 2.0

o
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0.5 NN4,
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Fig. 3. Measured distortion versus power output for a number of amplifiers.

70 100

R2 is a universal shunt that permits adjustment of the current
through diode DI, varying its operating point so that the de-
sired bias voltage can be applied to the transistor. This par-
ticular adjustment can be made without affecting the load
that exists on the transistor Ql.

Stability with Negative Feedback
It is well known that care is required in the design of multi-

stage tube amplifiers using large amounts of negative feed-
back, if stability is to be preserved. At high frequencies, the
behavior of tubes as shunt capacitances has to be taken into
account. Transistors are not such well-behaved devices as
tubes in this respect, having multiple phase shifts at high fre-
quencies and being far more prone to oscillate over part of
the signal wave. This may occur at frequencies of the order
of 10 megacycles and higher.

One of the remedies is to use transistors having the widest
possible frequency range. For diffused -junction silicon power
transistors a practical limit is 1 megacycle ( gain -bandwidth
product), and for small -signal transistors, 20 me. With fre-
quency ranges of this order of magnitude, it becomes neces-
sary to lay out components and wiring as if an r.f. amplifier
were involved; which, in fact, it is. Allowance even has to be
made for the inductance of electrolytic capacitors used for
coupling. Wherever possible, direct coupling is used to elimi-
nate such capacitors. (Continued on page 85)

Fg. 4. IA) Conventional and (B) variable
diode bias circuit used for compensation.

( A ) (B)
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Description o f various time scales and their significance,
including solar, universal, ephemeris, atomic, sidereal time.

Time Scales Si Time Measurements
By EDWARD C. WILSON III

CONSIDER for a moment how often time is used as a ref-
erence. In applying Ohm's Law, time is used in every
computation. For example, the definition of current

flow is: "one ampere of current equals one coulomb of elec-
trons past a given point in one second." When discussing the
phenomenon of alternating current, whether it is in the low
audio or s.h.f. bands, we consider the frequency to be the re-
ciprocal of the time period. Likewise, we use time constants in
various inductive and capacitive circuits. Still another in-
stance, at one point on its journey, the Mariner IV satellite
was reported to be 107.2 million miles from earth and that
signals transmitted by the satellite took ten minutes to reach
the monitoring stations. In some forms of pulse modulation,
the time between pulses is critical.

Without some accurate reference all of these measurements,
and many more, would be meaningless. The reference is time,
and in the next paragraphs we will consider the various scales
of time measurement and see how they are determined. Bas-
ically, the scales are: solar, universal, ephemeris, atomic, and

Fig. 1. Solar time scale does not lend itself to precision.

TIME
REFERENCE

ELAPSED TIME FOR
MEAN SOLAR DAY

EARTH

ADDITIONAL TIME
FOR APPARENT DAY

sidereal. Some of these are broken down further into cor-
rected categories within themselves.

Solar Time
Solar time is the measurement of time in regards to the ro-

tation of the earth around the sun. The sundial is a good ex-
ample of a device used to measure Apparent Solar Time. One
apparent solar day is the time required for the earth to make
one rotation on its axis and present the same point to the sun.
If the earth's orbit about the sun were perfectly circular, and
there were no eccentricities in the axis, the solar day would be
constant.

We know, however, that the orbit is elliptical and that the
plane of rotation is 23.5 degrees to the plane of the equator.
It is also known that a body which describes an ellipse is
continually changing speed with regard to the point of refer-
ence. In our case the point of reference is the sun. Thus, when
the earth is nearest the sun it is moving faster than when it
is farthest away. Actually, a solar day in November could be
up to 16 minutes longer than a day in June.

One attempt at compensating for this difference is the
Mean Solar Day. In order to derive a mean solar day, we
average all the apparent solar days in one solar year. If we
wish to obtain one mean solar second, we would divide the
mean solar day by 86,400. This would be fine if we wanted
to know the approximate duration of one solar time period
of a past year. But in order to forecast the length of a solar
time period to come we would have to estimate or guess
the eccentricities that the earth's orbit will take. See Fig. 1.

It can readily be seen that the solar time scale does not
lend itself to precise, accurate measurements of time. This is
mostly because it is based on the rotation of the earth, which is
non -uniform. So perhaps we should put the sundials away
with the Egyptians who invented them, in the same place
as the dripping water clocks of the Chinese.

Universal Time
The Universal Time Scale is based upon the rotation of the

earth about its axis much the same as solar time. However, we
add various corrections to the assumption that the earth ro-
tates at a constant speed and we have the time scales UT -1
and UT -2. If we make no corrections, the time scale UT -0
is the equivalent of solar time.
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The UT -1 time scale takes into consideration the polar
motion of the earth and corrects for the shift that occurs in
reference to the sun. Imagine that the earth is "nodding"
while it is rotating and orbiting around the sun. In this case,
a fixed point on the earth would appear to rotate faster if the
nod, or "nutation" as it is called, were toward the sun, and
slower if it were away from the sun. This, then, is the basis
of correction for UT -1. It is based on the true angular motion
of the earth around its axis.

There are other factors which affect the rotation of the
earth and thus affect the measurement of time. If we some-
how change the distribution of mass over the surface of the
earth, we will change the balances of inertia. This will, to a
small degree, change the orbital characteristics. An example
of this is the seasonal displacement of mass in the form of
icebergs which drift away from the polar regions. This par-
ticular displacement of mass occurs when the sun moves from
the northern hemisphere to the southern hemisphere and back
again during the year. This continuous change is one of the
correction factors that is used to evolve the time scale known
as UT -2.

The time references transmitted by WWV and WWVH are
in close agreement with the UT -2 scale. For this reason, and
because UT -2 takes into consideration all of the known fac-
tors which affect the rotation of the earth, UT -2 has become
the most widely used of the time scales.

In spite of the corrections, UT -2 is still not the most accu-

EARTH

we couldn't blindly accept any standard without some form
of cross-check. Therefore a precise measurement of an event
that is measured with respect to ephemeris time would be
held of questionable accuracy until the accuracy of the scale
could be verified.

This cannot be done in advance, due to the unpredictable
irregularities in the earth's orbit, and could take several years
or more depending on the accuracy desired. It is mostly be-
cause of the inconvenience that scientists have looked else-
where for a standard that is equally as good or better than
what they have and one that won't take as long to verify. This
leads us to the next subject, which is Atomic Time.

Atomic Time
In the last few years, the National Bureau of Standards has

developed and tested an atomic frequency standard. An over-
simplification of the device would say that it compares the
effect of magnetic fields on cesium atoms with the output of
precision oscillators. The characteristic resonance of cesium
under these conditions is found to be 9192.63177 megacycles
with an accuracy of ± 20 cycles.

Here is an example of a vague reference. What time scale
determines this frequency? In this case the scale is ephem-
eris. By using this extremely accurate frequency standard to
control a system of clocks, the National Bureau of Standards
has devised the time scale AT -1.

We have progressed now to a time scale that is both uni-

DIMINISHED ORBITAL ERROR

Fig. 2. By using a very distant star as a reference, the shift caused by orbital motion is made extremly small.

rate of the time standards. It is based upon the rotation of the
earth which is erratic and unpredictable. As a result, the time
standard clocks of the National Bureau of Standards used to
keep Universal Time must be corrected periodically. Although
these corrections are very small, there is still an inconsistency
or error in this particular time scale.

Ephemeris Time
The second of ephemeris time is imposingly defined as the

fraction 1/31,556,925.9747 for 12 hours of the tropical year
January 0, 1900.

First of all, January 0, 1900 is the same as December 31,
1899 and the 12 hours is merely the time at which the
measurement is referenced. The fraction, as heavy as it may
be, isn't very hard to interpret. If you make an equation of
the fraction, then 31,556,925.9747 ephemeris seconds equal
one ephemeris year. The important thing to consider about
this scale is that it has remained a constant length since it was
devised. And, it is accepted by the International Committee of
Weights and Measures as the standard second.

Unlike the UT scales, ephemeris time is not affected by the
irregular and unpredictable changes in the rotation of the
earth around the sun or around its own axis. Instead, it is de-
termined by measuring the time intervals between the relative
positions of the moon and other celestial bodies. Due to the
tremendous distances, these celestial bodies, except for the
nearer planets, appear to be motionless in space. Therefore, at
regular intervals of ephemeris years, these celestial bodies ap-
pear to return to the same relative positions in the heavens.
These observations have been studied very thoroughly and
now the common reference for the observation of ephemeris
time is the moon and its rotational position around the earth
in conjunction with various stars.

Because of the methods of determining the ephemeris sec-
ond, that is by observations of the moon, it requires a fairly
long time to determine if the scale is still accurate. After all,

9IDEREAL

REFERENCE

form and constant, and we have added to it the advantage of
rapid verification of accuracy.

Sidereal Time
Sidereal time is of little use in a majority of time measure-

ments in electronics, although there are some applications
that make it worthwhile to discuss here.

First let us review solar time. One solar day is based upon
the elapsed period of the earth making one rotation about its
axis with respect to the sun. We know that due to orbital mo-
tion, the length of the apparent solar day varies considerably
from one period to the next, that is, if the earth is going away
from the sun, it must rotate more than 360 degrees to present
the same point to the sun as shown in Fig. 1. The opposite is
true when the motion of the earth is toward the sun.

The effects of this orbital motion can be greatly diminished
by extending our point of reference farther away. The farther
away, the more accurate the measurement. This is what is
done in sidereal time. A very distant star is used as the ref-
erence so that the shift caused by orbital motion is as small
as possible. See Fig. 2.

There are still some effects on sidereal time caused by the
movement of the earth so that the time periods are not com-
pletely uniform. There is also the curious fact that there is
one more day in a sidereal year than there are solar days in
the solar year.

No doubt you have noticed that the sun appears to be a
little farther to the east in the heavens at a given time each
day. At the end of a year's time the sun, in its apparent orbit
around the earth, will have added one extra day. If the earth
didn't rotate as it followed its orbital path, the sun would
still rise and set-but only once during the year.

Scientists at laboratories and observatories all over the
world are studying the phenomenon of time and new advances
in time -keeping techniques are being made as a result of their
measurements and observations.
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CAUTION

HIGH

RADIATION AREA

RADIOLOGICAL

SURVEY METERS
By J. G. ELLO Supervisor, Nuclear Instrument Maintenance Section

Argonne National Laboratory

Operation and maintenance of Civil Defense "fallout meters"

using ionization chambers and Geiger -Muller tubes. Techniques

used by technical personnel in the nuclear instruments field.

FlVER since the atom bomb was exploded over a war-
time target, people have realized the destructive
power of nuclear reaction employed as a weapon-

not only at the time of detonation but also during its after
effect called "fallout." Fallout -products, -which -undergo nu-
clear disintegration, give off alpha and beta particles as well
as gamma rays.

The alpha particle has a positive charge and is ejected
from a radioactive atom at a velocity of 1/20 the speed of
light. Although this particular particle can travel through 1

CENTRAL
ELECTRODE
(COLLECTOR),,

METAL CYLINDER
(SHELL)
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ELECTROMETER
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Fig. 1. Construction of an ionization chamber radiation detector.
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Fig. 2. Construction of Geiger -Muller tube radiation detector.

Fig. 3. Oxygen atom shown being ionized by a beta particle.
BETA PARTICLE
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POSITIVE ION

to 2 inches of air, it cannot penetrate a few sheets of a daily
newspaper.

The beta particle, consisting of electrons, has a negative
charge. Like the alpha particle, it can be deflected in a mag-
netic field but in the opposite direction. A beta particle
emerging from an atom approaches the speed of light. It can
travel through several feet of air but is absorbed completely
by 31 inch of plastic, such as Lucite.

The gamma rays, on the other hand, are not affected by a
magnetic field. The gamma emission is an electromagnetic
ray similar to x-rays. It is emitted from a disintegrating atom
when an excess of energy remains after ejection of an alpha
or beta particle. The gamma ray can penetrate 1 inch of lead,
being reduced greatly in speed but not stopped or absorbed
completely.

The unit used to measure detectable radiation is called a
roentgen (R). A roentgen of radiation will produce one elec-
trostatic unit of ions in one cubic centimeter of air. The order
of magnitude most commonly measured is in the milliroent-
gen (mR) range, or one -thousandth of one roentgen.

Radiation Detectors
Like a radio antenna, which is sensitive to electromagnetic

waves, the radiation detector, under proper operating con-
ditions is sensitive to effects caused by nuclear radiation. De-
tectors come in various sizes, shapes, and types. The ioniza-
tion chamber and the Geiger -Muller types are the two of
concern here.

The construction of an ionization chamber, shown in
Fig. 1, is quite simple. It consists of an insulated central elec-
trode enclosed by a chamber of conducting material which
is separated from it by a very good insulation material. The
chamber, either cubical or cylindrical in shape, can be of any
size.

The ionization chambers used in many commercial survey
meters are designed to detect the three kinds of radiation:
alpha, beta, and gamma. One end of the typical chamber
may be made of a very thin Mylar plastic -film material, en-
abling alpha or beta particles to enter the chamber and be
detected. However, the ionization chamber constructed to
detect gamma radiation only employs a completely metal
shell.

Geiger -Muller (G -M) tube detectors are available in a
variety of sizes ranging from 1 inch to 5 inches in diameter,
and inch to 36 inches in length. They can detect alpha and
beta particles and x- and gamma rays. Some G -M tubes are
built to detect beta and gamma radiations only. Such a tube,
shown in Fig. 2, consists of a central wire surrounded by a
thin metal or conducting glass tube. The central wire is usu-
ally tungsten and acts as the anode. The cathode is the metal
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Fig. 4. The CD Model V-715 measures up to 500 roentgens/hour.

or conductive coated glass tube which surrounds it. The tube,
sealed at both ends, is filled with a gas such as argon in
which high gas amplification is readily achieved.

The ionization chamber has infinite life, but the Geiger-
Muller tube becomes depleted and inefficient after counting
more than a billion events. On the other hand, an ionization
chamber requires a sensitive electrometer tube for amplifica-
tion of the ionization current. The G -M tube does not need
a sensitive amplifier because of internal gas amplification.

Within a detector, such as an ionization chamber, there is
a large number of air molecules which are composed of elec-
trically neutral atoms. When the neutral atom is disturbed by
loss or gain of an electron, we say the atom is ionized. An
oxygen atom being ionized by a beta particle within a de-
tector is shown in Fig. 3. This beta particle collides with an
electron, thus removing it from its original orbit and creating
a positive ion. As long as no collector voltage is applied to
the detector, the ion will capture a free electron in the vi-
cinity and the atom once more becomes neutralized (stable).

If voltage is applied, the freed electron will not be recap-
tured by the positive ion. Since opposite charges attract,
the positive ion would accelerate to the negative detector
electrode and the electron would be attracted to the positive
electrode. As a result, an extremely small current will flow
in the detector and through the load resistor.

A G -M tube operates somewhat like the ionization cham-
ber type of detector. However, freed electrons accelerate
faster because the detector voltage, and
consequently the electrostatic field, is
higher. In addition, an argon atom has
twice as many electrons and protons as
an oxygen atom. Thus, when a beta par-
ticle enters a G -M tube, it will collide
with a gas atom and free an electron
from its orbit. This freed electron will be
drawn to the positive electrode. On its
way, it will collide with other electrons
freeing them, in turn, by impacts. These
additional electrons may also impinge
on other gas atoms, and so on. The net
result is a sizable ionization current,
producing a large output pulse.

CD V-715 Meter Circuitry
Civil Defense radiological survey me-

ters are designed primarily for CD per-
sonnel who measure radiation dose rates
resulting from a nuclear disaster. The
meters are built to meet specifications
of the Office of Civil Defense Mobiliza-

tion. Police departments, fire departments, hospitals, schools,
and Civil Defense units of local and state agencies make use
of these meters.

The Civil Defense Model V-715, shown in Fig. 4, is used
primarily for measuring total dose radiation rates up to 500
roentgens per hour (R/hr.). The circuits, powered by two
conventional type "D" flashlight batteries, are partially tran-
sistorized to minimize current drain. The indicating meter
is sealed to prevent vibration or shock resulting from rough
handling. Two panel controls, one for zero adjustment and
one to serve as a selector switch, are provided.

The circuit diagram of the CD V-715 survey meter is
shown in Fig. 5. Before discussing the over-all operation, two
internal circuits should be considered: the electrometer cir-
cuit and the indicating meter circuit.

The latter is a closed -loop meter circuit consisting of a
1.5 -volt filament battery in series with a current -limiting re-
sistor (R12) and a capacitor (C2) which is in parallel with
the 50-p.a. indicating meter (M1). The calibration controls
R2 through R5 are bypassed.

When the switch Si is rotated to the "Zero" check posi-
tion, a forward current will flow through this closed loop,
tending to drive the indicating meter up -scale. However,
the indicating meter is also connected to the plate -return
circuit of the electrometer tube VI. A bucking current sup-
plied by VI opposes the current flow of the closed -loop meter
circuit. These two currents will cancel each other, giving a
zero reading on the meter-provided V1 is properly biased by
the "Zero Adjust" control R7.

The four successive positions of the selector switch are the
range positions. These are: x .1, x 1, x 10, and x 100 cor-
responding to full-scale readings of 0.5, 5, 50, and 500 R/hr.

On the range position, the circuit is virtually the same as
on the zero position except a selected range resistor, R8
through R11, is connected in series with the ion chamber.

When the survey meter is exposed to radiation, an ioniza-
tion current is generated within the detector. This ioniza-
tion current will then flow through whichever range resistor
is selected. In turn, a positive voltage will be developed at
the grid of V1. This positive voltage will result in an increase
in tube current which destroys the balance of current through
the indicating meter. The meter pointer will now move up-
scale by an amount proportional to the intensity of the radia-
tion entering the ionization -chamber detector.

The calibration controls R2 through R5 are wired across
the indicating meter via switch SID to shunt a portion of the
current around the meter. In the "Circuit Check" position,
resistors R6,RI3, and potentiometer R14 ( which is factory -

Fig. 5. Complete circuit diagram of the CD Model V-715 radiological survey meter.
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Fig. 6. The CD Model V-700 detects up to 50 milliroentgens/hour.

Abnormal Indication Probable Fault

1. Meter reads zero (no reading)

2. Meter remains above zero (reads
up)

3. Meter remains below zero (reads
down)

4. Erratic reading (random in nature)

5. Meter reads up or down scale after
5 minutes of use on x1 range

6. Incorrect reading when checked by
standard radiation source

7. Resists calibration

a. Meter movement
b. Open meter circuit
c. Batteries
d. Corroded battery contacts

a. Defective electrometer tube

a. Battery
b. Electrometer tube
c. Transformer
d. Corroded battery contacts

a. Foreign matter affecting
high -voltage insulations
and input circuit components

b. Poor or open connections
c. Battery contacts

a. Exhausted batteries
b. Dirty electrometer tube base
c. Corroded battery contacts

a.
b.
c.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Calibration
Batteries
Dirty range resistors R8 to R11

Defective electrometer tube
R12 changed value
Meter movement
Exhausted batteries
Range resistors R8 to RH

Table 1. Fault -location chart fo the CD Model V-715 meter.

Table 2. Fault -location chart for the CD Model V-700 meter.

Abnormal Indication Probable Fault

1. No reading (background radiation)

2. Reads up (no radiation present)

3. Reads low on all ranges

4. Reads high on all ranges

5. Headphones dead, meter working

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

High voltage
Open probe cable or connectors
G -M tube
Transistor Q1
Meter movement

Circuit may be oscillating
High -voltage discharge
Short in cable or connectors
G -M tube
Diodes D1 -D2

a. Calibration
b. High -voltage low
c. Meter movement
d. G -M tube
e. Batteries
f. Transistor Q1

a. Calibration
b. Same as "Reads up"

a. Diodes D3 -D4
b. Capacitor C3
c. Headphones

adjusted) are introduced into the circuit. When this happens,
the grid voltage of VI is altered to make the pointer read
up -scale in the check portion of the meter scale.

Three separate d.c. voltages are required: grid -bias vol-
tage, plate voltage, and ionization -chamber voltage. All three
are obtained from the blocking oscillator power -supply cir-
cuit which consists of transistor Ql, resistor R1, transformer
T1, and battery Bl. Diodes DI, D2, and D3, along with as-
sociated filter capacitors Cl, C4, and C3, rectify and filter
the a.c. voltages from T1 into the required d.c. voltages
shown on the schematic diagram. Filament voltage for VI
is supplied by battery B2.

The CD V-715 survey meter is calibrated by placing it in
a gamma -ray field of known intensity. The ray may be pro-
duced by an x-ray machine or a quantity of such source ma-
terial as cobalt -60, radium, or cesium -137. As an example,
a 1 -curie radium source will produce a gamma -ray dose of
4 R/hr. at a distance of 18.1 inches. When the center of the
detector is positioned at this distance from the gamma source,
the x 1 range of CD V-715 should read 4 R/hr. If the reading
is either high or low, the survey meter should be calibrated
by adjusting control R4.

Calibration is accomplished by adjusting the individual
calibration control so that the proper reading is indicated on
the meter dial. It is necessary to remove the survey meter
from its case to recalibrate and replace it in its case for a
correct reading. Errors in calibration may be introduced if
the detector is brought too close to the gamma source. The
detector should be no less than 12 inches from the source.
This is to obtain uniform radiation intensity over the volume
of the detector. Warning: Calibration of all survey meters
should be done only by personnel trained in the use of x-rays
and radioactive isotopes.

CD V-700 Meter Circuitry
The Civil Defense Model V-700 survey meter shown in

Fig. 6 is primarily used for detecting radioactive contamina-
tion up to 50 mR/hr. The survey meter employs a beta -
gamma sensitive Geiger -Muller tube as its detector.

A single control selector switch operates the survey meter.
The switch selects any one of the three ranges and also turns
the survey meter "on" and "off." The instrument response to
radioactive contamination is on an event -by -count basis.
Aural monitoring is done through headphones. The com-
pletely transistorized circuit is powered by four type "D"
flashlight batteries.

The circuit consists of a pulse shaper, count -rate meter,
and an electronic high -voltage supply. The CD V-700 has
only one calibration control for all ranges.

The G -M detector tube, housed in a nickel -plated brass
probe, is connected to the survey meter (and its 900 -volt d.c.
supply) by a 3 -foot cable. A rotatable shield prevents ex-
ternal beta particles from entering, making the detector
sensitive to gamma rays only.

The pulse -shaper circuit of the CD V-700 (Fig. 7) is basi-
cally a blocking oscillator. The circuit consists of transistor
Ql, transformer T1, coil LI, diode D1, and capacitor Cl.
When the instrument is "on," transistor QI is held at cut-off
by a bias voltage network formed by resistors R2, R3, and the
battery supply. The negative pulse produced by ionization
in the G -M tube appears across L1 and D1. LI provides a
high -impedance path for these pulses while providing a low -
impedance path for direct current. The diode D1 prevents
oscillation across LI.

This G -M tube pulse, coupled to the base of Ql, activates
the circuit by saturating Ql. At this point, most of the battery
voltage, Bl, is across the winding 3-4. As the current in-
creases in the winding, a voltage is induced in winding 1-2.
This induced voltage maintains the conduction of Ql. In
winding 3-4, the current continues to increase until the trans-
former core saturates. (Continued on page 74)
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A PROVEN

TRANSISTOR

IGNITION
SYSTEM
By CHARLES C. MORRIS

Data collected over 60,000 miles of driving show an
increase in gas mileage, more power, fewer tune-up
expenses, as well as no ignition -component failures.

DURING recent years many articles have been pub-
lished describing transistorized ignition systems for
use on automobiles. The majority of the systems de-

scribed are similar in design and operation, and their purchase
prices or construction costs are within the average range. One
question often asked, though, is, "What are the merits offered
by transistorized systems that are not already present in the
conventional, simpler system? Does transistorized ignition
significantly improve engine performance and extend com-
ponent life enough to make installation worthwhile?" The
answer comes, of course, after installation, trial, and evalu-
ation of a typical system.

This article will point out some facts and results often
omitted or overlooked by others. These facts and results have
been compiled from evaluation tests made during 30,000
miles of driving with conventional ignition and 30,000 miles
of driving with transistorized ignition. This represents a re-
ported total driving test of about 60,000 miles. Most articles
have reported results after less than 10,000 miles.

Included in this article are construction details for a com-
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plete and proven transistorized system, which can be con-
structed in about one weekend at a cost of $25 to $35, using
new components. Installation in 12 -volt negative ground cars
has been simplified and is detailed. This system has now
been in continuous use for nearly 40,000 miles of varied driv-
ing conditions with no failures or engine re-tuneup.

The Transistorized System
The transistorized ignition system, as constructed, is shown

schematically in Fig. 1A. The circuit has been kept simple
in that no special or hard -to -get components are required.
Good construction practices were followed throughout and,
again, these requirements were kept simple by using standard
metal parts and hardware. The circuit design is basic and is
similar to that of many other available systems, including the
one described in the August and December 1962 issues of this
magazine.

The ignition coil, a 1:250 turns -ratio type, was used for
several reasons. One, it is less expensive than the 1:400 coil,
and, two, the 1:400 coil offered no significant improvement
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in performance when tested in this system. Test results indi-
cate that for the particular circuit described, the 1:250 coil
is superior to the 1:400 type. Any higher plug voltage gen-
erated, or "hotter spark" gained, does not increase the system
performance unless, perhaps, at very high speed or race
driving.

Relay RL1 can be any 12 -volt d.c. type with a contact
rating of at least 10 amps. This relay is used as a quick -start
aid by shorting out the ballast resistor, thus allowing a higher
voltage to be applied to the ignition coil. The relay is con-
nected to the starter circuit as shown in Fig. 1B. This par-
ticular circuit is used on Ford and some Chevrolets, and
possibly other cars. A service schematic for your particular
car should be consulted, though. When the starter is ener-
gized, the normal starter relay or solenoid is also energized.
As soon as the engine starts, these components then return
to their normal position. Relay RL1 is connected in the same
manner so that after the engine starts, the ballast resistor R1
is reconnected in the coil primary circuit. Never leave the
ballast resistor shorted out or bypassed while running the
engine on a transistorized ignition system. The extra current
would soon bum up the ignition coil.

External wiring between the transistorized system and the
car's electrical circuit has been simplified by the use of
standard 4 -pin cable connectors. A connector change -over
method is also provided should the transistorized system fail.

Construction
The system was built in a 4" x 5" x 6" utility box. The heat

sink used for Q1 was mounted on the outside top of the box.
Diode Dl is also mounted on this same heat sink. Q1 and DI
must be electrically insulated from the heat sink and ground.
This is done by mounting the components using their re-
spective insulating hardware and by applying silicone grease
on metal surfaces. The grease also aids in conducting heat
away.

The ballast resistors are mounted on an outer side of the
box in order to allow for air-cooling since they become hot
during operation. These resistors come with appropriate
mounting feet for this type of application.

The 4 -pin cable connector is then mounted on one end of
the box and all other components are mounted inside the
box. Arrangement inside the box is not critical except that
capacitor C2 and diode D2 should be mounted near Ql.
These components could be mounted on the transistor col-
lector and emitter pins directly under the heat sink.

Ignition coil T1 is mounted on the engine firewall as close
to the distributor as possible. No. 14 wire was used in all
external wiring as well as for the transistor emitter and col-
lector circuits. Otherwise, no critical techniques were em-
ployed and standard good practices were used. It is important,
though, that well -made grounds be used and that all me-
chanical connections are secure.

The ignition system package was then mounted on the en-
gine firewall. It could be mounted in another convenient
location, but preferably not near the exhaust manifolds. Pre-

vious tests had indicated that it was not necessary to mount
the package near the radiator or fan, thus simplifying in-
stallation.

The arrangement used for changing over from the con-
ventional ignition system to the transistor ignition, and vice
versa, is shown in Fig. 1B. It would be advisable to consult
a wiring diagram for your particular car. This wiring setup is
for a 1960 Ford. However, these circuits do not vary too
much. Basically, the technique involves a plug -connector ar-
rangement between the automobile circuitry and the two
ignition systems. To operate in the conventional mode, con-
nect plug P1 to the automobile circuit connector SOI and
plug the center high -voltage distributor lead into the con-
ventional ignition coil. To operate in the transistor ignition
mode, remove plug P1, then connect plug P2 from the tran-
sistorized system to connector SOI and plug the center high-
voltage distributor lead into the transistor ignition coil. Note
that the conventional distributor capacitor has been removed
from inside the distributor housing and is permanently
mounted on, or as near as possible to, the conventional igni-
tion coil. The capacitor must be well-grounded.

Adjustment
The only checks required are to see that no components

overheat and to recheck connections. The transistor will be
warm but should never be too hot to touch. Since the ballast
resistor dissipates 100 watts while operating, it may become
quite hot, but this is normal. The ignition coil primary current
should be 8 to 10 amperes with the engine running and dis-
tributor point current should be less than 1 ampere. Spark
plug voltage can be visually checked to some extent by hold-
ing one plug wire connector near the engine surface while
changing engine speed. The spark should remain intense and
steady at all normal speeds. The frequency of the spark will,
of course, depend upon engine speed. Be careful of high -
voltage shock while performing this test. The ignition coil
input voltage will not be 12 volts while the engine is running,
due to the drop through the ballast resistor and because the
voltage is switching on and off. With a d.c. meter, the author's
Ford showed a voltage of less than 2 volts. The meter just
simply cannot follow the switching time.

Some difficulty has been encountered while attempting
engine tune-up using electronic tune-up equipment. If this
problem is encountered, simply tune up the engine using the
conventional ignition system, then switch over to the tran-
sistorized ignition system. Final adjustment of the timing and
any hand touch-up of the carburetor can now be done. If the
timing is advanced while operating on transistorized ignition,
be sure to reset it to conventional specifications if switching
back to that mode. In an emergency, though, short trips to a
service garage should not cause any trouble if the driver is
careful. Otherwise, engine overheating and valve damage
may result. Of course, the more advanced the timing, the
greater will be the risk of engine damage. The author has
made marks on the distributor adjusting mechanism on his
Ford so that the timing could be reset roughly by hand until
a timing light could be made available. However, he has
never had to switch over to the conventional mode.

Evaluation Test
The car used in this test was a 1960 Ford "Fairlane 500"

with the 292 cubic inch V-8 engine. The engine was not
modified in any way, nor are there any power accessories on
the car. The car was purchased new and had been driven
about 20,000 miles before the start of the test. Automobile
break-in and driving habits had thus been established. The
author has been the only driver.

At the beginning of the test, the conventional ignition was
in operation. The engine was tuned up using new spark plugs,
points, and capacitor. The tune-up was made according to
factory specifications. The car was then driven for 30,000
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miles under varied conditions, including desert and snow
country, as well as the usual city traffic. Regular servicing was
performed as recommended. The same brand of gasoline was
used as much as possible, rated at hi -test, or 100 -plus octane.

Referring to Fig. 2, it can be seen that at every 10,000
miles another tune-up was performed in which new spark
plugs, points, and capacitor were installed. The spark plugs
were very bad after 10,000 miles, which is longer than the
recommended usage. In most cases the plugs showed elec-

- trode erosion so bad that cleaning and re -gapping wo,,ld
have been useless. The photograph of Fig. 3 shows a plug
in the conventional system (right) compared to a new piu
(left) ). The used plug shown was the best one of the group.
In comparison, the plug in the center was run for 30,000
miles with transistor ignition. In the case of the plugs in the
conventional system, gap changes varied from about .010"
to .020" more than the original .035" settings. The electrodes
showed much oxidation and surfaces were burned unevenly.
The plugs also broke down under compression and load tests.

The distributor points were also badly oxidized and pitted
in the conventional system and were worn unevenly. In one
case the points were worn so badly that only about half of
the surface area was usable. This, of course, increases the
rate of wear on the remaining surface. One capacitor tested
still good but was replaced anyway.

Gasoline mileage averaged about 16.1 mpg, as shown in
Fig. 2, but note the decline as tune-up time drew nearer. As
compared to the transistorized ignition system curve, the
mileage fluctuations are greater and the average level is
somewhat less. This is a definite indication that a properly
maintained and operating ignition system is a must if one is
to realize greater economy and engine efficiency. The curve
for the transistorized system shows a definite improvement
over the conventional system as expected.

With the first phase of the test complete at 30,000 miles,
the engine was tuned up again using all new ignition parts.
With the exception of the timing which was advanced 2°, the
same factory specifications were used in tune-up. The second
phase of the test, using transistorized ignition, was again
30,000 miles in duration. The same type of driving conditions
existed and regular maintenance and servicing were per-
formed. Again, the same type of gasoline was used. All factors
remained the same except for the change in engine timing.

After the first 10,000 miles, the spark plugs were removed
and examined. Five plugs showed no electrode gap changes
while three plugs showed gap changes of only .001". One
plug in the group was weak under compression tests but was
not replaced. All plugs still had sharp, flat electrode surfaces
and only negligible oxidation was seen as compared to the
previous plugs. All of the plugs were cleaned and placed back
into the engine. The distributor points were checked next
and no burning or pitting was seen. The surfaces were flat
and even. The points were placed back into the distributor
and reset to the original specifications. Incidentally, dwell
angle and timing had not changed during this time. The test
then continued for another 20,000 miles.

At the end of this second phase of the test (30,000 miles)
the spark plugs were again removed and checked. Seven
plugs had electrode gap changes of .002" to .004" and one
had changed .006". All of the plugs passed the compression
tests, including the previously mentioned weak plug. All plug
electrode surfaces were flat with no uneven wear seen. Elec-
trode surfaces were also considerably cleaner than those plugs
used in Phase One of the test. This is of course due to the
hotter spark and more complete combustion. The plugs were
cleaned and re -gapped to .035" and placed back in the engine
for continued endurance tests. A savings of the cost of two
sets of new plugs had already been realized and these plugs
will probably last 50,000 miles or longer. The distributor
points were again removed and checked. A slight amount of
surface wear was seen but was indicated to be mechanical

Fig. 3. Plug at left is new and unused. Center plug has 30,000
miles on it in transistor ignition system. Note insignificant gap
change and even wear. Plug at right was used in conventional
ignition system for only 10,000 miles. Note large gap change
and electrode distortion. The plug was replaced with a new one.

rather than electrical wear. The surfaces were clean and free
from oxidation and pitting. The slight wear seen was even.
The distributor cam rubbing block was showing more wear
than the point surfaces. The engine timing had slipped back
about 1° during this test. The points were re -installed and
the timing reset to 2° advanced for continued endurance tests.

With the transistorized ignition system no tune-ups were
needed during the entire 30,000 miles. Also, no tune-ups
have been performed although an additional 10,000 miles
has since been logged. Gasoline mileage has picked up to
between 1 and 2 mpg average, and has remained somewhat
steadier than before. Note that the upper curve does not
fluctuate as severely and that a higher average level is main-
tained. Several other advantages seen during Phase Two in-
clude improved performance, easier engine starting, better
acceleration, increased power for hill climbing and passing,
and smoother engine operation at highway driving speeds.
Over-all economy has increased as well.

Another interesting point is that with about 80,000 miles
now on the car, there are still no indications that it needs
an engine overhaul or major repairs. Perhaps this cannot be
associated with transistorized ignition but certainly the
higher efficiency and better fuel combustion gained will be
of benefit to the engine components. A cleaner burning en-
gine will also reduce valve wear and piston deposits.

To conclude, while the transistorized ignition system began
as an experiment, the test data and results obtained were
proof enough that it was the system to use. The test car never
performed so well so consistently. Since the test proved that
previously made claims concerning transistorized ignition
systems seem to be valid, the author's system will remain in
continuous operation as an integral part of the car. As men-
tioned earlier, almost 40,000 miles have been driven with the
transistor ignition system and there have been no ignition
system failures or tune-ups since it was installed. The time
and effort involved in building and testing the unit have
certainly been worthwhile.

Editor's Note: The circuit discussed above is for cars with
12 -volt negative -ground ignition systems. For 6 -volt negative -
ground systems, it would be necessary to reduce the value of
ballast resistor R1 to 0.25 ohm or less so that 8 to 10 amps
of primary ignition coil current flows. Also, the quick -start
relay Rid should be a 6 -volt type. Finally, it would probably
be preferable to use a 1:400 turns -ratio coil. For positive -
ground systems, all points shown grounded in the circuit
should be lifted from ground and connected to the negative
battery lead. It is also necessary to insulate the breaker poin
by use of special point -insulating kits available for some c; t:
at auto -supply dealers.
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S NEW HORIZON
By RICHARD HUMPHREY

Why hasn't the "new" v.h.f. maritime service found greater
acceptance? In spite of the congestion in the 2-3 mc. m.f.
band, v.h.f. usage is low, although there are many advantages.

DESPITE its general usage on most vessels plying Euro-
pean waters and as close to home as the St. Lawrence
Seaway, the v.h.f. Maritime frequencies are just as

unfamiliar to the general American boating public as they
were twenty years ago.

According to its supporters, this 156-mc. band offers a
possible long-term solution to the congestion and interference
now existing on the present 2-3 mc. marine band.

"The possibility of the v.h.f. Maritime Service to supple-
ment," says an official Coast Guard spokesman, "and relieve
congestion in the 2 -me. band has been recognized for several
years."

Why, then, hasn't this "new" v.h.f. Maritime Service found
greater acceptance than it has? Do the disadvantages really
outweigh the advantages so much -and there are those who
claim they do -or is it merely a misconception or else a lack
of knowledge that accounts for the considerable lack of re-
sponse on the part of the general -boating public?

The Common Complaints
Distance. By far the most common "complaint" leveled

Table 1. Frequencies above 156 mc. available for assignment.

Channel Frequency (mc.)
Designator Ship Coast

Points of
Communication

Authorized
Communications

6 156.3 Intership (I.S.) only Safety
156.357A 156.35 I.S. & Ship -Coast Bus. & Oper.

8 156.4 Intership (I.S.) only Bus. & Oper.
156.459 156.45 I.S. & Ship -Coast Bus. & Oper.

10 156.5 156.5 I.S. & Ship -Coast Bus. & Oper.
11 156.55 156.55 I.S. & Ship -Coast Bus. & Oper.
12 156.6 156.6 I.S. & Ship -Coast Port Oper.
13 156.65 156.65 I.S. & Ship -Coast (1)

14 156.7 156.7 I.S. & Ship -Coast Port Oper.
16 156.8 156.8 I.S. & Ship -Coast Safety -Calling (2)
18A 156.9 156.9 I.S. & Ship -Coast Bus. & Oper.
19A 156.95 156.95 I.S. & Ship -Coast Bus. & Oper.
20 (3) 157.0 161.6 Ship -Coast Port. Oper.
24 (3) 157.2 161.8 Ship -Public Coast Public Corres.
25 (3) 157.25 161.85 Ship -Public Coast Public Corres.
26 157.3 161.9 Ship -Public Coast Public Corres.
27 157.35 161.95 Ship -Public Coast Public Corres.
28 157.4 162.0 Ship -Public Coast Public Corres.

(1) Business and Operational in the Great Lakes area only;
in other areas, Navigational.

(2) Authorized for call, reply, and safety purposes
and, if necessary, for distress messages.

(3) Not available in Puerto Rico or Virgin Islands.

against v.h.f. is "it won't go as far as m.f." This is where the
large majority of potential users of v.h.f. miss the point. It is
not supposed to go as far as the signals on the 2-3 mc. band.
In fact, this is probably one of the major reasons why this par-
ticular frequency spectrum was chosen for this new service.

The "line -of -sight" behavior of these frequencies, the use
of FM emission, and vertical polarization, as required by the
FCC, combine to keep v.h.f. signals "in their own backyards."

To the U.S. Coast Guard and the Federal Communications
Commission officials, this "compartmenting" or "pigeonhol-
ing" is the very idea of the v.h.f. marine band.

"For instance," says Captain Charles Dorian, Chief of the
Coast Guard's Communications Division, in speaking of the
Coast Guard's use of v.h.f., "several units engaged in a distress
case may communicate on a common v.h.f.-FM frequency
and not be interfered with by other units on this frequency
which are some distance away. This, of course, applies equally
well to a group of pleasure boats in a certain area."

The use of FM enhances this effect. With signals confined
to a boater's immediate area, as it would be on v.h.f., inter-
ference from hundreds of miles away (common on the present
m.f. band) would no longer be a problem.

Just what is the distance potential of this line -of -sight,
vertically polarized v.h.f./FM marine band? Coast Guard
authorities speak of its "reliable distance capacity of 20 to 30
miles." The FCC position isn't far from this. A good estimate
would be 30 miles, give or take 10 percent for surroundings
and conditions.

There's nobody on v.h.f. This is like buying a race -horse
and complaining because it runs too fast. Still, it is a frequent
complaint. In comparison with the 2-3 mc. frequencies, the
v.h.f. band is bare but this doesn't mean it is a "wasteland"
because numerically the units in use run into the thousands in
the New York area alone. The difference is that there is more
monitoring than transmitting on v.h.f. This is a practice, you
will agree, that is noticeably lacking on the 2-3 mc. band.

It is too expensive. This is a valid point . . . to a point.
Prices do run higher than comparable m.f. transceivers. Re-
member that a marine radiophone is a safety device, not a
hobby or a diversion or a "party line." Money "saved" by
buying a medium -frequency rig that is not able to get the
message through is hardly a wise investment.

Available Equipment
The wide choice of gear, such as is the case with m.f.

equipment, just does not exist. This is, unfortunately, par-
ticularly true of units designed for the recreation -boating
field. At the present writing, only four (there may be more)
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units have come to the author's attention. "Veterans" are the
"Clipper" radiophones by Canadian Marconi (represented in
USA by Kaar Electronics Corp.) and the "Sea Line" of
Aeronautical Electronics (Aerotron).

The "Clipper" is a 5 -channel, 25 -watt -output rig with a
double -conversion receiver. It comes powered either by a.c.
or 12 -volt d.c. Aerotron's "Sea Line" is 4 -channel, has a 35 -
watt output, and also features a double -conversion receiver.
It, too, is available in a.c. or 12 -volt d.c. versions.

Latest entry into the v.h.f. field is Hartman Marine Elec-
tronic Corporation's "Hurricane" v.h.f./FM marine trans-
ceiver. The "Hurricane" will have 5 channels, and an output
in the 15 -watt or better class.

Also new is the Konigsberg "Konel" KR -53V. With 10
channels and a 50 -watt output, it is just as exciting as the
Hartman. The price of the "Konel" is rumored to be in the
"low $500 class." These particular two new v.h.f. marine
transceivers will undoubtedly be much in evidence at up-
coming boat shows.

In addition to these, Communications Company (Comco)
of Coral Gables, Florida has a 25-watter on the drawing
board which will be fully transistorized-even the transmitter.
This, they say, will be designed for the popular -boating mar-
ket.

On the commercial side, things are brighter. Cornco's com-
mercial units, for example, come in 11-, 8-, and 2 -channel
models. You can have continuous monitoring of one, two, or
even three channels if so desired. A nice feature which per-
mits a watch on 156.8-mc. (calling and Coast Guard guarded)
or some other channel or channels is of special interest.

You will find this watch -frequency provision an integral
part of most commercially oriented transceivers. RCA has it
on its 16 -channel, 50 -watt -output model as well as on its
32 -channel equipment.

Raytheon is represented by a 31 -channel rig with a 20 -watt
output. According to reports from the company, a "watchful

marine
band and when the pleasure -boat market materializes, the
company will have equipment available.

Canadian Marconi, mentioned earlier, is also in the com-
mercial field with 12 -channel and 6 -channel models. Marconi
has numerous outlets (through Kaar) in the United States
and is fully set up for servicing this equipment.

General Electric will modify its "Progress Line" to wide -

band (the ±15 kc. required on the v.h.f. marine band) FM
and provide four channels. G -E is one of the major suppliers
of hand-held units to the various pilot's associations in the
country. As for an out-and-out v.h.f./FM multi -channel
marine transceiver, though, G -E does not presently have
one.

Hammarlund and Motorola ( along with Comco) supply
the Coast Guard with v.h.f. marine gear but their reactions
to the author's inquiries would seem to indicate only limited

interest in v.h.f. marine-commercial or otherwise-at this
time.

Actually, the major differences between "popular" and
"commercial" gear is one of price, size ( sometimes), and
voltages. You will find 24- and 32 -volt rigs available in most
commercial lines, along with 12 -volt d.c. and 117 -volt a.c.
models. If your purse is up to it and your boat can accommo-
date the extra size of some of the commercial equipment, one
of these rigs might be suitable for you.

Note that output powers of both types of gear are in what
might be called the "low -power" class. The big powerhouses
(such as are found in m.f.) are not needed for the coverage
involved in v.h.f. This means less battery drain.

Present 2-3 mc. antennas, with notable exceptions, are of
the loaded whip variety. This means fairly low antenna ef-
ficiency. In the 156-mc. band, however, a full-size, quarter-

wave whip is less than 20 inches long. This is quite a dif-
ference.

Of even greater interest are the various "gain" antennas
being used more and more in v.h.f. Up to 10.5 db gain is
claimed by some manufacturers and the antennas are no
longer than some types used on present m.f. installations.

Methods used in achieving this gain are many. For ex-
ample, Communications Products uses a colinear approach.
Such an antenna radiates at right angles to the line of the
array (vertical) and signal gain increases with the number
of elements involved.

Other companies achieve gain in this and in other ways.
Some of these firms are GAM Electronics, White, and Prode-
lin.

Probably the biggest difference you will notice when you
compare the two marine bands is the increased number of
intership channels available on v.h.f.

On the present 2-3 mc. bands are 2638 and 2738 kc. (2003
is substituted for the latter in the Great Lakes area and 2830
kc. in Gulf waters). With 2182 (international calling &
distress) and the Marine Operator channels, that is just
about it for the 2-3 mc. band.

But no less than twelve ship -to -ship and sixteen ship -to -

shore frequencies are authorized by the FCC in the v.h.f./FM
maritime band ( Table 1). This isn't quite as good as it
sounds, though. Outside of 156.3 and 156.4 (intership only);
157 (ship -to -coast only); and the five ship -to -shore Public
Correspondence channels-the remaining frequencies are
dual purpose. Both ship -to -ship and ship -to -shore traffic are
authorized.

What it amounts to is this: The general boating public will
be using, for ship -to -ship traffic, the same channels the com-
mercial people are using for their business. There are ex-
ceptions which we will go into later. Transmissions by the
commercial users are brief, to -the -point. This is a decided re-
lief from the "party -boat kaffee klatches" on the m.f. band.

Channels 7A through 11 are used for "business and opera-

(Left) Canadian Marconi's "Clipper" transceiver is shown mounted on a
small boat. (Center) Aerotron "Sea Line," used by commercial and pleas-
ure boaters, has a 35 -watt power output. (Right) Dwarfed by its m.f.
brothers, this Hammarlund v.h.f. unit is aboard C.G. Cutter "Tamaroa."
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tional" traffic as are 18A and 19A. (In Section 83.6 (i) of
the FCC Rules and Regulations, business communications are
defined as "radiocommunication pertaining to economic, com-
mercial, or governmental matters related directly to the
purposes for which the ship is being used.")

Section 83.6 ( h ) FCC R&R tells us that operational com-
munications are those "concerning the navigation, movement,
or management of a ship or ships." (Incidentally, "ship" is
defined in Section 83.2(n ) of the regulations as "every de-
scription of watercraft or other artificial contrivance, except
aircraft, used or capable of being used as a means of trans-
portation on water, whether or not it is actually afloat.")

Channels 12, 14, and 20 are restricted to "port operations."
( Section 83.6 (j) of the regulations describes port operations
as "communications in or near a port, or in locks or water-
ways, between coast stations and ship stations, or between
ship stations, in which messages are restricted to those re-
lating to the movement and safety of ships and, in emergency,
to the safety of persons.")

We are now left with 156.8 mc. ( channel 16) which is the
v.h.f. counterpart of 2182; and channel 13, the so-called
"bridge -to -bridge" frequency. Referring again to Table 1, we
see that channel 13 (156.65 mc.) may be used for business
and operational traffic only in the Great Lakes area. Else-
where, communications must be navigational in essence. Why
the "bridge -to -bridge" terminology? It has two meanings; one
to the commercial operator and the other to pleasure -craft
skippers.

This is the frequency used by the pilots engaged in herding
their giant charges in and out of port areas and to them the
term "bridge -to -bridge" means "ship bridge -to -ship bridge."
Of proven worth in Philadelphia, Savannah, New York, Balti-
more, and other areas, this frequency may well become man-
datory on most commercial vessels. In fact, a Coast Guard -
FCC Committee has been seriously studying such a move for
some time. In a recent article ("Proceedings of the Merchant

Council," April, 1965), Captain Wm. G. Foster,
USCG, had this to say:

"The Coast Guard FCC Committee will prepare proposed
legislation and appropriate proposed regulations. The two
will be combined in a package that will be mailed to all inter-
ested organizations and groups for comments. After a reason-
able period for receipt of comments, the proposals will be re-
vised as indicated and then proposed legislation will be pre-
sented to Congress."

On the other hand, to the pleasure -boating public 156.65
mc. would be the "boat bridge -to -bridge and lock -tender"
channel. It would enable the recreation -craft owner to talk
directly to bridge and lock tenders and for those who do a lot
of canal -hopping or have a bridge problem, it will certainly be

of considerable use and save a lot of tooting and temper.
Another channel which the pleasure boater will find of in-

terest is 156.45 mc. ( channel 9). Section 81.351 ( 5) (b) of
the FCC R&R authorizes a limited coast station for "a person
controlling public moorage facilities and otherwise serving
the needs of vessels, or to a yacht club having moorage facil-
ities." This means direct contact between the skipper and his
yacht club or marina provided, of course, the club or marina
has a shore station.

Of the 16 ship -to -shore channels authorized for ship sta-
tions, five are available for public correspondence (marine
operator) use. Of these five, two are in use at the present
time. Checking Table 1 we see there are 15 authorized oper-
ating channels on v.h.f.

The v.h.f. marine band also has some advantages that are
purely constructional or, more accurately, "installational" in
nature. First, the use of FM will eliminate irritating engine
noise interference to a great extent. Those of you who have
gone through the time-consuming and sometimes expensive
job of tracking down "that infernal racket that's interfering
with reception" know that this is a blessing. FM will also
give more life -like clarity to received signals.

Another thing, at these frequencies you will find that that
big, expensive chunk of metal, the ground plate, is not nec-
essary for the radio gear. Although there may be a difference
of opinion on this point, the author believes there is no ad-
vantage in using one on v.h.f. Neither is it required as far
as the FCC is concerned. Section 83.107(c), (1) and (2)
applies only to frequencies below 25 mc.

Add to this the fact that v.h.f./FM marine gear is, with
a few exceptions in commercial rigs, usually much smaller
physically than m.f. equipment and you have an attractive
picture facing you when you make your installation. Don't
forget a first or second class FCC licensee must do the final
alignment.

With the Coast Guard in the lead-off spot and the FCC
batting the marine service has a lot of
support. The commercial shipping interests are making effec-
tive use of it. Perhaps the general boating public will soon
abandon the present frequencies in collective disgust at the
congestion and flee to v.h.f. The Coast Guard and the FCC
both seem to hope so.

"The Coast Guard presently is equipped to handle foresee-
able communication activity on v.h.f./FM," said Rear Ad-
miral I. J. Stephens, Commander of the 3rd Coast Guard
District when the author asked him his views, "and we en-
courage the boating public to make the shift to v.h.f./FM."

The v.h.f. band is there ready and waiting and you could
find it is your ticket to an effective, interference -free com-
munications tool in your immediate cruising area.

(Left) Control head for Raytheon v.h.f.
gear is simple and compact. (Center)
One of RCA Radiomarine's units which
covers 28 v.h.f. channels and automat-
ically reverts to 156.8 mc. after use.
(Right) Designed by Comco for Coast
Guard use, the 28 -channel v.h.f. unit
also reverts to 156.8 mc. when the
handset used is replaced into its cradle.
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A PUBLISHING FIRST
... THE ONLY COMPLETE GUIDE FOR SERVICEMEN AND HOBBYISTS
TO EVERY MAJOR PHASE OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SERVICING!

For the progressive serviceman who wants to find out
how to service better and faster ... how to expand his
business by handling a wider variety of electronics
equipment -
For the "do-it-yourself" hobbyist who wants to save
hundreds of dollars by installing and repairing his
own equipment -
The 1966 ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION &
SERVICING HANDBOOK has arrived! The only
comprehensive and authoritative guide to every major
phase of consumer electronics servicing. There's noth-
ing like it anywhere!
A handy, on -the -bench reference volume containing
128 pages-over 150 illustrations, charts and tables-
on how to spot, analyze and correct trouble ... quickly,
efficiently and economically!

GET THE EXQUISITE

LEATHERFLEX-BOUND EDITION

for just ;3 POSTPAID!

The 1966 ELECTRONICS IN-
STALLATION & SERVICING
HANDBOOK is also available
in an attractive, gold -embossed,
Leatherflex-bound edition - a
superb addition to your library of permanent reference
books. This deluxe volume will be mailed to your home,
postpaid, for just $3.00, when you check the appropriate
box on the order form.

1966
ELECTRONICS

INSTALLATION
& SERVICING

HANDBOOK

Complete, in-depth coverage of: the fundamentals
of servicing servicing b/w & color TV  AM -
FM household radios stereo/hifi  CB equip-
ment  intercoms and PA systems  antennas 
transistorized ignition systems.

Hundreds of money -saving techniques and shortcuts.
Every up-to-date method and procedure. All in easy -
to -understand language for the novice...yet thorough
enough to answer the professional's most complex
question!
You'd have to purchase several expensive manuals to
equal this kind of incisive, all-inclusive coverage. But
now you get it all in the 1966 ELECTRONICS IN-
STALLATION & SERVICING HANDBOOK. A
small investment that will pay for itself many times
over with just one practical application. only 81.25

r--- FILL IN, CLIP & MAIL THIS FORM TODAY!...--,
Ziff -Davis Service Division  Dept. IS
589 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012
YES! Send me a copy of the 1966 ELECTRONICS
INSTALLATION & SERVICING HANDBOOK, as
checked below:
 $1.25 enclosed, plus 14 for shipping and handling.
Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for orders outside
the U.S.A.)
 $3.00 enclosed. Send me the DeLuxe Leatherflex-
bound edition, postpaid. ($3.75 for orders outside the
U.S.A.) Allow three additional weeks for delivery.

name please print ES -16

address

city state zip code

6.- PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER. ---1
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OM FRYE
Many conditions can produce wrong s.w.r. readings, but
the position of the meter in the line is not one of them.

S.W.R. FACTS AND FALLACIES
sUDDENLY Barney hurled the magazine he had been

reading during his lunch hour clear across the service
shop. "I just can't take another sloppy, inaccurate ex-

planation of s.w.r. measurement," he explained to Mac, his
employer. "That guy solemnly writes that while you can in-
sert an s.w.r. meter in a flat line anywhere and get a correct
reading, on a mismatched line the s.w.r. meter will give
different readings at different points because of current and
voltage nodes existing on the line. He goes on to say that to
measure s.w.r. accurately on such a line the meter has to be
inserted a quarter -wave from the feed point of the antenna
or an even multiple of half -waves from it."

"You don't agree?"
"Certainly not! He's saying the s.w.r. indication is a func-

tion of the voltage or current of the static standing wave on
the line at the point where the meter is inserted. That's not
so. An s.w.r. meter operates by measuring and comparing the
forward and reflected waves traveling up and down the line,
and the respective voltage and current of these two waves
have the same magnitude at every point along the line when
line loss is ignored. A carefully constructed, properly cali-
brated s.w.r. meter will give virtually the same reading wher-
ever it is inserted in a low -loss line whose impedance is equal
to that for which the meter is calibrated."

"This subject seems to have you really turned on," Mac
observed. "Want to give stupid old me a little lecture?"

"Remember, you twisted my arm!" Barney warned. "You
know every cycle of power delivered by a transmitter to the
end of a feedline sends a wave of voltage and in -phase cur-
rent traveling up the line to the antenna. If the antenna is
resonant so that it looks like a pure resistance, and if the
ohmic value of that resistance is exactly equal to the surge
impedance of the feedline, all of the power of the incident
wave is absorbed by the antenna, and the incident wave train
is the only one present on the feedline. There are no reflected
waves and no standing waves.

"But if the ohmic value isn't equal to the surge impedance
of the line, or if the antenna load contains a reactive com-
ponent that does not absorb power, all of the power of the
incident wave is not absorbed by the antenna. A reflected
wave consisting of a voltage wave and a 180° out -of -phase
current is generated and starts traveling down the line toward
the transmitter. Some writers speak of this wave as `reflected
power,' but I'm not sure this is a happy choice of words. Since
the voltage and current are 180° out of phase, it has a nega-
tive power factor, and I'm not sure what negative power is.
On top of that, if you insist that reflected power is real power,
you are put in the embarrassing position of having to explain
what happens to this `power' when it is fed back into the
transmitter!

"Anyway, voltages and currents of opposite -going wave
trains combine algebraically to produce a resultant `standing
wave' on the line. At a particular point on the line, the phase
of the incident and reflected voltage waves meeting at that
point may be in phase so that their resultant is equal to their
sum. A quarter wavelength away the voltages will be of op-

posite phase, and their resultant becomes their difference.
Between these extremes lie intermediate values of standing-

wave voltage. On a flat line, voltage or current measured at
all points is the same, but when a standing wave is present
it will be found that the voltage and current go through regu-
larly spaced maxima (loops) and minima (nodes) as measur-
ing instruments are moved up and down the line. The distance
from loop to loop or node to node is a half wavelength of the
line.

"The voltage -standing -wave ratio, v.s.w.r. or simply s.w.r.,
on a line is defined as the ratio of the maximum voltage to
the minimum voltage found on the line. Very important is the
fact that this turns out to be the ratio between the surge im-
pedance of the line and the ohmic value of a resistor used as
a load. For example, if a 50 -ohm line is terminated in a 25 -
ohm resistor, the s.w.r. is 50/25 or 2/1. It is also 2/1 if the
load resistor is 100 ohms (100/50) because the larger num-
ber is always placed in the numerator and both parts of the
fraction are divided by the denominator so that you end up
with a 'something -to -one' ratio. In either case, it will be found
that the largest voltage on the line is twice the smallest volt-
age and, incidentally, that the largest current is twice the
smallest current.

"This brings us to an important benefit of s.w.r. measure-
ment: it provides information as to the amount of mismatch
between the line and the load without actually measuring
the load."

"Hold on. You say s.w.r. is determined by the loop/node
ratio of voltage or current on the line, and you say a loop
and a node are separated from each other by a quarter wave-
length of line; yet you take exception to the writer's saying
the s.w.r. meter gives different readings at different points
on the line. How can you determine maxima or minima unless
your measuring instrument moves up and down the line?"

"I was hoping you'd ask. Remember, maximum voltage is
produced by adding incident and reflected voltage, and mini-
mum voltage results from subtracting reflected from incident
voltage. If we call incident voltage V, and reflected voltage
V the s.w.r. becomes (V;+ V,.) / (Vi V,.). To determine
the s.w.r. on a line all we need is a gadget we can insert in
the line to measure separately the incident components and
the reflected components as the waves whiz past.

"The s.w.r. meters of the Micromatch or Monimatch types
do this by taking advantage of the fact that voltage and cur-
rent are in phase in the incident wave and opposite in phase
in the reflected wave. A small voltage derived from the current
in the line is combined with a sample of voltage from across
the line. If the two voltages have the right amplitude relation-
ship, the out -of -phase reflected components cancel and a
voltmeter reads only the sum of the in -phase incident com-
ponents. By reversing the phase of the current sample 180°,
the forward components are made to cancel and the meter
reads the sum of the reflected components. Neat, huh?"

"Very neat! And I think I see why the meter even does the
necessary computing. If we adjust the sensitivity so that the
incident wave produces a full-scale reading on our meter,
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we can assign a value of '1' to this. Now
if the reflected components produce a
half -scale reading of .5, the s.w.r. by the
formula becomes ( 1 + .5) / (1- .5) or
1.5/.5, or 3/1. The reflected scale can
be marked off directly in s.w.r. making
all pencil work or graph reading unneces-
sary. \ Vhy do you suppose misconcep-
tions and fallacies about using the s.w.r.
meter creep into print?"

"Partly because careless writers try to
explain the subject without understand-
ing it themselves. They simply repeat
some over -simplified, fallacious descrip-
tion and probably add a few mistakes of
their own. I'm reminded of Mark Twain's
comment that the difference between a
cat and a lie is that the cat has only nine
lives. Some cockeyed ideas about s.w.r.
leave been knocking around for years.

"Another reason is that some writers
draw their conclusions from their own
experiments without taking into account
possible sources of error. Many things
can cause an s.w.r. meter to give a wrong
indication. First, the meter must be care-
fully constructed, fully shielded, and
calibrated so that it nulls only with a
resistive load equal to the surge imped-
ance of the line with which it is to be
used. The signal passing through the
meter must be relatively free from har-
monics. The transmitter must be well
shielded so that r.f. is confined to the
inside of the transmitter, the coax line,
and the meter itself.

"Another common source of error is to
accept the nominal value of a coax line
as the true value of its surge impedance.
Remember that a line repeats the load
impedance-with only a phase reversal-
every half -wave you move away from the
load. In other words, if a 52 -ohm line is
terminated in a 50 -ohm resistor, the im-
pedance as seen a half -wave from the
load would be 50 -ohms resistive, and an
s.w.r. meter calibrated for 50 ohms
would indicate 1/1 s.w.r. if inserted at
that point, even though the true s.w.r. is
1.04/1. Moving the meter away from
that point would produce some other
s.w.r. indication. The meter is made to
lie because it is used in a line for which
it is not calibrated. An impedance bridge
inserted in a lossless line at a half-wave
point will indicate the impedance of the
load, and maybe that's why some fellows
think an s.w.r. meter must be inserted
there, too, to get a true reading.

"Poor coupler 'directivity' is a com-
mon cause of incorrect s.w.r. readings.
This is the characteristic by which the
coupler discriminates between opposite
directions of 'power' flow. Ideally, when
the meter is measuring reflected com-
ponents, the incident components com-
pletely cancel each other so that no
incident power is coupled from the line.
Practically, if the incident power coupled
out when reading reflected 'power' is less
than 1/10,000 the incident power

(Continued on page 58)

"Do you have
any problems with

mast -lighting?"

"Not with my
twain

DUO -BEAM."
For years. the biggest fault found with any beam ,ueenna for CB has been energy rob-
bing mast -lighting. Now, with new Duo -Beams front I Iv -Gain, rn:ut -lighting is a thing of
the past...just ask the man who owns one. As you know, mast -lighting comes from a con-
ventional CB beam being installed so close to the supporting mast that energy radiatedby the antenna is absorbed. distorted and re -radiated by the mast in patterns that vastly
reduce the efficiency of the antenna. How do Hy -Gain Duo -Beams overcome the problem?
With Duo -Beams. the cross boom supporting the antennas at either end removes the
antennas far enough from the supporting mast to eliminate any possibility of energy
reaching the mast. And. with Duo -Beams. there's a second bonus. As a stacked array of
two identical beams that are properly phased and spaced. Duo -Beams multiply the amount
of radiated power attainable with a single beam. Multiplied power...no energy robbingmast-lighting...two big reasons ly-Gain can unconditionally guarantee new Duo -Beamswill deliver more -Talk Power- than any other antenna built for CB. Three modelsto choose from:

Duo -Beam 10-Delivers 120 Watts "Talk Power" $99.95 Net
Duo -Beam 6 -Delivers 93 Watts "Talk Power" $69.95 Net
Duo -Beam 4 -Delivers 42 Watts "Talk Power" $39.95 Net

Incidentally, all Duo -Beams are rotatable to give pin -point accuracy in directing greater
Power'. over all 360 degrees of the compass.

Duo -Beams are available now through your Hy -Gain representative, or write

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
8472 N.E. Highway 6-Lincoln, Nebraska 68501
CIRCLE NO. 80 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NIMS
NATIONWIDE

IMPROVED

MAIL SERVICE-

A PROGRAM

FOR REDUCING

POSTAL COSTS

AND IMPROVING SERVICE

MAIL EARLY IN THE DAY

IT'S THE BETTER WAY!

LETTERS READY?-MAIL THEM EARLY!
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How To Have Fun While You Save ...
Something For Everyone . . . In This Vast Heathkit Selection!

Kit GR-43

'159'5

New Heathkit 10 -Band Transistor Portable!

10 bands tune Longwave, Standard Broadcast, FM and 2-22.5 mc
Shortwave. 16 transistors, 6 diodes, and 44 factory assembled and
pretuned circuits. Two separate AM & FM tuners and IF strips.
FM tuner & IF strip are same components used in deluxe Heathkit
FM stereo gear. 2 built-in antennas. Battery saver switch cuts
current drain up to 35%. Rotating tuning dial. Dial light. 4
simple controls for tuning, volume, tone, AFC and band switch-
ing. 4" x 6" PM speaker. Earphone & built-in jack. Optional 117
v. AC converter/battery charger available @ $6.95. Time zone map
& "listener's guide." Man size: 131/2" W x 51/2" D x 10)16" H. 17 lbs.

Kit GW-14

$8995

Assembled GWW-14

$12495

New 23 -Channel, 5 -Watt, Transistor CB Transceiver!
Your best 23 -channel CB buy-bar none! Compare! 23 crystal -
controlled transmit & receive channels for the utmost reliability

. . . at lowest cost. All -transistor circuit for instant operation, low
battery drain ... only .75 A transmit, .12 A receive. Compact ...
3" H x 7" W x 101/2" D ideal for car, boat, and 12 v. neg. gnd.
mobile use. 1/2 uv sensitivity for 10 db signal plus noise -to -noise
ratio. Includes "S" meter, adjustable squelch, automatic noise
limiter, built-in speaker, ceramic PTT mike, gimbal mounting
bracket, aluminum cabinet with die-cast chrome -plated front
panel. 8 lbs. Kit GWA-14-1, optional power supply for AC opera-
tion, 5 lbs...$14.95. GWA-14-2, complete 23 channel crystal pack-
age (46 CB crystals)-$135.70 value...only $79.95
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Kit GR-64

1195

Enjoy World -Wide Listening With This
Low -Cost Shortwave Receiver!

Hear live broadcasts from hundreds of foreign countries, Voice of
America, Radio Moscow, hams, ship -to -shore radio, weather and
popular AM. Covers 550 kc to 30 mc-includes AM plus 3 short-
wave bands; 5" speaker; bandspread tuning; signal strength indi-
cator; 7" sliderule dial; BFO; 4 -tube circuit plus 2 rectifiers; noise
limiter; external antenna connectors; gray aluminum cabinet; AM
antenna; 15 lbs.

New Deluxe Shortwave Radio
Compare it to sets costing $150 and more! 5 bands
cover 200-400 kc, AM, and 2-30 mc. Tuned RF
stage, crystal filter for greater selectivity, 2 detec-
tors for AM and SSB, tuning meter, bandspread
tuning, code practice monitor, automatic noise lim-
iter, automatic volume control, antenna trimmer,
built-in 4" x 6" speaker, headphone jack, gray metal
cabinet, and free SWL antenna. 25 lbs.

$8495

Kit SB-100

'360"

New Deluxe 5 -Band SSB Ham Transceiver
Full SSB-CW transceive operation on 80-10 meters. 180 watts
PEP SSB-170 watts CW. Switch select for USB/LSB/CW opera-
tion. Operates PTT and VOX; VOX operated CW with built-in
sidetone. Triple Action Level ControlTM allows greater variation
in speech level. Heath SB series Linear Master Oscillator (LMO)
for true linear tuning. Mobile or fixed operation with appropriate
power supply. 23 lbs. Accessory mobile mount, SBA -100-1 $14.95.

Kit HD -10

$3995

New Heathkit Solid -State Electronic Keyer
Kit G R-54 All solid-state circuitry. Speed range -15 to 60 words per minute.

Solid-state switching-no relays to stick or clatter. Adaptable to
either right or left handed operators. Convertible to semi -automatic
operation. Variable dot -space ratio. Self -completing dashes. Sealed
switches on paddle-no exposed contacts to clean or adjust. Built-
in paddle-"feel" is adjustable to your fist during assembly. "Hold"
switch for transmitter tuning. Transformer -operated power supply
isolates keyer from line power. Fused for protection. 6 lbs.
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...Build A Heathkif!
Now Choose From 2 Heathkit® Transistor Stereo Receivers!

New 30 -Watt Transistor FM Stereo Receiver . . .
Less Than $100!

Features 31 transistors, 11 diodes for cool, natural
transistor sound; 20 watts RMS, 30 watts IHF music
power @ ±1 db, 15 to 60,000 cps; wideband FM/FM
stereo tuner plus two preamplifiers & two power
amplifiers; front panel stereo headphone jack; com-
pact 37/8" H x 151/4" W x 12" D size. Assembles in
20 hours or less. Custom mount it in a wall, or
optional Heath cabinets (walnut $9.95, beige metal
$3.95) 16 lbs.

Kit AR -14

$9995

(less cabinet)

66 -Watt Transistor AM/FM Stereo Receiver

Just add 2 speakers for a complete stereo system.
Boasts AM/FM/FM Stereo tuning; 46 -transistor,
17 -diode circuit for cool, instant operation and nat-
ural transistor sound; 66 watts IHF music power (40
watts RMS) at ±1 db from 15 to 30,000 cps; auto-
matic switching to stereo; preassembled & aligned
"front-end" & AM -FM IF strip; walnut cab. 35 lbs.

Kit AR -13A
Now Only

$ 8 400

Best Hi-Fi News Of '66 . . . New Low -Cost Transistor Stereo Twins!

New Transistor FM/FM Stereo Tuner
Heath's easiest to build stereo/hi-fi kit . . . takes
only 4 to 6 hours! 14 transistor, 5 diode circuit for
cool instant operation, transparent transistor sound.
Phase control assures best stereo performance. 3
transistor "front-end" plus 4 -stage IF section. Fil-
tered outputs for direct stereo recording. Automatic
stereo indicator light. Preassembled & aligned
"front-end." Install in a wall or either Heath cabinet
(walnut $7.95, beige metal $3.50). 6 lbs.

Kit A1-14

$4995

(less cabinet)

Matching 30 -Watt Transistor Stereo Amplifier
Assembles in 10 hours or less! 17 transistors, 6
diodes. 20 watts RMS, 30 watts IHF music power
@ ±1 db, 15 to 60,000 cps. No audio transformers

. assures minimum phase shift, extended response,
lower distortion. Solid-state power supply plus elec-
tronic filter for regulation within 10%. Accommo-
dates phono, tuner, auxiliary ... 4, 8, 16 ohm speaker
impedances. Lighted panel. Installs in wall, or Heath
cabinets (walnut $7.95, metal $3.50). 10 lbs.

NEW
1966 CATALOG!

HEATHKIT 1966
Free! 108 pages ... many
in full color ... describe
these and over 250 easy -
to -build Heathkits. Save
up to 50%. Mail coupon
for your free copy.

Buy Now-Use This Order Blank

Heath Company, Dept. 15-1
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023

 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog

Model Description

Name

Address
(Please Print)

Kit AA -14

$5995

(less cabinet)

Weight Price

City __State-Zip_
SHIP VIA:
 Parcel Post  Express Collect  Freight 20% Included, C.O.D.  Best Way
All prices & specifications subject to change without notice. CL -232
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VALUABLE books from E.&E.
great "how-to-build"data in the famous'

RADIO HANDBOOK (16th Ed.).

Tells how to design,
build, and operate the
latest types of amateur
transmitters, receivers,
transceivers, and am-
plifiers. Provides ex-
tensive, simplified theory on practically every
phase of radio. Broadest coverage; all origi-
nal data, up-to-date, complete. 816 pages.
Order No. 166, only $9.50

RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE MANUAL
Helps you prepare for all commer-
cial radio telephone operator's
license exams. Provides complete
study -guide questions and answers
in a single volume. Helps you un-
derstand fully every subject you
need to know to obtain an opera-

tor's license. 200 pp. Order No.030,only $5.75
LEADING BOOK ON TRANSISTORIZED

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
TRANSISTOR RADIO HANDBOOK, by
Donald L. Stoner, W6TNS, Lester
A. Earnshaw, ZLIAAX. Covers a
wide range of communication uses
for both amateur and commercial
applications. Includes audio and
speech amplifiers, VHF transmit-
ting and receiving equipment, SSB exciters,
and complete SSB transceivers. 180 pages.
Order No. 044, only $5.00

Order from your electronic parts
distributor or send coupon below.

Unit NM

r - EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd. 1
P.O. Box 68003, New Augusta, Indiana, Dept. EWE -1
Ship me the following books:
0 No. 166 0 No. 030 CI No. 044 $___encl.
Name

Address_
City_ State Zip
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coupled in the forward position, meter
readings will closely approximate true
s.w.r. However, if this fraction is in-
creased to 1/1000, a true s.w.r. of 2.5
may read between 1.8 and 3.5. An indi-
cation of a coupler with poor directivity
is that it will give different readings when
moved up and down a quarter wave-
length of line!

"Another cause of error occurs when
the outside of the coax is not actually at
ground potential at the load, such as
occurs when coax is used to feed a dipole
antenna. Under such circumstances, the
outside of the coax becomes part of the
load seen by the inside of the cable so
that changing the cable length actually
changes the load and produces incorrect
s.w.r. indications.

"Finally, it is true that an s.w.r. read-
ing taken at the bottom of any feedline
cannot be completely accurate. Attenu-
ation of the reflected components by the
line loss make such an s.w.r. reading
lower than would be found right at the
load. The amount of this en -or depends
on the line loss without a standing wave
plus a proportion of this original loss pro-
duced by the s.w.r. The standing wave
increases both the maximum current and
voltage on the line-they are doubled
when the s.w.r. is 4/1-and this contrib-
utes the additional loss. On a line that
has a 6-db loss when flat with a 4/1
s.w.r. at the load, the additional loss con-
tributed by the s.w.r. would be about
1.7 db, and an s.w.r. meter at the end
of the line would indicate only about
1.35/1 instead of 4/1. Fortunately, not
many lines have that much loss, nor are
they operated with that high an s.w.r.;
so the s.w.r. reading at the transmitter
is much closer to that at the load. But it
should be realized that the s.w.r. reading
decreases gradually as the meter is
moved down the line from the load. This
change, however, is a gradual one and
has nothing to do with s.w.r. loops or
nodes. If you plotted the s.w.r. readings
taken along a line on a Smith chart, you
would come up with a spiral instead of
the circle that ordinarily depicts the
s.w.r. on a lossless line."

"We've got to get to work," Mac inter-
rupted, "but let me see if I have digested
what you have been saying. The position
of an s.w.r. meter in a line with regard
to the loops or nodes of the standing
wave has nothing to do with the reading.
If the meter and the line are what they
should be, virtually the same s.w.r. read-
ing will be indicated wherever the meter
is inserted along, say, a quarter -wave-
length of low -loss line. However, the
s.w.r. reading does decrease from the
true reading at the load as the meter is
moved down the line. This is a function
of the line loss. In fact, in a perfect setup,
this line loss is the only factor that causes
s.w.r. reading to change with regard to
the meter's position in the line.

"However several other conditions can

produce wrong s.w.r. readings and make
it seem that the reading depends on
where the coupler is inserted in the line.
Among these are harmonics in the trans-
mitter output, poor shielding of transmit-
ter or coupler, an improperly constructed
and calibrated coupler with poor direc-
tivity, a coax line with an impedance
different from that for which the coupler
is designed, or attempted measurement
of s.w.r. on a coax line feeding a dipole
antenna."

"That's the meat of the matter, but
I'm sure you know we've barely
scratched the surface of s.w.r. and trans-
mission -line theory. Believe me, it's not
simple; and even the experts do not agree
on precisely what takes place along a
transmission line and inside an s.w.r.
meter. Some insist that the entire idea
of reflected waves of current and voltage
creating standing waves on the line is a
convenient fiction similar to 'hole cur-
rents' in explaining transistor action. But
it is a broadly accepted concept that per-
mits explanation of practically all trans-
mission -line behavior, and I intend to
use it until someone comes up with a
whole lot better non -mathematical ex-
planation."

INSTANT -ON
WITH TRANSFORMERS

INSTANT-on a.c./d.c. sets use a diode
in series with the filament

that even when the set is turned off, the
filaments are kept at a warm temperature
thus reducing initial high current surges
and metal fatigue within the tubes. In
some of its latest TV sets, Westinghouse
is applying the instant -on technique to
the transformer -powered TV sets. In this
case, a diode cannot be used in series with
the transformer to reduce the primary
voltage, as the d.c. component produced
by the diode is incompatible with the
transformer. Westinghouse has worked
out an ingenious scheme for circumvent-
ing the problem.

The circuit shows circuit operation.
When the two -pole power switch is open,
reactor Ll is in series with the trans-
former primary and the center tap of
the high -voltage secondary is open. The
reactor presents an impedance to the 60 -
cps line current and reduces the applied
voltage to about one-half. The filaments
are kept in a standby condition, while the
"B+" is turned off.

When the power switch is turned on,
the reactor is shorted and the secondary
center tap is completed.

RECT.
HL.

R

E

,,,,t,..,.

._a_
RECT. PLATE
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Most People Build Heathkit® Test Gear ...
quoril; . -wascolorSammist._

O
Grp

But Many Buy Them Factory Assembled!
rter111, --immanor

Either Way, These 10 Are Best Buys
O RF Signal Generator . . . Countless
Applications In Radio & TV Servicing!
Covers 100 kc to 220 mc in 6 bands; large
accurately calibrated dial scales; modulated
or unmodulated RF output; 400 cps signal
for audio tests. 6 lbs.
Kit IG-102 $27.95
Assembled IGW-102 $54.95

E Switch -Selected Audio Frequency Gen-
erator. Produces near -perfect sine waves;
switch -selected output frequencies -10 cps
to 100 kcs; less than 0.1 of 1% distortion -
20 -20,000 cps; calibrated in volts & db;
accuracy within 5%. 8 lbs.
Kit IG-72 $41.95
Assembled 1GW-72 $64.95

ID Deluxe Capacitor Checker . .. A Direct -
Reading Bridge. Tests all capacitor types;
low -bridge voltage for testing miniature
electrolytics; 16 leakage test voltages; direct
reading scale measures resistance from 5
ohms to 50 megohms; measures 10 uuf to
1000 mfd, L, C, or R. 9 lbs.
Kit IT -11 $29.95
Assembled ITW-11 $49.95

(1) Solid -State Regulated DC Power Supply
50 MA, 150 MA, 500 MA, & 1.5 A current
ranges; 5, 15, 50 v. DC voltage ranges; fil-

HEATHKIT 1966 FREE
HEATH K ITR
CATALOG!

Packed with over 250
Heathkits including com-
plete Test Instrument line.
Save up to 50%. Mail cou-
pon, or write Heath Com-
pany, Benton Harbor,
Michigan 49023 for your
Free copy.

tered output for less than 150 uv ripple;
adjustable current limiter, 30 to 100% on
each range. 16 lbs.
Kit IP-20 $72.95
Assembled IPW-20 $114.95

 "Low -Ripple" Battery Eliminator. Switch
selection of 6 or 12 v. DC power; special
filter circuit holds AC ripple to less than
0.3%; metered output voltage & current;
doubles as a battery charge. 21 lbs.
Kit IP-12 $47.50
Assembled IPW-12 $59.95

 World's Largest Selling VTVM. Single
AC/Ohms/DC probe; 7 AC/DC/Ohms
ranges; 1% precision resistors for high ac-
curacy; frequency response ± 1 db from 25
cps to 1 mc; voltage doubler rectifier; 41/2",
200 UA meter. 5 lbs.
Kit IM -11 $24.95
Assembled IMW-11 $39.95

© Laboratory AC VTVM . . . 10 Voltage
Ranges! Covers 0.01 to 300 volts RMS full
scale in 10 voltage ranges with 5% accuracy;
frequency response ± 1 db from 10 cps to
500 kc; 10 megohm input impedance for
high accuracy; calibrated db scale for audio
measurements. 5 lbs.

I

Kit IM -21 $39.95
Assembled IMW-21 $52.95

B Deluxe "Service Bench" VTVM 7 AC/
DC/Ohms ranges; measures AC volts
(RMS), DC volts, resistance & db; separate
1.5 & 5 volt AC scales; gimbal mount for
bench, shelf, or wall; 6", 200 UA meter;
single AC/Ohms/DC probe; smooth vernier
controls for zero & ohms adjust. 8 lbs.
Kit IM -13 $32.95
Assembled IMW-13 $49.95

(1) Variable -Voltage Regulated Power
Supply. Furnishes B+, bias & filament
voltages; DC output variable from 0 to 400
volts; separate panel meters for voltage &
current; output terminals isolated for safe
AC/DC work. 17 lbs.
Kit IP-32 $56.95
Assembled IPW-32 $84.95

CJ Extra -Duty Wide -Band 5" Oscilloscope.
Full 5 mc bandwidth for color TV servicing;
Heath patented sweep circuit 10 cps to 500
kc, push-pull vertical & horizontal amplifiers;
positive trace position controls; peak -to -peak
calibration reference; Z-axis input. 24 lbs.
Kit 10-12 $76.95
Assembled IOW -12 $126.95

Use To Order And/Or Get FREE Catalog

Heath Company, Dept. 15-1, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023
O Please send FREE 1966 Heathkit Catalog.
O Enclosed is $ plus shipping.

Please send model(s)

Name
Address
City State Zip
Ship Via: 0 Parcel Post 0 Express Collect

 Freight [1] 20% Included, C.O.D. 0 Best Way
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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You can earn more money
if you have an FCC License

FCC Fonm 756A

ZsiiPtitiffo"sla NAINMElt

P1-20-0400

mitimumiginomilweintivelmmatiym
FIRST C LAS S

(General Radiotelephone Certificate)

- .

/PO lefiXtei,01// T_0114M Y VV ILLIS

IS A LICENSED RADIO OPERATOR, AUTHORIZED, SUBJECT TO ANY SPECIAL ENDORSEME
LICENSED RADIO STATIONS FOR WHICH THIS CLASS OF LICENSE IS VALID UND 0
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, ANY STATUTE OF THE UNITED STATES AND N

THIS LICENSE IS GRANTED UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE COM
THEREOF AND OF ALL LEGISLATIVE ACTS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS. TR

RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICAT
HEREOF AS THOUGH SPECIFICALLY SET OUT IN FU HE

NEITHER THIS LICENSE NOR THE RIG

PLACE AND DATE OF

DATE

SPECIAL END

R 11, 1968

AT

AXES OF.
F THE FEDERAL

A PARTY.
HE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

S SIGNATORY, AND ALL ORDERS,
RADIO OPERATORS, ARE MADE A PART

R OTHERWISE TRANSFERRED TO ANY OTHER PERSON.

SEPTEMBER 11, 1963

AT THREE O'CLOCK A. M., EASTERN STANDARD TIME.

DAR ENDORSEMENT - SEPTEMBER 1 1 , 1063 -

0:/.4W/176;60///,///i/4044,14,4 17,:o////.4J///,

NOT VALID UNTIL. SIGNED
Krowlaryi

Employers are paying good money for men
holding FCC tickets. Read how to get yours:
When you hold a Commercial License issued by the
FCC (Federal Communications Commission) you have
written proof that you know and understand basic elec-
tronic theory and fundamentals. It's worth plenty . . .

particularly to companies on the lookout for qualified
electronics technicians. Here's how one of the country's
leading office machine manufacturers rates men with
FCC Licenses:

"An FCC License is an asset to any man looking
to enhance his career in the field of electronics. At
our Company, a licensed man is well -rewarded be-
cause an FCC License attests to his knowledge of
electronics theory . ."

Thousands of employers will tell you the same thing.
Licensed men get the good jobs. They make more money

. . . move ahead faster . . . enjoy exciting, challenging
work. What's more, they're needed badly in every field
of electronics. Industrial electronics. Radio -TV Broad-
casting, Aerospace. Electronics Servicing . . . including
mobile and marine radio plus CB.

Yes . . . your opportunities are unlimited once you're
carrying that FCC Commercial Ticket. AND CLEVE-
LAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS CAN GET
ONE FOR YOU! On the facing page, read how four
ambitious men just like you have cashed in on CIE's
sure-fire FCC Licensing Program. Read about CIE's
exclusive money -back offer. And then send in the postage
paid reply card. CIE will quickly send you complete
FREE information. You will soon be on your way to a
Commercial FCC License and the many rewards that
go with it!
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These CIE men have good jobs
(they have Commercial FCC Licenses)

Matt Stuczynski, Senior Transmitter Operator, Radio Station
WBOE. "I give Cleveland Institute credit for my First Class Com-
mercial FCC License. Even though I had only 6 weeks of high
school algebra, CIE's AUTO -PROGRAMMING teaching method
makes electronics theory and fundamentals easy. After completing
the CIE course, I took and passed the 1st Class Exam. I now have
a good job in studio operation, transmitting, proof of performance,
equipment servicing. Believe me, CIE lives up to its promises!"

Chuck Hawkins, Chief Radio Technician, Division 12, Ohio Dept. of
Highways. "Cleveland Institute Training enabled me to pass both
the 2nd and 1st Class License Exams on my first attempt . . even
though I'd had no other electronics training. (Many of the others
who took the exam with me were trying to pass for the eighth or
ninth time!) I'm now in charge of Division Communications and
we service 119 mobile units and six base stations. It's an interesting,
challenging and extremely rewarding job. And incidentally, I got
it through CIE's Job Placement Service . . . a free lifetime service
for CIE graduates."

klItatitgaltIMRIORIMIMMIRIORRINRIRIRIRIREZIRORIRIRRIO
iS

SI CS

FCC LICENSE WARRANTY
IS

SI NI
SI iS

SI ISSI
A CIE FCC License Course will quickly prepare you IS

SI for a Commercial FCC License. If you don't pass the a
SI FCC exam... on the first try... after completing your i:+SI

course, CIE will refund all your tuition. You get an IN
FCC License ... or your money back! TS,

Si iga al
gIglaliMEIZIENRIMIZIECRIERREIMIRRNERMOMEIRIIMIM

CIE

Ted Barger, Electronic Technician, Smith Electronics Co. "I've
been interested in electronics ever since I started operating my own
Ham rig (K8ANF). But now I've turned a hobby into a real inter-
esting career. Cleveland Institute of Electronics prepared me for
my Commercial FCC License exam . . . and I passed it on the
first try. I'm now designing, building and testing all kinds of elec-
tronic equipment . . . do a lot of traveling, too. It's a great job ...
and thanks to CIE and my FCC License, I'm on my way up."

Glenn Horning, Local Equipment Supervisor, Western Reserve
Telephone Company (subsidiary of Mid -Continent Telephone Com-
pany). "There's no doubt about it. I owe my 2nd Class FCC License
to Cleveland Institute. Their FCC License Program really teaches
you theory and fundamentals and is particularly strong on tran-
sistors, mobile radio, troubleshooting and math. Do I use this
knowledge? You bet. We're installing more sophisticated electronic
gear all the time and what I learned from CIE sure helps. Our
Company has 10 other men enrolled with CIE and take my word
for it, it's going to help every one of them just like it helped me."

Two out of three men who took the 1st Class Commer-
cial FCC License exam in 1964, failed.
Nine out of ten CIE -TRAINED men who take this
exam, pass ... the very first try!
And that's why CIE can back their courses with the warranty you
see at the left. CIE -trained men know their stuff . . . because CIE
AUTO -PROGRAMMED Home Study works!
Get started now. Send postage -paid reply card for free information
about a plan that gets you an FCC License or costs you nothing!

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Dept. EW-lO Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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W 1966 GIANT CATALOG

Satisfaction
GUARANTEED

or your money
ocki

NO MONEY DOWN
PLUS REVOLVING
CHARGE ACCOUNT

100's of pages packed with savings

BURSTE1N-APPLEBEE CO. Dept. Ew,
1012-14 McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 64106

D Rush me the FREE 1966 B -A Catalog.
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

Please be sure to show your Zip No
NM RIM 1=111 NMI NNE 11111 MIN MN NMI OM MINI
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STATE

100's of
new items
listed for
first time.

FOR 38 YEARS THE
OUTSTANDING

MON-11,
SAVIINCI
BUYING GUIDE FOR:
 Stereo & Hi-Fi Systems and Compo-
nents  Tape Recorders Electronic
Parts, Tubes, Books  Phonos & Rec-
ords  Ham Gear  Test Instruments
and Kits  Cameras and Film  Public
Address  Citizens Band  Transistor
& FM -AM Radios.

RUSH COUPON TODAY

Back Issues
Available

Use this coupon to
order back issues

of ELECTRONICS WORLD

We have a limited supply of
back issues that can be ordered
on a first -come, first -served
basis. Just fill in the coupon
below, enclose your remittance
in the amount of 65 each and
mail.

ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION
Dept. BCEW, 589 Broadway
New York 12, New York

Please send the following back issues of
ELECTRONICS WORLD. I am enclosing

to cover the cost of the maga-
zine, shipping and handling.

Month Year

Month Year

Month Year

Name

Address

City Zone State

No charge or C.O.D. orders please.
EW

Capacitance Nomogram
(Continued from page 29)

the pivot line in step (1). Extend this
line. The answer, 8.2 can then be
found on the Cx scale where the second
line crosses it.

For higher values of capacitance than
those shown on the scales, merely multi-
ply both C scales by 10".

The need for calculation of Cx can
be eliminated and the value can be read
off directly from the meter in the fol-
lowing manner: (1) Adjust the a.c. in-
put voltage until Ex appearing across
Cx is equal to Cx in microfarads.
Whether Ex is in volts or millivolts
doesn't matter, as long as Ex and Ex
are both in the same unit. (2) Read Ex
across Cx. This value in volts is equal
to Cx in microfarads.

When it is necessary to measure large
quantities of electrolytic capacitors, as
in the case of incoming inspection de-
partments, a test fixture can be con-
structed for rapid testing (Fig. 3).

A suitable means of rapid connect
and disconnect should be provided for
inserting and removing the capacitor un-
der test.

The meter should be a reliable type
of a.c. vacuum -tube voltmeter, such as
the Hewlett-Packard Model HP -400.
The decision must be made whether to
use two meters as shown in Fig. 3 or
only one meter with a toggle switch, as
shown in the partial schematic of Fig.
1B.

The test can be made on a "go/no-go"
basis by providing limit indications on
the face of the meter. First, the Ex
meter should have a line drawn on it
parallel to the needle. This line should
be on the voltage point which is equal
in magnitude to the value of Cx in
microfarads as previously described.
This can be called the set-up point.
Second, the Ex meter should have a line
drawn parallel to the needle at the volt-
age point which is equal in magnitude
to the minimum value acceptable for
Cx. Another can be added for the maxi-
mum value if specified.

The test for each capacitor can now
be made in a matter of seconds by using
the following procedure:

1. Insert the capacitor into its holder
observing proper polarity.

2. Turn the "on -off" switch to its
"on" position.

3. Adjust the variable transformer un-
til the needle on the Ex meter comes to
the set-up mark.

4. Observe the position of the needle
on the Ex meter. It should fall on or be-
tween the two limit marks. If not, reject
the capacitor.

5. Turn the "on -off" switch to the
"off" position.

6. Remove the capacitor.
64
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Sylvania Transistor TV Set
(Continued from page 38)

Another very interesting circuit of this set is the vertical
sweep section. Here the analog to the vacuum -tube version
is especially strong since only two transistors are used to pro-
vide both the vertical oscillator and the vertical output fulle-

d, tion. The circuit, shown in Fig. 4, is very similar to that of a
duo -triode arrangement in which one section ( Q2 ) performs
both oscillator and output amplifier functions. D.c. coupling
is used from the first stage collector to the output stage base.

The sync pulses pass through a conventional integrator cir-
cuit, R1, Cl, R2, and C2 and then trigger the base of oscillator
of. Feedback pulses from the collector of output stage Q2 are
coupled back to the oscillator base via C3, R3, and R4. The
vertical hold control, R5, affects primarily these feedback
pulses and thus affects the oscillator frequency.

Vertical linearity is determined by R6 and R7 which control
feedback from the emitter to the base of the output stage
through C4 and C5. The main feedback path that keeps the
circuit oscillating is R8 which couples the output emitter to
the base of Q1. Resistors R9 and R10 control the bias on the
output stage and therefore the picture height.

Between the base and emitter of the output transistor, a
single thermistor, R11, is used to maintain constant ampli-
tude for the vertical sweep signal. Because the output stage
dissipates some power, it is mounted on a heat sink, together
with the audio output, the horizontal driver, the horizontal
output, and the damper diode.

The horizontal sweep section and the high -voltage flyback
circuit are, in many respects, similar to those in other transistor
receivers. The horizontal a.f.c. action is provided by a diode
phase detector and the horizontal oscillator is an emitter -
coupled multivibrator which has an LC circuit in the collec-
tor of the first stage to provide more stability, similar to its
equivalent vacuum -tube circuit. A horizontal driver and the
horizontal output transistor provides the power to drive the
deflection yoke directly off the emitter of the output transistor.
The high -voltage section uses a 1B3 vacuum -tube rectifier,
the only vacuum tube (other than the CRT) in the set. A

DET. TO SOUND I.F.
1.001 S1366--- VIDEO OUTPUT

02

S1364
1ST VIDEO

01

330

2.7K
+12V.

+135V.

.00i
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20K
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Fig. 3. The video amplifier is similar to a tube approach.

Fig. 4. The vertical sweep also resembles the tube version.
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A Meeting Not To Be Missed
From February 3rd to 8th, 1966

Paris -Porte de Versailles

The world's greatest display of the year at
the International Exhibition of

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
and the International Exhibition of

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
The most recent developments in the field
of electronics: all components, tubes and
semi -conductors, measurement and control
apparatus, electro-audio equipment ...

For all information:
S.D.S.A. 16, rue de Presles, Paris 15e Tel.: 273.24.70

Official carrier:
AIR FRANCE
Overseas Trade Show Department
683 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

To request a registration card, fill in

the coupon below, cut on the dotted
lines and mail it to:

S.D.S.A. Relations Exterieures
16, rue de Presles-Paris 15e

NAME

COMPANY:

ADDRESS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
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Associated Research 2851 Megohmmeter
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 152 on Reader Service Card.

ANEW portable megohmmeter
which can measure resistances as

great as ten million megohms at 500 volts
d.c., or two million megohms at 100
volts, has been introduced by Associated
Research, Inc. This instrument is de-
signed with a 100 -volt test potential to
comply with the new EIA standard for
measurement of composition, film, and
wirewound resistors having resistances
over 100,000 ohms.

Known as the Model 2851 "Vibrotest"
megohmmeter, the new instrument is
powered by line -alternating current and
provides direct -reading resistance mea-
surements on a four -inch scale calibrated
from 1 to 100 megohms.

The range may be multiplied by 1,
10, 103, 103, 104, and 105 by means of
a rotary selector switch. Six megohm
ranges are available at either 500 volts

INPUT
117v. A.C.

DIRECT -
CURRENT

POWER
SUPPLY

d.c., ±5 volts, or at IOU volts d.c.,
volts.

Accuracy of within 2% is achieved
over the greater portion of the scale
range when used at 500 volts, and at 100
volts, accuracy is within 5% over most of
the scale.

The power supply of the unit uses
silicon rectifiers which eliminate the need
for hand cranking or batteries. Regula-
tion against line -voltage fluctuations of
± 10% is furnished by a cathode follower
which provides a well -regulated power
supply with very low ripple content to
assure maximum reading stability.

A fused three -wire power input
grounds the case for shock protection,
and the instrument is protected from
overload damage, even in cases of direct
shorting, by the utilization of an elec-
tronic overload circuit.

OVERLOAD
PROTECTOR

ELECTRONIC
REGULATED

POWER SUPPLY

50/ 500 VOLT
OR

100 6 500 VOLT

SELECTIVE -
RETURN

GROUNDING

OALEGOTIm
METER

ELECTRONIC
METERING

CIRCUIT
AmPLIPIER

RANGE SELECTOR
AND

DISCHARGE
CIRCUITS

RETURN

00.

RETURN

OCI

00

The electronic metering circuit uses
the latest miniature -type vacuum tubes
to provide adequate sensitivity for meas-
urements throughout all ranges. The in-
dicating meter in the circuit is a 200-p.a.
unit.

Guard circuits control stray and
leakage currents to assure accuracy at
maximum sensitivity. A terminal for ex-
ternal guard use is provided, and a se-
lective -return grounding circuit provides
for maximum guarding flexibility when
the instrument is used to test production
components or permanently installed
equipment.

This new product lists for $305.

Simpson Model 250
Volt -Ohm -Mill lam meter

For copy of manufacturer's brochure,
circle No. 35 on Reader Service Card.

THE new Simpson Model 250 v.o.m.
I has been designed with semicon-

ductor circuits in mind. It has a constant
millivolt drop on all its d.c. current
ranges so that its effect on transistor cir-
cuits is regular and predictable.

Another new feature is the use of a
taut -band suspension annular (ring)
meter movement. Such a movement is
self -shielding, and the suspension has
superior repeatability due to the absence

of normal pivot -jewel wear. These design
improvements should result in an instru-
ment with years of trouble -free service.

A special calibration circuit is included
which yields increased accuracy and fa-
cilitates recalibration to original factory
accuracy, should it ever be necessary.

An internal fuse is incorporated which
protects the v.o.m. from misuse on the
ohmmeter ranges and from excessive
overload on the milliampere ranges. A
special silicon diode protects the meter
movement even with 1000 times the
current applied.

Accuracy is within 2% on the d.c.
voltage and current ranges and within
3% on a.c. scales. Frequency response on
a.c. is flat from 20 cps to 100 kc.

The Model 250 is housed in a sturdy,
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phenolic case which is molded with re-
inforced walls. All the components are
attached to the front panel so that the
entire instrument slips into and out of
the case in one piece. Most of the com-
ponents are mounted on a printed -circuit
board. A special stiff handle is attached
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to the case so that the v.o.m. can be
supported in a convenient sloping posi-
tion that allows easy viewing on the
bench top.

The v.o.m. has all the usual current.
voltage, and resistance ranges. It ii
priced at $56.95.
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General Radio Type 1538-A Electronic Stroboscope
For circle No. 153 on Reader Service Card.

THE new General Radio Type 1538-A
Strobotacg electronic stroboscope

represents a new development in the
technology of this well-known, extremely
useful type of instrument. Maximum
flashing rate, probably the most import-
ant single characteristic of a stroboscope,
has been boosted to 150,000 flashes per
minute-an improvement by a factor of
six over previous stroboscopes. A flash-
ing -rate capability of 150,000 per min-
ute enables this new stroboscope to be
used in motion analysis and speed meas-
urement of the fastest machines known
-some of which are capable of operating
at speeds up to 1,000,000 rpm.

TIMING

OSCILL ATOR

The stroboscope, essentially a flashing-

light source with adjustable, calibrated
control of flash frequency, is used to pro-
duce the optical illusion of slowed or
stopped motion and to measure speed.
The stroboscopic illusion depends on the
periodic interruption of observation and
on the persistence of vision-the eye's
ability to hold an image for a split sec-
ond after it disappears. If a cyclically
moving object is viewed under a light
that is flashing at or near the object's
cyclic rate, the object will appear sta-
tionary or in slow motion. The tacho-
metric application is a converse of this
principle-that if the flashing rate is ad-
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when it's time to think of college

you should read this

FREE CAREER BOOKLET

MSOE
about electronics at

MILWAUKEE
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Dept. EW-166, 1025 N. Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
Tell me about an engineering career through
residence study in:
 Electrical fields 0 Mechanical fields
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City, State
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INTERNATIONAL
- First Choice of those
who demand the Best !
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Model SX724 Only
1/4 Track Stereo ;975

Compare this Quality
Speed Response S/N
7-1/2 +2db 30 to 20kc 54db

3-3/4 ±2db 30-15kc 50db

GLAp-w-ri.. International
Box 1000, Dept. EW-1

.19' Elkhart, Indiana 46517

Put a in Your Future!
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Your plant will grow in a

New Jersey Industrial Park!
Locate your plant in one of New Jersey's spacious, well -
planned industrial parks. You'll be surprised and delighted
at all the facilities "built in" to help your business grow
and succeed. Rail spurs, all utilities, hi -speed express-
ways, nearby deep -water ports, a huge market right at
your doorstep.

Send for more information on New Jersey's industrial
parks and for your free copy of "New Jersey -Land of
Amazing Advantages", a 48 -page booklet that is concise,
informative, of interest to businessmen. No obligation to
you, of course.

Public Service Electric and Gas Company
Box CEW, 80 Park Place, Newark, New Jersey 07101

Please send my copy of:
"NEW JERSEY/LAND OF AMAZING ADVANTAGES."
El Also, send more information on industrial parks.

Name

Title

Firm

Street

City and State

®PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
TAXPAYING SERVANT OF A GREAT STATE

J

sr."' Ir
justed to produce a stationary image,
the object's rate can be determined from
a knowledge of the flashing rate.

The actual light flash in most strobo-
scopes occurs inside a xenon -gas tube
as the gas is ionized by the rapid dis-
charge of a capacitor. The gas must then
deionize before the next flash can occur,
and this deionizing time sets a limit on
the maximum flashing rate. If voltage is
applied to the tube before it has de -
ionized, a continuous discharge known
as "holdover" will occur.

The key to the substantial increase in
flashing rate in GR's new Strobotac is a
novel charging circuit which keeps volt-
age from being applied to the tube until
it has deionized, then charges the tube
very rapidly. The circuit is shown in the
diagram. A normally off switching tran-
sistor is turned on by a triggering pulse
for a period of time, td, equal to the de -
ionizing time of the tube. This induces
a voltage in the secondary of the trans-
former. The winding sense is such that
the induced voltage back -biases the di-
ode Dl, and no current flows into the
capacitor. Energy is meanwhile building
in the transformer, and when the tran-
sistor switch is turned off (after time td),
the collapsing magnetic field in the trans-
former induces a voltage in the second-
ary that forward -biases the diode. The
energy stored in the transformer is trans-
ferred resonantly to the capacitor, charg-
ing it to the operating voltage for the
tube.

The method of resonantly transferring
voltage to the tube is another novel cir-
cuit feature of the Type 1538-A and
may be seen from the block diagram.
A trigger pulse from a timing oscillator
flashes the strobe tube, discharging the
capacitor, starts a monostable circuit,
and sets a flip-flop to open a transistor
gate. The monostable circuit generates
a 200-p.sec. pulse which turns on the
transistor switch, causing a step of en-
ergy to be transferred to the charging
capacitor, as discussed above. The 200 -
jam pulse is also fed to a delay circuit
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which, after 200 microseconds, opens
the gate allowing the monostable to be
retriggered. This produces a second
pulse, which again turns on the transistor
and raises the voltage in the charging
capacitor another step. This process con-
tinues until the voltage in the trans-
former primary exceeds that of a zener
diode (Di) . Then the zener diode con-

* ducts, the gate closes, and the mono-

stable produces no more pulses. The
next triggering pulse from the timing
oscillator fires the strobotron tube, resets
the flip-flop, and starts the monostable
again.

The advantages of these new circuits
are many. Besides increasing the maxi-
mum flashing rate sixfold, the trans-
former charging circuit permits the use
of lower voltages, and thus transistors,
throughout the instrument. Efficiency is
also double that of traditional charging
circuits using resistors. These benefits in
turn have led to a battery -power option
for the new unit, a most important plus
in the case of an instrument that lends
itself to a variety of portable applica-
tions.

Other features of the Type 1538-A are
an accessory plug-in energy -storage ca-
pacitor, which increases the intensity of
a single flash ( for photographic applica-
tions) by a factor of ten, an accessory
extension strobe lamp, and provisions
for external electrical or mechanical trig-
gering. The new Strobotac is housed in a
"flip -tilt" portable cabinet and is priced
at $465, f.o.b. West Concord, Massa-
chusetts.

AUTO RECEIVER MOBILE -

RADIO FM RECEPTION
By CHARLES C. MORRIS

FM receiving equipment is becoming
very popular now, especially for mo-

bile use. This includes hi-fi, amateur,
public service, and aircraft bands. One
very popular method for receiving FM
signals without resorting to an expensive
FM receiver, is to use a converter ahead
of the standard BC auto receiver, which
is then adjusted for "slope detection."
In this method, the signal is detected
along the slope of the AM selectivity
curve. This type of system has one draw-
back, though, in that the selectivity curve
of the AM receiver is much sharper than
that normally used for FM reception.
Slope detection will work without any
modification to the AM set, but tuning
is usually critical and any receiver drift
will affect the tuning once it has been
set. If the AM receiver uses the 262-kc.
i.f. commonly found in car radios, then
the tuning is even more critical.

To broaden the tuning and, in effect,
reduce drift problems, the AM set's i.f.
circuits can be "swamped" by connect-
ing a 1-megohm resistor directly across
each i.f. winding at the winding termi-
nals. A slight reduction in receiver gain
was noticed when this was done, but this
did not present any problems. Also, nor-
mal AM reception did not change. A

First One -Piece An -Channel Antenna
with Individual UHF and VHF Orientation

New JERROLD Coloraxial"
Path indwPT

Now you can pull in strong VHF, UHF, and FM signals all from a single antenna,
with the assurance that all three bands are properly oriented for best reception.

The new PATHFINDER offers this all -channel versatility plus a choice of 75 -ohm
coaxial or 300 -ohm standard outputs. Prices are as low as $21.95 list.

Note from the illustration that the UHF section is hinged for individual
orientation and maximum directivity. You get all the flexibility of separate
antennas, without the losses from coupling separate antennas to a common
downlead. Rugged square -boom construction and Golden Armor corrosion -
resistant finish assure long life. Flat response across all 82 channels, low
VSWR, excellent front -to -back ratio make PATHFINDER the antenna to answer
every TV and FM reception need. Send for complete information.

JERROLD

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Distributor Sales Division, Dept. EW-1
15th & Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19132
Please send me complete information on
PATHFINDER all -channel TV and FM antennas.
Name

Address

City State Zip

CIRCLE NO. 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Back Issues
Available

Use this coupon to
order back issues

of ELECTRONICS WORLD

We have a limited supply of
back issues that can be ordered
on a first -come, first -served
basis. Just fill in the coupon
below, enclose your remittance
in the amount of 65C each and
mail.

ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION
Dept. BCEW, 589 Broadway
New York 12, New York

Please send the following back issues of
ELECTRONICS WORLD. I am enclosing

to cover the cost of the maga-
zine, shipping and handling.

Month Year

Month Year

Month Year

Name

Address

City Zone State

No charge or C.O.D. orders please.
EW
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SOMEONE SHOULD DEVELOP AN EASY WAY

TO LEARN ELECTRONICS AT HOME

RCA INSTITUTES DID!

Here is a whole new approach to learning
electronics at home! RCA Institutes,
one of the nations' largest schools devoted
to electronics, has developed a faster,
easier way for you to gain the skills and
the knowledge you need for the career
of your choice. Here for the first time, is a
student -proved, scientifically designed way
to learn. If you have had any doubts in
the past about home training in electronics
-if you have hesitated because you thought
you might not be able to keep up-or that
electronics was too complicated to learn-
here is your answer! Read how
RCA Institutes has revolutionized
its entire home training ideas!
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NEW CAREER PROGRAMS

BEGIN WITH "AUTOTEXT" INSTRUCTION METHOD!

Start to learn the field of your choice immediately!

No previous training or experience in electronics needed!

With this new revolutionized method of
home training you pick the career of
your choice-and RCA Institutes trains
you for it. RCA's Career Programs assure
you that everything you learn will help
you go directly to the field that you have
chosen! No wasted time learning things
you'll never use on the job! The Career
Program you choose is especially de-
signed to get you into that career in the
fastest, easiest possible way!

And each Career Program starts with
the amazing "AUTOTEXT" Programmed
Instruction Method-the new, faster way
to learn that's almost automatic! "AUTO -
TEXT" helps even those who have had
trouble with conventional home training
methods in the past. This is the "Space
Age" way to learn everything you need
to know with the least amount of time
and effort.

CHOOSE A CAREER PROGRAM NOW
Your next stop may be the job of your
choice. Each one of these RCA Institutes
Career Programs is a complete unit. It
contains the know-how you need to step
into a profitable career. Here are the
names of the programs and the kinds of
jobs they train you for. Which one is
for you?
Television Servicing. Prepares you for a
career as a TV Technician/Serviceman;
Master Antenna Systems Technician; TV
Laboratory Technician; Educational TV
Technician.
FCC License Preparation. For those who
want to become TV Station Engineers,
Communications Laboratory Techni-
cians, or Field Engineers.
Automation Electronics. Gets you ready
to be an Automation Electronics Tech-
nician; Manufacturer's Representative;
Industrial Electronics Technician.
Automatic Controls. Prepares you to be
an Automatic Controls Electronics Tech-
nician; Industrial Laboratory Technician;
Maintenance Technician; Field Engineer.
Digital Techniques. For a career as a
Digital Techniques Electronics Techni-
cian; Industrial Electronics Technician;
Industrial Laboratory Technician.

Telecommunications. For a job as TV Sta-
tion Engineer, Mobile Communications
Technician, Marine Radio Technician.
Industrial Electronics. For jobs as In-
dustrial Electronics Technicians; Field
Engineers; Maintenance Technicians; In-
dustrial Laboratory Technicians.
Nuclear Instrumentation. For those who
want careers as Nuclear Instrumentation
Electronics Technicians; Industrial Lab-
oratory Technicians; Industrial Electron-
ics Technicians.
Solid State Electronics. Become a spe-
cialist in the Semiconductor Field.
Electronics Drafting. Junior Draftsman,
Junior Technical Illustrator; Parts In-
spector; Design Draftsman Trainee
Chartist.

SEPARATE COURSES
In addition, in order to meet specific
needs, RCA Institutes offers a wide va-
riety of separate courses which may be
taken independently of the Career Pro-
grams, on all subjects from Electronics
Fundamentals to Computer Program-
ming. Complete information will be sent
with your other materials.

LIBERAL TUITION PLAN
RCA offers you a unique Liberal Tuition
Plan-your most economical way to
learn. You pay for lessons only as you
order them. No long term contracts. If
you wish to stop your training for any
reason, you may do so and not owe one
cent until you resume the course.

VALUABLE EQUIPMENT
You receive valuable equipment to keep
and use on the job-and you never have
to take apart one piece to build another.
New-Programmed Electronics Bread-
board. You now will receive a scien-
tifically. programmed electronic bread-

board with your study Material. This
breadboard provides limitless experi-
mentation with basic electrical and elec-
tronic circuits involving vacuum tubes
and transistors and includes the con-
struction of a working signal generator
and superheterodyne AM Receiver.

Bonus From RCA-Multimeter and
Oscilloscope Kits. At no additional cost,
you will receive with every RCA Institutes
Career Program the instruments and kit
material you need to build a multimeter
and oscilloscope. The inclusion of both
these kits is an RCA extra.

CLASSROOM TRAINING
ALSO AVAILABLE
RCA Institutes maintains one of the larg-
est schools of its kind in New York City
where classroom and laboratory train-
ing is available in day or evening ses-
sions. You may be admitted without any
previous technical training; preparatory
courses are available if you haven't com-
pleted high school. Coeducational class-
es start four times a year.

FREE PLACEMENT SERVICE
In recent years, 9 out of 10 Resident
School students who used the Free
Placement Service had their jobs waiting
for them when they graduated. And
many of these jobs were with top com
panies in the field-such as IBM, Bell
Telephone Labs, General Electric, RCA,
and radio and TV stations and other
communications systems throughout
the world.

SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID CARD
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, NO OB-
LIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.
FREE BOOK INCLUDED. CHECK HOME
STUDY OR CLASSROOM TRAINING.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.,
-

Dept.EW 16
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
350 West 4th St., New York, N.Y. 10014
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CLEANERS
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361C AUDIO EQUALIZER
Variable Equalizer necessary for professional quality
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and tape recorder or tape to tape, etc. Write for
details or send $2.00 for LP demonstration record.
Covers tape and disc recording techniques. Refunded
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$4495
Order Direct or Write for information.
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CINCINNATI 17, OHIO

Radiological Survey Meters
(Continued from page 46)

At this point, the circuit turns off, and
an inductive kickback voltage or pulse
appears across both windings. This
pulse, appearing across winding 3-4,
charges the integrating capacitor C2 via
diode D2 by an amount determined by
the selected range resistor R6, R7, or R8
and R9. The charge on C2 discharges
through the meter, Ml, and its series
resistor. The resulting meter current is
dependent on the charge -per -pulse and
pulse rate. The calibration control R5
shunts part of the current around the
meter, MI.

The kickback voltage pulse is also
used for headphone aural monitoring.
This pulse is rectified by the diode D3
and applied to integrating capacitor C3.
R12 is an isolating resistor, and D4 acts
as a damper for the headphone.

The high -voltage supply consists of
oscillator transistor Q2, transformer T2,
rectifier D5, capacitors C4, C5, resistor
R11, and the voltage -regulator tube V2,
which maintains a constant 900 -volt out-
put.

Before the survey meter is placed in
operation, it must be calibrated against
a standard source of radiation-the sole
source of radiation when calibration is
performed. Calibration should not be
undertaken when the background read-
ing is above normal, nor when in a radi-
ation field other than that produced by
the known source supplied with the in-
strument.

Most material in the surroundings is
slightly radioactive. All building mate-
rial, on average, contains a few thou-
sandths of one percent uranium. Natural
radioactivity is produced by cosmic rays
from outer space. The detector is con-
stantly bombarded with all this natural

Fig. 7. Complete schematic diagram of the
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radioactivity. Whenever the survey me
ter is in the "operate" position, the meter
reads this natural radioactivity. This is
the activity referred to as "background."

To determine the background count,
set the survey meter to the " x 1" posi-
tion. The needle should be fluctuating
over a range of 0.01 to 0.03 milliroent-
gen/hour. About 20 to 30 clicks per
minute will be heard in the headphone.
Background and other low-level radia-
tion measurements can be made by
counting the clicks, timing them with a
watch.

To calibrate the CD V-700, turn the
meter to the " x 10" position. Present
the open window of the detector probe
to the center of the nameplate under
which is a radioactive source. The indi-
cating meter should read between 1.5
and 2.5 mR/hr. If the indication falls
below or above, adjust the calibration
control R5 for an average reading of 2
mR/hr.

Maintenance of Meters
The CD V-715 and V-700 survey me-

ters, while ruggedly constructed, should
be considered delicate instruments. Se-
vere shock to the survey meter might
result in damage to the pivots and bear-
ings of the microammeter movement.
Most of the electronic components used
are standard parts and can be checked
readily by conventiona: means.

The detector insulators, electrometer
tube, high-megohm range resistors,
switch sections, and high -voltage insula-
tor are all parts of the high -resistance
input circuit. The insulating portions of
these components should not be han-
dled. The slightest contamination of
these parts, by perspiration, dirt, or oils,
will create leakage paths. If surface leak-
age is suspected, cleaning with methyl
alcohol (190 proof) and a clean camel
hair brush is recommended.

CD Model V-700 radiological survey meter.
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When servicing these instruments,
first segregate the fault and then localize
it. (See Tables 1 and 2.)

If a meter movement is the suspected
fault, check it for continuity and calibra-
tion accuracy. The preferred method
used to test a meter movement for cur-
rent drain is to compare it in series with
a meter of suitable current range.

For a quick check of the CD V-715,
merely rotate the switch to the zero po-

e sition. If the survey meter can be zeroed,
the counting circuit is operating prop-
erly.

If the high voltage is suspected, the
following check can be made. With
proper operation, a buzz of about 200
cps can be heard, due to the oscillation
of the transformer laminations. If a buzz
is not audible, the high -voltage supply
oscillator may be adjusted improperly
( in the Model V-700 ) . Always use an
electrostatic voltmeter to measure the
output high voltage. The electronic high -
voltage supply has a very low current
output. Other voltmeters may load down
the supply, resulting in a low reading.
The voltage, measured between pins 1
and 3 of the G -M tube socket, should
read about 900-910 volts d.c.

To check the counting circuit of the
V-700, connect the headphone and lis-
ten for clicks while tapping pin 1 of the
G -M tube socket with an insulated
screwdriver. A series of clicks should be
heard in the headphone on the x 1 po-
sition. If no click is heard, try the same
test by tapping the junction of Cl and
the pin -1 lead. If this produces clicks,
the cable assembly might be at fault. If
continuity tests fail to localize the fault,
the circuit should be tested using an
oscilloscope.

If the survey meter is to be stored
for more than a month, the batteries
should be removed and stored sepa-
rately. Failure to remove the batteries
can cause excessive corrosion to battery
contacts and to other vital parts. The
survey meter should be stored in a clean,
dry place. Temperature should not ex-
ceed 120°F nor should it fall as low as
freezing.

If the meter has been stored for long
periods, batteries should be tested before
installation. Batteries never should be
used beyond the expiration date
stamped on them, nor should they be
used longer than one year from date of
manufacture.

Survey meters have an accuracy of
20 percent of full-scale. They are de-

signed to be used as indicators of radia-
tion not for absolute measurements.
They are easy to operate, to maintain,
and to calibrate. They are ruggedly con-
structed and, with proper care, are quite
dependable.

(Note: This article is based on work
performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission.)
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BIG MONEY IN MOBILE -RADIO MAINTENANCE
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LAMPKIN 105-B
MICROMETER FREQUENCY METER

Measures center frequency of AM -FM
transmitters. Continuous coverage
100 KC to 175 MC and up. Hetero-
dyne -type with internal crystal
standard. Front panel thermometer
provides automatic temperature cor-
rection. Ample accuracy for CB, all
marine and aviation; Business Radio
to 50 MC. Only 8 lbs., 117 VAC.
$295.00.

These meters ... with no additional crystals
or factory adjustments . . . will check
frequencies and FM modulation on un-
limited channels at the lowest cost per
channel!

For high band: the PPM Meter, accessory
to the 105-B, provides accuracy better
than 0.0001%. $160.00
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Bass -Reflex Enclosure
(Continued from page 28)

nomogram of Fig. 6 can be used for obtaining the proper di-
mensions for any desired volume. The resulting shape is based
on industrial design philosophy that no rectangle will be in-
teresting as an abstract shape until its width equals at least the
diagonal of the square on which it is based. The width is,
therefore, 1.414 times the height and the height is 1.414 times
the depth. Note: The dimensions obtained from the nomo-
gram are inside dimensions and must have the material thick-
ness added to them.

The proper method of using this nomogram is to draw a
straight line between the desired volume on the two outside
volume scales and obtain the dimensions from the intersection
of this line with the three inner scales. The dimensions ob-
tained should be rounded off to convenient numbers such as
height (H)=14%", width (W) = 20%", and depth ( D) =
1014,", for the example cited. The resulting volume will be
well within the limits of accuracy required.

The speaker cut-out should be placed towards one end of
the enclosure. The table below lists proper size cut-outs for 8-,
10-, 12-, and 15 -inch loudspeakers.

Speaker Size Baffle Cut -Out
8 -inch 6%" diameter

10 -inch 8%" diameter
12 -inch 10%" diameter
15 -inch 13V diameter

Tuning & Damping
The enclosure must now be tuned to the free -air resonant

frequency of the speaker. The charts of Figs. 7, 8, and 9 are
used for this purpose. They are based on ducts ( made of
heavy cardboard tubes) which are available for $0.50 each

from the Technical Service Department, Jensen Mfg. Div. of
the Muter Company, 6601 S. Laramie Avenue, Chicago, Il-
linois, 60638. (Heavy cardboard mailing tubes, or drawing or
blueprint -carrying tubes, available in stationery or drafting
stores, may be used.-Ed.) The proper tube to use will be the
largest diameter (inside) which gives a tube length of at
least 1% inches less than the inside depth of the enclosure. In
the example chosen above, the duct is 4%" i.d. and has a
length from the front panel of 3". (Note: The photos shown
at the beginning of this article were taken before the duct
was cut to proper length.)

The speaker and tube should now be installed in the en-
closure with the tube being somewhere near the speaker. Al-
though the enclosure volume and tuning are now correct, the
system may not be free from hangover or boom. The usual
method of determining if adequate damping exists by meas-
uring the height of the impedance peaks with the circuit of
Fig. 1A can often be misleading. A speaker system that ap-
pears underdamped with this measurement may be ade-
quately damped when operated with a high-fidelity amplifier.
The reason is that the circuit of Fig. 1A does not include
damping contributed by the amplifier which can be appre-
ciable. For example, an amplifier with a damping factor of 20
appears as a 0.4 -ohm resistor in shunt across the voice -coil
terminals of an 8 -ohm speaker. Many of the transistor ampli-
fiers have damping factors of 50 and greater. The shunt re-
sistance will be less than 0.2 ohm in these cases.

Damping should be investigated with the circuit of Fig. 1B.
The value of R can be determined if the amplifier damping
factor and speaker impedance are known from: R=speaker
impedance I amplifier damping factor.

If the amplifier damping factor is not known, a %-ohm re-
sistor may be used. The battery can be an ordinary flashlight
type while the switch can be a push-button or toggle type.

The circuit of Fig. 1B is connected to the voice coil of the

THE TURNER TRANSISTORIZED

WITH VARIABLE OUTPUT LEVEL
Now, from Turner comes the very finest
base station microphone ever designed.
the +P features a two transistor pre -
amp with volume control to give you up
to 50 times the output level you now have.
Yes, just dial your desired signal for maxi-
mum modulation all the time - every
time. You can work close or far away from
this microphone, or change the output f
a big or little voice.

Eventually, all sets lose som
initial power. Turner's +El put
back into your set and keeps it up to full
strength at all times!

The 4E1 has tailored frequency re-
sponse of 300-3500 c.p.s. for best and
clearest voice transmissions with knocked
down local noise interference.

Exclusive touch -to -talk or lock on -off
switching - the 4.E works with all tube
or transistor sets regardless of switching
requirements or type.

Ask your dealer about the new 41 .

f

VOLUME CONTROL

LIST PRICE
$49.50

THE TURNER MICROPHONE COMPANY
946 17th Street N.E. , Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Available in Canada
Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., 85 Broad Street, New York 4, N.Y.
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FRONT PANEL
Fig. 10. Method of installing fiberglass for damping purposes.

loudspeaker which is now installed in the tuned enclosure.
The switch is operated between its two positions and the re-
sulting sound produced by the speaker is observed. If the
sound is a distinct "click" with no low -frequency boom or
"bong" in both positions, the damping is adequate. Chances
are, however, that the "click" will be accompanied by some
boom and additional damping in the form of acoustic resist-
ance will have to be added.

The author prefers not to place damping material in the
port. Somewhat better over-all results are usually obtained by
placing it directly behind the speaker where it can then affect
both "timed circuits." Fig. 10 shows the method used. Gen-
erally a 1- to 2 -inch thickness of lightweight fiberglass (Y2-1bs.
density) stapled around the speaker so that the entire speaker
is covered will produce a boom -free click.

Mechanics of Good Construction
The enclosure should transmit, not absorb energy. Walls

that are allowed to vibrate will absorb energy that otherwise
would be radiated as sound and the total system efficiency
and smoothness of response will suffer.

The key to good construction is rigidity. The walls must be
rigid so that they cannot be vibrated by the pressures devel-
oped inside of the enclosure. Wall vibration can be minimized
by using a good grade of at least 94 -inch thick plywood or
31 -inch composition board. The walls should be fastened to-
gether with adequate amounts of furniture glue and good-
sized wood screws. Nails should not be used. It is common
practice to use glue blocks inside the cabinet when exposed
screw heads would be objectionable. All joints inside of the
enclosure should be caulked after assembly to prevent leaks
which could cause troublesome buzzes.

Sometimes, large heavy panels will vibrate in spite of good
construction techniques and additional means of stiffening
must be used. A 1" x 3" cross brace applied "on -edge" diago-
nally across the panel will usually suffice. In stubborn cases,
a sturdy cross -strut reaching across from the center of one
panel to the opposite one will be required.

A piece of grille cloth can be stretched over and stapled to
the front panel prior to assembly. The assembled enclosure
may be finished on four sides.

A final word of caution concerning the removable back is
needed. This panel is very often improperly made because it
is usually hidden from view. It is important that the construc-
tion be as good as that of the exposed panels, although this
panel need not be finished. The speaker system connection
terminals are located on the back and the terminal board
used must not permit air leaks. The back must be made of the
same material thickness, must fit properly, and must be fas-
tened to the main structure by at least five good sized wood
screws along each edge. In addition, felt stripping should
be applied between the mating surface of the back and en-
closure so that a proper seal is obtained and panel buzzes are
prevented.

A number of loudspeaker enclosures have been constructed
employing the design principles that have been described in
this article. These enclosures have performed well and in ac-
cordance with expectations.

a new money -making,
traffic -building tube tester

customer!

THE ALL NEW SENCORE TC131

SEMI -AUTOMATIC TUBE CHECKER

After thousands of requests here is the "counter/bench"
version of the famous Sencore Mighty Mite Tester; designed
for the ultimate in tube checking thoroughness and oper-
ational simplicity! Designed for two-way use - as a pro-
fessional shop tester and customer self-service unit. Tests
over 2500 tubes - including Nuvistors, Compactrons, 10 -
pins, Novars, Magnovals and foreign tubes with a big
6 -inch meter for easy reading. Semi -automatic; simply
turn function control to any test and watch lighted arrow
on meter automatically stop on right scale. User can't go
wrong - no guess work - everything is read right on the
meter (no tricky neon lights to misread); only 3 set-up
controls. Easy to read, speed -indexed set-up cards make
every test fast and sure. Like the famous Mighty Mite, the
TC131 uses 100-megohm grid leakage sensitivity to spot
those "tricky" tubes other testers miss; tests inter -element
shorts and makes cathode emission tests under full oper-
ating levels. A real profit maker as a
counter checker or self service tube seller
in your shop . . . and it's only $1299'
See your distributor about the big TC131 trade-in deal.

professional quality - that's the difference!

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE e ACDISON, ILLINOIS
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WISH YOU
COULD PROGRAM
A BETTER FUTURE?
Find yourself yearning for a better
life . . . an end to worrying about
contracts that expire? Want security
and financial rewards to match your
intelligence, education and ambition?
Then consider the advantages of
owning a franchised AAMCO Shop:
1 AAMCO is the world's largest

coast -to -coast network of auto-
matic transmission specialists,
offering a nationally honored life-
time guarantee.

9 AAMCO Shops average an annual
gross of more than $110,000, with
the best shops grossing $250,000,
making possible personal incomes
of $30,000 to $50,000 a year.

3 With AAMCO, no automotive
experience is necessary (some of
our most successful shop owners
were engineers). AAMCO trains
you to use your own ability.

If you have the desire to succeed' in
business with no limits on potential
and can invest from $12,500 to
$23,000 (depending on size and loca-
tion), contact us and furnish com-
plete personal details. Write, Wire
or Call . . . Robert Morgan, V.P.

AAMCO TRANSMISSIONS
Dept. EW 65

4500 N. FRONT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19140

(215) GL 5-5411

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
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Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Sub-
scription to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantas-
tic Value Packed Catalog - Unheard of
LOW, LOW PRICES on Brand Name
Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, Stereo
Amps, Tuners, CB, Hi-Fi's, and thousands
of other Electronic Values. Credit plan
available.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY 70N E_STATE

If you have a friend interested in electronics
send his name and address for a FREE sub-
scription also.

OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC.

440 S. Forge Street Akron, Ohio 44308

EW Lab Tested
(Continued from page 22)

making it one of the heaviest speaker
systems of its size.

The manufacturer emphasizes the
omni-directional character of the sound.
The bass is truly omni-directional be-
cause of its 360 -degree slot radiator.
The wide dispersion of the speaker's
highs, which complements its low -fre-
quency characteristics, is the result of
its dome radiators and acoustic lenses.
Although they do not cover a 360 -
degree angle, they do provide excep-
tionally wide dispersion, with a subjec-
tive effect of room -filling sound.

A speaker system such as this, which
uses the reflection from room surfaces
to enhance its effective dispersion, can-
not be tested meaningfully in a "live"
room. We located the Model 9000 in
our test room about 20" from a wall and
measured its frequency response at six
points in the room. The average of the
six curves is shown as the frequency
response of the speaker. The dashed line
is the inherent low -frequency response
of our test room, and the response of the
speaker should be judged by comparison
with this line.

The irregularities in the response be-
low 1000 cps are due, in part, to the
reflections from the wall behind the
speaker canceling some of the forward
radiation. It is not possible to isolate this
effect from any inherent irregularities in
the speaker's response. Above 1000 cps,
the response becomes very smooth and
flat, with a drop of 5 db commencing at
about 7 kc. (This characteristic, accord-
ing to the manufacturer, was designed
into the system to provide for optimum
over-all listening.-Editor)

The low -frequency harmonic distor-
tion, with a 10 -watt driving signal, is
very low down to 60 cps and is only
10% at 38 cps and 16% at 30 cps. The
10 -watt input level represents a rather
high volume, far louder than would nor-
mally be used in the home.

The tone -burst response is good over
the entire range. The first unit we tested
had a few frequencies in the mid -range
which showed some hangover, but this
did not show up in a second unit, so we
assume the first was defective in some
manner. The two units had a very sim-
ilar frequency -response characteristic,
although the second had a somewhat
better mid -range sound which was
consistent with its improved transient
response.

The sound of the Model 9000, as
might be deduced from the curve, is
slightly muted on the highest frequen-
cies, with a rather heavy sounding low -
end response. It does not need nor was
it designed for corner placement to en-
hance its low -frequency response; in

fact, such a location might make it un-
desirably bassy. It is a very smooth,
easy -to -listen -to speaker, without the
"sizzling" or "airy" sound often heard
from speakers with strong high -fre-
quency response, yet by no means dull
or lacking in high -frequency definition.
A very bright, "live" room would prob-
ably show it off to best advantage. On
the other hand, a heavily upholstered
room might cause it to sound uncomfort-
ably heavy.

The excellent dispersion of the speaker
system was much in evidence in our
listening tests. It has a "big sound" at
any volume level, yet one can stand
close to it without being overpowered.
We did not have the opportunity to use
a pair in stereo, but its omni-directional
properties are ideally suited to produce
optimum stereo performance.

The distinctive and tasteful styling of
the "Royal Grenadier" is likely to ap-
peal to the lady of the household, and,
with due allowance for individual list-
ening preferences, its sound will not
offend the most critical listener. It is
completely free from harshness or stri-
dency, which makes for easy listening
without strain or fatigue.

The Empire Model 9000 "Royal
Grenadier," with the walnut top, sells
for $239.95. With a marble top, the
Model 9000M is $249.95.

NOISE LIMITER
By CHARLES C. MORRIS

MIRE noise limiter shown in the sche-
matic was built for use with a 12-v.

automobile radio when used with a tran-
sistorized high -frequency converter for
reception of the higher frequency ham
bands.

The noise limiter effectively reduces
ignition and atmospheric noise to a rea-
sonable level without a great reduction
in signal level. A switch has been pro-
vided for removing the noise limiter

LAST I.F

DET.-A.V.C.-A.F.
STAGE

O ON

680K .050.

EXISTING
VOLUME
CONTROL
IN RCVR.

from the circuit should very weak sig-
nals be received.

With the exception of this switch, the
entire circuit can be built on a terminal
strip and mounted within the auto re-
ceiver. The switch can be mounted on
the receiver case, or at any convenient
place outside of the receiver, using
shielded leads.
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1966 TAPERECORDER
ANNUAL

EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TAPE RECORDINGRoundup of Video Recorders

* Now to
Choose a RecorderTips on Tape Editing * Taping Stereo FM * MicrophonesPicking the Best Tape * How fo Tape from Discs * PLUS:Directory of Stereo Tape Recorders. Accessories. Mikes
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It's easy to be an authority on tape
when you have a copy of HiFi/
Stereo Review's all -new 1966 TAPE
RECORDER ANNUAL handy.

This fact -filled volume contains over
130 pages, more than 20 complete
features, covering every aspect of
tape recording. You get expert tips
by the dozens, on equipment-mak-
ing better tapes-editing-copying-
sound-on everything you want and

need to know about tape recording.

PLUS a complete directory of the
latest monaural and stereo recorders
-the only complete buyer's guide
available in the tape recorder field!

Over 100 photos-full data on 220
models from 30 different manufac-
turers! All the model numbers,
specifications, dimensions and
prices ... every vital statistic you

GET THE EXQUISITE
LEATHERFLEX-BOUND

EDITION
for just $3 POSTPAID!
The 1966 TAPE RECORDER
ANNUAL is also available in an
attractive, gold -embossed,
Leatherflex-bound edition-a su-
perb addition to your library of
permanent reference books. This
deluxe volume will be mailed to
your home, postpaid, for just
$3.00, when you check the ap-
propriate box on the order form.
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need to compare the newest re-
corders and select the finest one in
your price range.

The 1966 TAPE RECORDER AN-
NUAL is an indispensable guide for
everyone who wants better per-
formance, greater versatility and a

lot more fun from his tape recorder
...month after month...tape after
tape!

If you fit this description...
SEND JUST $1.25 TODAY FOR YOUR COPY OFr - - - THE 1966 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL

Ziff -Davis Service Division  Dept. TR
589 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012

Send me a copy of the 1966 TAPE RECORDER
ANNUAL, as checked below:

$1.25 enclosed, plus 150 for shipping and han-
dling. Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for orders
outside the U.S.A.)
LI $3.00 enclosed. Send me the DeLuxe Leatherflex-
bound edition, postpaid. $3.75 for orders outside
the U.S.A.) Allow three additional weeks for delivery.

name please print EW-16

address

i city
L

state zip code

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.- - -- -
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The receiver was built into a compact LMB utility case (Type
W -1C) measuring only 5" x 61/8" x 81/2". Dial is National MCN.

Design and construction
details on a 40 -meter
amateur receiver
in which a balanced
mixer -detector provides
unusual sensitivity
and selectivity.
By DALE HILEMAN, WB6NTR

A Heterodyne Receiver
THE superheterodyne principle was developed in re-

sponse to a need for increased selectivity in radio
receivers. The relatively narrow bandpass of an i.f. am-

plifier affords the required selectivity; but the frequency -con-
version process introduces spurious responses, often called
"spurs."

The most troublesome spur is the image, although there are
a number of others to which a superhet is subject. Arising in
somewhat the same manner as images, these other spurs pro-
duce extraneous tweets and whistles, collectively referred to
as "birdies" in amateur radio parlance.

Most images and birdies can be avoided by the use of two
or three tuned r.f. stages ahead of the first mixer or converter.
Besides increasing the cost and complexity of a receiver, how-
ever, r.f. stages contribute problems of their own, involving
stability, tracking, cross -modulation, and gain control. Most
inexpensive superhets represent a compromise between spurs
and cost, using either one r.f. amplifier or none.

Heterodyne Receiver
This article describes a receiver designed to circumvent

the spur problem in the simplest and least expensive way, us-
ing the heterodyne principle of detection. With this method,
the local oscillator is injected at the same frequency as the re-
ceived signal; in effect, then, the i.f. frequency is zero. Hence
the image and any other spur depending on the difference be-
tween local oscillator and received signal is eliminated, mak-
ing r.f. amplifiers unnecessary. No. i.f. amplifier is used, either,
because there is no intermediate frequency.

Nor is there any need for a b.f.o.; in a heterodyne receiver,
the local oscillator performs the same function as the b.f.o. of
a conventional superhet. In other words, only one conversion
or beat -frequency action takes place in a heterodyne receiver,
the incoming signal being converted directly from r.f. to audio
in the heterodyne mixer.

Since it behaves outwardly like a superhet with b.f.o. on,
the heterodyne receiver is best suited for SSB and c.w. recep-
tion. It is also capable of AM reception, but the local oscillator
must be held very close to the incoming carrier frequency for
intelligible results.

The bandwidth of a properly designed heterodyne receiver
is determined not by the selectivity of any tuned circuit but by
the bandpass of the audio amplifier. This is so because the
heterodyne mixer is a product detector, responding not to the

envelope of a signal but to the difference in frequency be-
tween local oscillator and signal. Since the detector responds
to signals on either side of the local oscillator, receiver band-
width is twice audio bandpass.

Incidentally, therein lies one disadvantage of heterodyne
detection: in c.w. and SSB reception, signals adjacent to the
local oscillator but on the side opposite the desired signal can
cause interference. However, this is also true of inexpensive
superhets and is a small price to pay for freedom from spurs.
Also, in SSB reception, this apparent drawback has some of
the aspects of an advantage since it makes tuning easier. An
upper-sideband signal tunes the same as a lower-sideband sig-
nal.

Another disadvantage of heterodyne detection is suscepti-
bility to overloading by strong adjacent -channel signals; but
this is the toll exacted for good sensitivity. The addition of a
low -gain r.f. stage will prevent most overloading, but this rem-
edy should be considered only if the receiver is to be used
very near an adjacent -channel transmitter.

Circuit Analysis
The heterodyne receiver (Fig. 1) uses five tubes and covers

the 40 -meter amateur band of 7.0-7.3 mc. Adjustable selectiv-
ity is provided by active networks in the audio circuits of the
receiver. The power supply, using a semiconductor rectifier,
operates with 117 -volt, 60 -cycle input.

Mixer VI is a balanced product detector, accepting parallel
signal inputs from antenna coil L1 and push-pull injection
from local oscillator V2. Balancing of a product detector mini-
mizes the effect of overloading by strong adjacent -channel sig-
nals. Grid balance trimmer C8 adjusts the capacitance in the
grid circuit of VIA, making it possible to equalize the signal
inputs. Cathode balance potentiometer R3 makes it possible
to equalize gain of the two triode sections. Since balance is
also affected by tuning of the antenna tank circuit, "Null" con-
trol Cl is provided as a fine balance adjustment.

Sensitivity of the product detector is enhanced by regenera-
tion introduced from the wiper of R3 to a tap on Ll. The
regenerative action also increases the effective "Q" of the
antenna tank circuit, thereby helping minimize the effect of
overloading.

The push-pull injection voltage is provided by local oscilla-
tor V2. Hartley oscillator V2A drives phase splitter V2B.
Phase trimmer C24 compensates for the Miller effect in V2B,
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R17,R18-2000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. ±5%
R19-82,000 ohm, % w. res. ± 10%
R20-10,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R21,R22-1000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. ±5%
R23-1000 ohm linear taper composition pot.

626

C26

V2

L2

C28
R27

C29

2_EZ C7

16

-J

R28,R29-3300 ohm, % w. res.
C1,C30-1-5 pf. midget var. capacitor (Hammar-

lund MAC -5)
C2 -3 -gang tuning capacitor (center gang B not

used), 5-20 pf. per gang; trimmer Cr part of rear
gang C. J. W. Miller 1460.

C3-2.7-30 pf. trimmer capacitor.
C4-120 pf. mica capacitor +5%
C5,C6,C7-33 pf. mica capacitor ±5%
C8-5.80 pf. trimmer capacitor
C9,C10-.01 of, 500 v. disc ceramic capacitor

±10%
C11,C12,C13,C16,C17,C18,C26,C32,C33-4700 pf.,

600 v. disc ceramic capacitor
C14,C15-560 pf. mica capacitor +5%
C19-4700 pf., 1000 v. disc ceramic capacitor
C20-50 15 v. elec. capacitor
C21-16 uf., 250 v. elec. capacitor
C22-200 pf. mica capacitor +5%

making it possible to adjust the phase relationship of the cath-
ode and plate r.f. voltages to exactly 180 degrees. This phase
relationship provides best balance and greatest output from
the mixer, and also minimizes local oscillator radiation.

Selectivity of the receiver is controlled by RC networks sur-
rounding audio amplifier V3 and phase -shift amplifier V4.
Selectivity adequate for phone reception is provided by the
bridged -tee network R9, C14, C15, and R6 between the plates
of V3. This network provides an audio response centered at
about 1000 cps.

Variable selectivity for c.w. reception is provided by phase-

shift amplifier V4. Inspired by the "select-o-ject" circuit popu-
lar in amateur radio circles, V4 introduces regeneration to
audio amplifier V3, at a discrete frequency of about 1030 cps.
This figure was selected because it is the operation frequency
of an FL -8 or FL -30 Range Filter, a surplus item used by
many amateur operators as an aid to c.w. reception. The
regeneration frequency of V4 may be varied, if desired, by
changing the value of R16 or R19.

Power -amplifier stage V5 includes clipper D1 and D2, in-
tended to soften the effects of transmitter key clicks when the
receiver is used in full -break c.w. communications. With
"Clipper" switch S1 closed, the voltage excursion on the con-
trol grid of V5B is limited to about 2 volts, as established by

125 V.

R29

I55V.

D3

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram
of the 40 -meter ham receiver.
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152 Fl

C32 Li

C33

C23-2000 pf. mica capacitor ±5%
C24-9-180 pf. trimmer capacitor
C25-5 pf. mica capacitor
C27-30 pf. mica capacitor
C28-100 pf. tubular ceramic capacitor ±2%,

zero -temp. coefficient (Centralab TCZ-100)
C29-20 pf. tubular ceramic capacitor ±2%, 750

p.p.m. neg.-temp. coefficient (Centralab TCN-20)
C31-40/40/40 Atf., 300 v. elec. capacitor
F1-1/2 amp "slow -blow" fuse
L1,L2-17 t. #24 en. wire on 1/2 -in. dia. x 1.14.0"

long slug -tuned form (National Radio XR-50
coil form), tapped 4 t. from ground (slug) end

D1,D2-1N456 diode
D3 -5E6 silicon rectifier, 350 ma., 600 p.i.v. (In-

ternational Rectifier)
Sl-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
S2-S.p.s.t. switch (on R10)
Spkr.-3"x 5", 3.2 -ohm speaker (see "Construc-

tion")
TI-Magnetically shielded audio transformer; one

winding 20,000 ohms c.t., other winding not used
(see "Choice of Parts")

T2-Output trans., 4000 ohms to 3.2 ohms
T3-Power trans. 125 v. @ 50 ma.; 6.3 v. (Th 2

amps (Allied Radio "Knight" 6-K-28 HF or
equiv.)

Jl-Closed-circuit jack
V1,V2,V3,V4-12AX7A tube
V5-6EB8 tube

the forward conduction barrier of silicon. If more clipping is
desired, a small resistor may be connected in series with cath-
ode bypass capacitor C20, or else this capacitor may be re-
moved entirely. If less clipping is desired, an additional diode
may be connected in series with DI and one with D2. The
added diode should be another 1N456 or other silicon type
and must be oriented the same way as the one with which it is
connected in series.

Resistor R15 in the screen -grid circuit of V5B helps stabilize
the +105 -volt potential when the power amplifier is over-
driven. If the clipper is turned off and a loud signal appears,
excessive drive voltage may be applied to V5B. Under these
conditions, the average plate current of V5B drops, but at the
same time, the average screen -grid current rises. Resistors R29
and R15, acting as a voltage divider, maintain a constant volt-
age at the junction in spite of the rise in potential at one end
and the drop in potential at the other end.

Choice of Parts
Most of the parts are not critical. The majority can be sub-

stituted freely, and most tolerances given in the parts list can
be exceeded without disastrous results. However, a few parts
are critical in one way or another, and these will be discussed
in the order in which they appear in the parts list.
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R3-To avoid reactive effects, this particular potentiometer
must be of the composition type, and not wirewound.

R17,R18-The value of these resistors is not critical, but for
sharpest c.w. selectivity, the two should be as nearly equal as
possible.

R21,R22-See the foregoing comment regarding R17 and
R18.

C28,C29-For best frequency stability during warm-up, the
temperature coefficients given in the parts list must be ob-
served. Or these two capacitors may be replaced by a single
120-pf. capacitor having a negative temperature coefficient of
125 parts per million.

C31-Ratings not critical. This unit may, if desired, include
C20, but to avoid hum C21 must be separate.

D1,D2-Nearly any silicon diode is suitable, but not ger-
manium.

D3-Any common rectifier capable of 35 ma. d.c. and 350
peak inverse volts is suitable.

TI-Impedance of the winding is not critical, but the trans-
former must be magnetically shielded to avoid hum pickup.
An open -frame type is positively not usable. At least 45 db of
magnetic shielding is required. Since well -shielded transform-
ers are expensive, it is recommended that this item be ob-
tained surplus if at all possible.

Construction
Because of high audio gain in the heterodyne receiver, two

important precautions must be observed to prevent stray
coupling. A most important precaution, to prevent feedback
and hum pickup, is to mount mixer transformer Ti as far as
possible from power transformer T3 and output transformer
T2 (see top view ). Furthermore, if T1 is not a well -shielded
unit, it is recommended that permanent mounting provisions
for the transformer be deferred until the receiver is finished
and can be tested. It may be necessary to orient the trans-
former for minimum hum.

A second most important precaution concerns the grid cir-
cuit of mixer VI. All conductors connecting to pins 2 and 7

Top view of chassis. Set includes speaker but external speaker
is preferred in order to minimize the effect of microphonics.

must be kept as short as possible. All other conductors must
be kept as far as possible from these tube pins and from
capacitors C5 through C8. It is especially important to keep
the antenna lead well away from the grid circuit of the mixer.

The mixer is sensitive not only electrically but also mechan-
ically. To minimize microphonics, it is recommended that V1
be shock -mounted, especially if the loudspeaker is nearby. In
fact, it is preferable to use an external loudspeaker exclusively.

Another important precaution to be observed in planning
the layout is to mount antenna coil Ll near cathode -balance
potentiometer R3, and R3 near mixer V1. (See bottom view.)
Keep the leads between these three parts as short as possible
to prevent parasitic oscillation.

In wiring the receiver, there are several minor precautions
it would be well to observe:

The leads from pins 6 and 8 of phase splitter V2B to capac-
itors C7 and C8 need not be very short, but they should be
kept close together and slightly away from the chassis.

All conductors connecting to pin 2 of audio amplifier V3A
should be kept as short as possible.

Capacitors C17 and C19 in the power -amplifier circuit of
V5 should be mounted as far apart from one another as con-
sistent with short leads.

Capacitor C29 should be mounted at least 1% inch from the
nearest tube.

Once wiring is completed, adjustment may begin. The local
oscillator is adjusted first and then the mixer.

Local Oscillator Adjustment
1. Equipment setup: Connect the antenna to the receiver.

Loosely couple a signal generator to the receiver by connect-
ing a short antenna to the r.f. output of the signal generator.

2. Presetting the controls: Set antenna trimmer C3 and grid
balance trimmer C8 near maximum capacitance. Set "Freq.
Fine" control, C30, to mid position and "Selectivity" control,
R23, to its extreme counterclockwise position ( wiper at
ground end). Set "Volume" control, R10, as required for a
comfortable listening level.

3. Initial adjustment of oscillator: Set the receiver tuning
dial 5 percent from maximum capacitance position, and set
the signal generator to 7.0 mc., unmodulated. Adjust oscillator
slug L2 to obtain zero -beat. Now set the receiver tuning dial
10 percent from minimum capacitance position, and set the
signal generator to 7.3 mc. Adjust oscillator trimmer CT to
obtain zero -beat.

4. Final adjustment of oscillator: Repeat step 3 until slug
and trimmer require no further adjustment. Then calibrate
the tuning dial in increments consistent with the accuracy of
the signal generator. Alternately, it is feasible to employ a
nearby receiver for calibration since the local oscillator of the
heterodyne receiver radiates enough signal to be heard.

Mixer Adjustment
1. Equipment setup: Leaving the antenna connected to the

receiver, attach an a.c. voltmeter across the receiver speaker.
2. Presetting the controls: Make sure "Freq. Fine" control,

C30, is still at mid position and "Selectivity" control, R23, is
at the extreme counterclockwise position. Set antenna trim-
mer C3 at 15 pf. or about mid position, and set grid balance
trimmer, C8, at 33 pf. or about mid -position. Set cathode bal-
ance potentiometer R3 and "Null" control Cl also to mid po-
sition. Throughout the following procedures, "Volume" con-
trol R10 may be readjusted as necessary for comfortable
listening level.

3. Adjustment of antenna slug: Set the receiver tuning dial
and the signal generator both to 7.15 mc. Using a modulated
signal, carefully adjust the receiver tuning dial for maximum
output (near zero beat). Now adjust antenna slug LI and
phase trimmer C24 alternately for maximum output, progres-
sively reducing the level of the signal generator to maintain
only a minimum usable signal. Also, as L1 approaches reso-
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nance it may prove necessary to readjust the receiver tuning
dial slightly for maximum output.

4. Initial check of antenna coupling: Observing the a.c.
voltmeter, adjust antenna slug LI throughout its entire range.
If two distinct peaks occur, slightly increase the capacitance
of antenna trimmer C3 ( the setting of C3 is fairly critical)
and then return to step 3. If only one peak occurs, proceed to
step 5.

5. Adjustment of balance: Leaving the receiver tuning dial
set at 7.15 mc., set the signal generator to about 6.5 mc. Then
increase the level of the signal generator until overloading
occurs, that is, modulation is heard in spite of the receiver and
signal generator being tuned to different frequencies. To ob-
tain overloading, it may be necessary to further increase the
signal level by bringing the signal generator antenna nearer
the receiver antenna or lengthening the signal generator an-
tenna; but use no more coupling than absolutely necessary.
Now adjust grid balance trimmer C8 and cathode balance
potentiometer R3 alternately for a null.

6. Final check of antenna coupling: Turn "Null" control Cl
back and forth. If a distinct null occurs at or near mid position,
then alignment is complete and no further adjustments are
required. If not, proceed as follows: Set "Null" control Cl to
mid position, slightly decrease the capacitance of antenna
trimmer C3, and return to step 3.

In Case of Trouble
Parasitic oscillation, hum, noise, imbalance, and howl are

the most likely troubles. Parasitic oscillation in the grid -cath-
ode circuits of the mixer, resulting in poor sensitivity, may be
due to excessive lead lengths in either circuit. Shorten these
leads or connect a 10-pf. mica capacitor from the arm of cath-
ode -balance potentiometer R3 to ground.

The most likely cause of hum is magnetic coupling between
power transformer T3 and mixer plate transformer T1. Re-
orient Ti or replace it with a better -shielded unit. The next
most likely cause of hum is excessive lead length in various
grid circuits, especially the circuit of mixer V1. Before pro-
ceeding to rewire, however, try replacing tubes.

Since audio gain of the heterodyne receiver is very high,
hum may also be caused by proximity of a battery charger,
or any other electrical device generating a substantial fluctu-
ating magnetic field. In some cases, removing one of the line
bypass capacitors (C32 or C33) may reduce hum.

Slight hum may be the result of excessive regeneration, es-
pecially if accompanied by instability and microphonics. To
decrease regeneration, replace injection coupling capacitor
C7 with one of slightly greater value, and then realign mixer.

Sputtering or staticky noise is caused by a defective com-
ponent part, often in the mixer circuit. Grid balance trimmer
C8 is a likely offender, especially if it is of the mica variety
and not brand-new. Capacitors C9 -C12 may also be sus-
pected. Before replacing any of these components, however,
first try replacing tubes.

Inability to achieve proper balance is due to lack of sym-
metry in the mixer, especially in its grid circuit. Check for ex-
cessive lead length, incorrect component value, or wiring er-
ror. Before making extensive changes, though, try replacing
mixer tube V1 and realigning the mixer.

Interference by a broadcast station or other medium -fre-
quency signal may appear if the antenna lead has been routed
anywhere near the component parts of the mixer grid circuit.

Feedback resulting in audio howl may result if capacitors
C17 and C19 in the power amplifier circuit of V5 are mounted
too close together. Microphonics may also cause howl. If mi-
crophonic howl persists even when an external loudspeaker is
used, try interchanging mixer V1 with one of the other
12AX7A tubes, or set the receiver on a foam -rubber pad.

Operation
Except for "Null" control Cl and "Selectivity" control R23,

Bottom view of chassis. Components in mixer circuit, including
LI, C8, and R3, are mounted near VI to minimize hum, imbalance.

the heterodyne receiver is operated in much the same way as
any other receiver. Although the "Null" control serves a func-
tion similar to that of the antenna trimmer in an ordinary
receiver, its effect is not the same. The "Null" control is not
used to peak the incoming signal but instead acts as a fine bal-
ance control. It is used only to minimize the effect of overload-
ing in case of interference by a strong adjacent -channel signal,
so rarely needs to be adjusted during normal operation.

"Selectivity" control R23, used in c.w. operation, adjusts
gain at a certain discrete audio frequency of about 1030 cps.
Turning the control clockwise increases the gain at this fre-
quency, thereby increasing selectivity. Advancing the control
beyond a certain critical point, however, results in oscillation.
In tuning weak signals, best results are obtained at a setting
just below the point of oscillation. Under these conditions,
however, tuning is extremely sharp. Therefore it may prove
necessary to occasionally readjust "Freq. Fine" control C30 to
compensate for slight drift of the local oscillator or signal
frequency.

In case of interference from a signal 1030 cps on the oppo-
site side of the local oscillator, it is necessary only to tune the
"Freq. Fine" control away from the interfering signal and
through the desired signal to a point that is 1030 cps on the
other side of the desired signal.

Conclusion
This article has described an experimental receiver using

the heterodyne principle of detection. Although simple in de-
sign, the heterodyne receiver in many ways surpasses a much
more elaborate superheterodyne. The heterodyne detector
shows promise for other applications, such as portable equip-
ment, where simplicity is an important requirement. Also,
since the local oscillator frequency is the same as the fre-
quency being received, the amateur radio operator will recog-
nize the chance of using a common oscillator for his transmit-
ting and receiving system.

It is hoped that this article will stimulate further research
and experiment with the heterodyne principle of detection. 
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Solid -State Equipment Directory
(Continued from page 35)
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BOGEN COMMUNICATIONS, P.O. Box 500, Paramus, N.J. 07652

FT -I 60 no 1 2.5 3 35 .7
30-
15 k 10 .5 trans. no yes yes 15 4% 10 199.95 - 27.95

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Buchanan, Mich. 4 107

11.5Sb no 3 2.5 I - 1.5 20
20-

k 20 .12 trans. no yes yes 81/4 3% 10% 160.00 - inc.

FISHER RADIO CORP., 21-21 44th Dr., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

TFM-300 no 1.8 2 55 .4
20-

15 k 10 - tube yes no 151/4 4% 11% 279.50 - -
TFM-200 no 1.8 2.2 55 .5

20-
15k 10 - tube yes no 15' 4%6 11'/I 229.50 - -

GROMMES, PRECISION ELECTRONICS INC., 9101 King St., Franklin Park, Illinois

2000C yes 2 4 50 .5
20-

20 k 10 1 nuvistor yes no no 15 61/4 131/2 249.95 - no

C-107 yes 2 4 50 .s
20-
20 k 10 1 nuvistor yes no no 15 434 11 199.95 - no

HARMAN-KARDON,. INC., Plainview, Long Island, N Y.

ST -2000 yes 2.9 4 - 1
10-

20 k 1 .7 trans. - SCA no 14 4% 10 189.00 - 24.95

HEATH CO., Benton Harbor, Mich., 49023

AJ-43D yes 2 3 - 1
20-

20 k - .5 trans. yes yes yes 151/4 5Y 14% - 109.08
6.1952.65

AJ-33A yes 3 4 - 1
20-20k - .5 trans. yes yes yes 151/4 3% 111/2 - 94.50 inc.

AJ-I 4 no 5 3 - 1
-

1520 k - .5 trans. no SCA yes 12 31/4 9% - 49.95 7
3.50

.95

KEN WOOD ELECTRONICS INC., 3700 S. Broadway Pl., Los Angeles, Calif. 90007

TK-500 no 1.8 1 I 20 1
20-
20 k 10 2 nuvistor yes yes yes 151/4 51/4 121/4 174.95 - inc.

KLH RESEARCH BIND DEVELOP ENT CORP., 30 Cross St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139

18 no 3 4 - .6
30-
15 k - 1.4

8 trans. no yes no 8% 4 5% 116.95 - inc.

KNIGHT, ALLIED RADIO 2ORP., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicag , Illinois 60680

KN-265A yes 3 3 - .5 - 25 - trans. - yes 131/4 41/2 12 149.95 - 14.95

KNIGHT-KIT, ALLIED RADIO CORP., 100 N Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60680

KG -790 yes 1.5 5 - .7 - - 1.25 trans. yes yes yes 16% 5 15 - 139.95 19.95

KG -765 yes 2.5 9 - 1 - - 1 trans. yes yes yes 13 2% 11 139.95 94.95 12.95

OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC., 260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44308

RA -750 yes 2 4 - .5 220(k "3- .5 trans. no SCA yes 141/4 41/4 10 99.98 - inc.

PIL T RADIO INC , 100 Electra Lane, East Station, Yonkers 4 N.Y.

11100 - 1 1.5 - .3
20-
15'k 20 1.5 trans. yes yes no 229.95 - -

1300 - 3.5 4 - .4
20-
15 k 20 1.5 trans. no yes no 179.95 - -

H. H. SCOTT INC. 111 Powder Mill Rd., Maynard, Mass. 01754

315 no 2.7 6 40 1 d 20 1
F ET

trans. no yes no 15,(6 4% 121/4 184.95 13.95

312 B no 1.9 4 45 1 d 20 1 nuvistor no yes no 1591e 4% 121/4 249.9S - 13.95

LT -112 no 2.2 4 45 1
d 20 1 nuvistor no yes no 15X6 4'5ie 121/4 - 179.95 13.95

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC LABS INC., 4300 N. California Ave Chicago, Illinois 60618

5-3300 no 1.6 2.4 - .3 20-
20 k 10 1.5 trans. yes yes no 14 4 10% 167.50 7.50

V -M CORP. P.O. Box 659, Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023

1487 yes 1 5 - - - - 1 100 .25 trans. no yes yes 11 3% 7 129.95 - inc.

All informs ion supplied by manufacturer. All stereo units. All have tuning meters except Heath AJ-14 and V M 1487. All have stereo indicator lights except
Olson RA -750 has meter. All have automatically switched stereo except Heath AJ-33A. AJ-14. KIM 18. Knight-Kit KG -765 have manual switching.
°Taken at --,200 kc. bModel 1156 same as 1155 except with AM. cModel 1000 same as 2000 except no AM and costs $197.50, dExceeds FCC limit.
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Solid -State Amplifiers
(Continued from page 41)

High -frequency oscillations that do
occur are hard to observe, even with
wide -band oscilloscopes. For one thing,
transistor circuits are low impedance,
which means that voltages are low. The
oscillation may appear as a tiny notch in
the waveform and still cause enough of a
shift in the operating point of the ampli-
fier stages to be heard.

Overload & Voltage Changes
In a class -B amplifier, little current is

drawn from the power supply when no
signal is present. Application of a large
signal results in heavy current drain from
the supply, with a corresponding drop in
supply voltage. If this voltage change is
fed back to the low-level stages, it acts as
an additional large signal, or it can even
change operating points sufficiently to
cause the amplifier to block. The fed -
back signal sometimes causes the ampli-
fier to "swallow" the input signal, and
follow it with a large internally generated
transient. This effect has been referred
to as "gulp distortion." In an extreme
case it can actually cause an amplifier to
have a lower music -power output than its
steady-state rating.

The remedy is to operate low-level
stages from a voltage -regulated supply
and to design the feedback circuits so
that oscillation cannot occur at any fre-
quency, and with any type of load that
might be applied.

Since the power output of an amplifier
is approximately proportional to the
square of the d.c. supply voltage, it can
be expected to vary in a similar way with
variations in line voltage. If the amplifier
is rated at 117 volts, as is customary, op-
eration at 105 volts can reduce output
by 20%. This is less than 1 db, and not
audible. More important, however, is the
fact that line -voltage changes can shift
operating points, greatly increasing dis-
tortion, especially at low power levels.
Voltage -regulated supplies for low-level
stages, choice of non -critical circuit con-
ditions, and use of bias diodes are the
most common means of preserving op-
timum performance despite voltage fluc-
tuations.

Speaker Protection against D.C.
Direct connection of the speaker to the

output stage is attractive since it elimi-
nates a bulky and expensive electrolytic
capacitor. The "half -bridge" connection
sometimes used connects the speaker be-
tween the junction of the series- ( for
d.c.) connected power transistors and the
mid -point of the dual power supply. For
true class -B stages, which have zero
idling current, and for perfect balance,
this is fine. However, practical transistor
amplifiers are operated class -AB to avoid

RF DEVIATION/SWEEP WIDTH
AUDIO LEVEL /COMP SIG LEVEL

FREQUENCY

It 3S.
orc

COMP SIG/ AUDIO RF OUTt

19 NC SUBCARRIER I EVEL

STEREO F SIGnAL

SIMULATOR
WR-52A

RI CARRIER

FUNCTION

RF ATTEN

Look what's happened to the WR-51A FM Stereo Signal Simulator

...it got to be the WR-52A...

NEW, REDESIGNED AND IMPROVED

Last year we decided to make a few improvements in
our WR-51A Stereo FM Signal Simulator ...for two
years THE established test instrument for multiplex
stereo servicing. We intended to call it the WR-51B.
But one thing led to another and we made so many
extensive improvements that we virtually had a new
instrument on our hands. You're looking at it: the
NEW RCA WR-52A STEREO FM SIGNAL SIMULATOR.
We've added an RF Deviation Meter to measure the
modulation level of both stereo and monaural FM sig-
nals. The meter is also used to accurately establish
the level of the 19 Kc subcarrier.
We've included provisions for modulating left or right
stereo signals with an external monaural source.
We've added a switch to disable the 19 Kc oscillator
to provide a low -distortion monaural FM output.
We've added a new frequency (72 Kc)... required,
along with the 67 Kc frequency, for trap alignment in
some sets.
These features, together with numerous internal cir-
cuit design changes have resulted in a vastly im-
proved, almost completely new instrument. And, the
RCA WR-52A includes all those features that made its
predecessor such a valuable servicing tool.

 COMPOSITE STEREO OUTPUT-for direct connection
to multiplex circuit

Choice of left stereo and right stereo signals

rei

 RF OUTPUT-for connection to receiver antenna ter-
minals

100 Mc carrier, tuneable
Choice of FM signals-left stereo, right stereo,
monaural FM, internal test and 60 cycle FM sweep
FM stereo deviation adjustable from 0-100%
100 Mc sweep signal adjustable from 0 to more
than 750 Kc at a 60 cps rate
RF output attenuator

 CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED 19 Kc SUBCARRIER (±.01%)

 SINE WAVE FREQUENCIES
Three low -distortion frequencies -400 cps, 1 Kc,
5 Kc
Two crystal -controlled frequencies -19 and 38 Kc

Additional frequencies -67 and 72 Kc for trap
alignment

 READILY PORTABLE-weighs only 123/4 pounds,
measures 13I/2" by 10" by 8"

 COMPLETE WITH WIRED -IN CONNECTING CABLES

We also raised the price...just 50 cents. The WR-52A
is now $250.00.* Ask to see it at your Authorized RCA
Test Equipment Distributor.
*Optional distributor resale price, subject to change with.
out notice. May be slightly higher in Hawaii and the West.

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS & DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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whether you operate
a space

rocket... ... or a radio rig .

YOU NEED

TEXAS CRYSTALS
to control frequency !

Why TEXAS CRYSTALS? Simply because
you can be sure of their doing the job per-
fectly, just as they have in numerous space
projects. And, TEXAS CRYSTALS are
unconditionally guaranteed! Regardless of
your crystal needs - CB, amateur, com-
mercial 2 -way, low frequency, marine, air-
craft, etc.-see your parts dealer for TEXAS
CRYSTALS.

If your dealer can't supply your needs, send his
name with your request for catalog to our plant
nearest you.

TEXAS
1000 Crystal Drive

Fort Myers, Florida 33901
Phone 813 - WE 6-2109

 

 CB  AMATEUR
 COMMERCIAL

 RADIO CONTROL
 MILITARY

 MINIATURE
 LOW FREQUENCY

 AIRCRAFT

CRYSTALS
4117 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90016
Phone 213 - 731-2258

A Division of Whitehall Electronics Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 90 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WORLD'S
FINEST

BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES

MULTICORE SALES CORP. WESTBURY, N.Y. 11591
CIRCLE NO. 102 ON READER SERVICE CARD
86

MOVING?
ATTACH

LABEL HERE

If you've recently changed your ad-
dress or plan to in the near future, be
sure to notify us at once. Affix address
label showing old address here, and
print new address below.

My New Address is:

name please print

address

city state

zipcode date at new address

Notify us of your address change as far in
advance as possible-it takes about 2
months for a change to become effective.
(Eg. A notice received in May becomes
effective with the July issue.)

Mail to: ELECTRONICS WORLD
1255 Portland Pl.. Boulder. Colo. 80311

crossover distortion and there is likely
to be some unbalance present as well. In
such a case, the unbalanced d.c. flows
through the speaker voice coil, displacing
it from its center rest position and causing
it to produce distortion due to its non -
symmetrical displacement by an applied
signal. In the admittedly unlikely, but not
impossible event of power transistor fail-
ure, the speaker finds itself connected
directly across the power supply-until
the fuse blows.

If the decision is made to retain the
coupling capacitor, what can be done
to preserve low -frequency damping and
stability? Negative feedback taken from
the output side of the capacitor keeps
the damping factor high even at very
low frequencies. The phase shift in the
capacitor is prevented from causing
stability problems by taking the negative
feedback signal from its input end as
well as from the output.

Input Impedance
Transistors are inherently low input

impedance devices; the input imped-
ance of a typical grounded -emitter stage
is less than 2000 ohms. On the other
hand, magnetic pickups and tuners re-
quire terminations of 50,000 ohms or
more. High input impedance is readily
obtainable in transistor amplifiers by
using negative feedback. The attendant
loss of gain must be made up by addi-
tional amplification, which increases
cost. This is not the place to economize
if wide -range, distortion -free operation
is to be obtained with auxiliary equip-
ment.

The H.H. Scott Model 260 amplifier
illustrated in the photo embodies the
principles covered in this article. The de-
sign objective of this amplifier was
simply: superior performance at mod-
erate cost. It expressly excluded the con-
cept of using transistors just because
they are transistors.

I
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"ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS HOBBY
MANUAL" edited by R. G. Kempton.
Published by the Electronic Components
Division, General Electric Company,
Owensboro, Ky. 199 pages. Price $1.50.
Soft cover.

This handy little volume contains a
wide variety of projects for amateurs,
hobbyists, and engineers. One of the
most valuable sections of this book deals
with the operation of components-
ranging from capacitors through tubes,
rectifiers, SCR's, photoconductors, ther-
mistors, magnetic reed switches, etc. The
text also includes instructions on the care
and handling of components, safety pre-
cautions, troubleshooting, device sym-
bols and connections, and other perti-
nent data.

The balance of the book is divided
into four main sections outlining auto-
mobile projects, entertainment projects,
home or camp projects, and workshop
projects. Each of these construction proj-
ects is described in detail, illustrated by
a photograph of the completed unit, and
accompanied by pictorial, schematic,
and complete parts listing.

* 0 *

RADIO & TV SERVICING INFORMATION
compiled by M. N. Beitman. Published
by Supreme Publications, Highland
Park, Illinois.

Three volumes have recently been
issued by this publisher in the familiar
"Most -Often -Needed" diagram format.
The volumes include No. R-25 ($2.50)
covering radio, stereo amplifiers, AM -
FM tuners, portables, and clock radios
in the 1965 lines of most of the principal
manufacturers. Vol. TV -23 ($3.00) per-
forms the same service for television re-
ceivers in the 1965 line.

The third volume, Vol. 1 ( $2.50),
covers radio diagrams and servicing in-
formation for sets released during the
years 1926 through 1938-a boon for
those who collect and restore old-time
radio receivers. This is a reprint of an
earlier volume.

* * *

"TRANSMISSION LINES, ANTENNAS AND
WAVE GUIDES" by R. W. P. King, H. R.
Mimmo & A. H. Wing. Published by
Dover Publications, Inc., New York. 338
pages. Price $2.00. Soft cover.

This is a corrected and enlarged edi-
tion of a book which was originally de-
rived from an intensive wartime training
course given at the Graduate School of
Engineering, Harvard University.

It provides practical insight into the
fundamentals of radio transmission and
radiation and is addressed to the prac-
tical engineer, radio astronomer, radio
amateur, and college -level student. New
material incorporated in this edition in-
cludes a set of 24 new graphs for distri-
bution of current, impedances, and
effective lengths of dipole antennas, and
for self- and mutual -impedances of

BOOK
REVIEWS

coupled antennas, incorporating new in-
formation and conclusions.

The bibliographies appended to each
chapter have been updated through
1964.

Since there are practical problems
presented in connection with each chap-
ter, some with answers, this volume can
be used both as a textbook and a refer-
ence work.

* * *

"BASIC ELECTRONICS" by Bernard Grob.
Published by McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, New York. 578 pages. Price
$10.50.

This book for the beginner enjoyed
wide popularity when it was first pub-
lished in 1959, and deservedly so. This
second edition is revised, updated, and
expanded to make it a completely self-
contained reference and self -study
guidebook.

Since the author is an instructor at
RCA Institutes, his selection of subject
matter and emphasis is based on long
experience in imparting electronics fun-
damentals to beginners.

The text is divided into 25 chapters
with the material presented in logical
progression. Early chapters cover elec-
trons and electricity. The text progresses
to d.c. circuits, magnetism, a.c. circuits,
vacuum tubes, and transistors. The text
is lavishly illustrated and well peppered
with summaries, self-examination ques-
tions, tables, and a mathematical review
which makes it ideal for the student
working on his own.

"TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS" by K. W. Cat-
termole. Distributed by Gordon and
Breach, Science Publishers, Inc., New
York. 462 pages. Price $14.50.

This second edition incorporates a
number of additions and revisions neces-
sitated by the advances in transistor
technology since the first edition ap-
peared in 1959. But, basically, the author
has adhered to his original, successful
format of relegating the high technical
and mathematical treatment to appen-
dices and limiting his text material to a
straightforward discussion.

In fourteen chapters the author dis-
cusses the place of the transistor, semi-
conductors, the electrical properties of
transistors, elements of transistor opera-
tion, single -stage amplifiers, multi -stage

IIIASIC ELECII(CIIY
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amplifiers, power amplifiers, hi-fi ampli-
fiers, supplies and bias stabilization,
negative resistance, binary circuits,
waveform generation, counting, timing,
and logic; modulation, detection, and
frequency changing; and the measure-
ment of transistor properties.

The level is fairly elementary and the
text is addressed primarily to those
whose interest lies in some field of tran-
sistor application.

"ULTRASONIC ENGINEERING" by Julian
R. Frederick. Published by John Wiley
47 Sons, Inc., New York. 365 pages.
Price $15.00.

Judging by the inquiries we receive
for all types of information on ultrasonic
equipment and applications, there is a
genuine need for a book of this type.

Although written for engineers, much
of the material will be perfectly clear to
those involved in deciding whether ultra-
sonic techniques are applicable to a
specific problem.

The first chapter is general in nature
and serves as a brief history of the art
and speculates on its future. The bal-
ance of the text covers the basic princi-
ples of acoustics, an introduction to
ultrasonic processing, ultrasonic trans-
ducers for industrial processing, applica-
tions of ultrasonics to processing, the
uses of ultrasonics in measurement and
control, flaw detection, application of
ultrasonics to biology and medicine.

Since the range of applications cov-
ered by the author is so wide, this book
should be able to meet the informational
requirements of individuals in various in-
dustries and disciplines.

* *

"RECEIVING TUBE SPECIFICATIONS &

SUBSTITUTIONS" compiled and published
by Tech press, Inc., Brownsburg, Ind.
138 pages. Price $1.95. Soft cover.

This handy reference manual carries
specifications on more than 2000 Amer-
ican and foreign tubes including infor-
mation on tube type, application,
filament voltage and current rating,
maximum plate voltage, current and
power ratings, input and output capaci-
tance, and base pin mechanics and in-
ternal connections.

A "similar -types" section suggests
tubes best suited for use as substitutes
for the various listed tubes.
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COMPLETE knight -kit CATALOG

ALLIED RADIO
100 N WESTERN AVE.  CHICAGO. ILL. 60680  HA 1.6800 (Area Code 312)

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

508 VALUE -PACKED PAGES
including exclusive products and
special values available only

fr°mAIIIED

send today for your
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1966 CATALOG

world's largest selection

SAVE MOST ON:

Stereo Hi-fi
Tape Recording

CB 2 -Way Radio

FM -AM & AM Radios
Short Wave Radios

Portable TV  Phonographs
Amateur Gear

Intercoms & P.A.

Automotive Electronics
Test Instruments

TV Tubes & Antennas

Power Tools, Hardware
Parts, Tubes, Transistors

MORE OF THE BEST IN ELECTRONICS FOR EVERYONE

EASY TERMS
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Allied Credit Fund Plan
-over 24 months to pay

ALLIED RADIO
The World's Largest Electronic Supply House

satisfaction
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ee what's new in the wonderful world of kilightknits®

KG -895 Superba Series
120 -Watt Solid -State
Stereo Amplifier Kit. $149.95

(less case)

KG -371 Solid -State
Auto DC Power
Timing Light Kit.
$19.95

KG -635 5 -Inch L
to 5.2 Mc Wick.
band Oscilloscop
Kit. $99.95

C-540 Low -Cost
5 -Watt Citizens
Band Transceiver
Kit. $49.95

KG -375 Solid -State
UniversalAuto Ana-
lyzer Kit. $49.95

KG -221 FM Moni-
tor Receiver Kit
(police, fire, ma-rine, weather
bands, etc.) $39.95

KG -201 Solid -State
Motor-Speed/Light
Control Kit. $9.95

Knight -Kit GUARANTEE: Buy any Knight -Kit.
Build it. Operate it. You must be satisfied or we
refund your money.

FREE
Send today for your
508 -page Allied 1966
value -packed catalog

ELECTRONICS
FOR EVERYONE 1968

ALLIED RADIO

ALLIED RADIO

KG -964 Superba
Series 64 -Watt Solid -
State FM -AM Stereo

Receiver Kit.
$189.95

(less case)

Safari -I Deluxe
23 -Channel Citizens

Band Transceiver Kit. $129.95

KG -415 Superba
Series Professional
Solid -State Stereo
Tape Deck Kit.
$249.95
(less case)

THERE IS A knight -kit FOR EVERY NEED
easiest to build-enjoy big savings

 Stereo Hi-Fi
 Hobby Kits
 Intercom

 CB 2 -Way Radio
 Test Equipment
 Amateur Gear

 Short -Wave
 Automotive

send for your 508-page 1966 Allied Catalog

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 1-A
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III. 60680

0 Send FREE 1966 Allied Catalog
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5 years or

50,000 miles*

no break-in
period-

no oil changes-
no grease jobs-

no thousand
mile check ups
A new guarantee for an outstanding new
compact loudspeaker. The 1965 Jensen
Model PR -200 is an engineering triumph.
The "power plant" within the beautifully
crafted oiled walnut cabinet is a skill-
fully engineered 3 -speaker, 3 -way system
with a 12 -inch woofer.
Three famous, exclusive Jensen loud-
speakers faithfully reproduce every sound
in the 25 to 20,000 cycle frequency range.
Contemporary wrap -around fabric of tex-
tured rattan compliments. the beauty and
sophistication of fine Jensen crafts-
manship.
For the analytically minded write to the
Technical Service Department for a full
explanation of the 50,000 mile guarantee.

*whichever comes first
Suggested resale price $179.50
See your Jensen hi-fi dealer or
write for Catalog 165-L.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING DIVISION
-=.- THE MUTER COMPANY

6601 South Laramie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60638

JINSEN

Argentina: Ucoa Radio, S.A., Buenos Aires
In=1 Meatco. Fapartel S.A., Naucalpan, Maxie()
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Magnetic Measurements
(Continued from page 37)

in an ordinary transformer. In the trans-
former the coil does not move in posi-
tion, but the field builds up and collapses
as a.c. passes through the primary wind-
ing, so the field "passes through" the
coil.

The search -coil magnetometer may be
attached to a motor shaft and rotated,
independent of spacecraft spin, or fixed
to the spacecraft and rotated as the
spacecraft rotates. Despite the simplicity
and rugged construction, search coils are
not practical for very low field measure-
ments. The SCM output must be related
to spacecraft position for meaningful re-
sults, since the angle between coil and
field must be known.

The Fluxgate Magnetometer
To understand the fluxgate magneto-

meter, refer to Fig. 1. An oscillator of
frequency fo, usually around 10 kc.,
drives the primary of a magnetic core.
The field to be measured aids the a.c.
field over one-half cycle, and opposes it
for the other half -cycle. The presence of
the aiding/opposing field causes harmon-
ics of the frequency f to be generated.
By winding each half of the primary in
opposite directions, the fundamental fre-
quency fo and all odd harmonics (3f,
51,7f, etc.) are cancelled out. The sec-
ondary winding "sees" only even har-
monics (2f, 4f, 6f0, etc.), and a filter
is usually employed to pass only the 2fo
frequency. The voltage amplitude of fre-
quency 2f is then proportional to the
strength of the field to be measured.

Helium magnetometer carried in Mariner/
Mars. Unit was mounted on low -gain anten-
na mast. It weighs 11/4 lbs. while the ac-
companying electronics weighs 6 lbs. The
instrument requires 7 watts of power.

More sophisticated fluxgate magneto-
meters have been designed, but the
principles remain the same. Fluxgate
magnetometers have been built with sen-
sitivities of 1/10 of a gamma and range
of thousands of gammas. Several of these
magnetometers may be flown on a space-
craft to record the field in several differ-
ent directions.

Atomic Magnetometers
At least three different types of atomic

magnetometers have been developed.
We arbitrarily classify the proton -pre-
cession, rubidium -vapor, and helium
magnetometers together since they all
make use of atomic interactions to meas-
ure the magnetic field.

In the proton -precession magnetom-
eter a sample of a fluid rich in hydrogen
is placed in a coil which is energized to
a magnetic field much stronger than the
field to be measured. Some of the pro-
tons (hydrogen nuclei) will line up so
that their spin is aligned with the field.
Other protons will line up with their
spin opposite the magnetic field. Spin
may be thought of as the direction in
which the nuclei rotate, say clockwise or
counterclockwise, with respect to the
applied strong field.

When the applied field is switched
off, the number of nuclei which have a
particular spin is reduced in proportion
to the field which remains, the field we
wish to measure. As these nuclei are re-
duced in number they emit r.f. energy
of a frequency proportional to the field
to be measured. A sensing coil, which
may be the same coil as used for excita-
tion, detects the r.f. signal. This r.f. sig-
nal is 0.0426 cycle per gamma. Hence, at
100 y the output frequency is only 4.26
cps, which is difficult to amplify. Thus,
proton -precession magnetometers are not
used for deep -space probes, where fields
are very weak.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a
system used aboard sounding rockets
which reach an altitude of up to 2500
miles. Two different proton samples (a
mixture of kerosene and oil) are used
to record field strength in two directions.
The programmer and associated relays
automatically switch between coils.

The rubidium -vapor magnetometer as
well as the helium magnetometer make
use of the principles and techniques of
lasers. For details of the laser, see the
articles by Warren Groner in this maga-
zine, "Lasers (August 1965), "Laser
Practice and Applications" (September
1965 ), and "Laser Measurements" (No-
vember 1965) .

A light beam of one frequency ( mono-
chromatic) that is characteristic of the
light source ( rubidium or helium) is
focused upon a sample of rubidium or
helium vapor. As shown in Fig. 3, the
light which passes through the vapor
cell is focused on a photocell. The pres-
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ence of the magnetic field causes a
change or splitting of the characteristic
absorption frequency of the vapor. This
is called the Zeeman effect. This change
in frequency is proportional to the
strength of the magnetic field. For ru-
bidium 85 it is 4.67 cycles per gamma,
and for rubidium 87 it is 6.99 cycles per
gamma. Rubidium 85 and 87 are ex-
amples of isotopes, atoms of the same
element which have different atomic
weights. For helium the change in fre-
quency is approximately 23 cycles per
gamma. Hence, small changes in mag-
netic field produce large changes in fre-
quency.

If a weak a.c. field is applied to the
vapor cell perpendicular to the field to
be measured, the light will be intensity -
modulated. By feeding back this signal
from the photocell to the r.f. coil, the
system is self-sustaining. Also, monitor-
ing the r.f. frequency yields the magnetic
field intensity. The system shown in Fig.
3 features automatic phase detection so
as to work for either direction of the
magnetic field. Fig. 4 shows a system
which eliminates phase switching by
providing dual cells, one for each direc-
tion of the magnetic field. Rubidium -
vapor magnetometers have been built
with an accurate range of 0.05 to
10,000 .y.

Since the atomic magnetometers de-
scribed have an output frequency pro-
portional to the applied magnetic field,
and these proportions are very precisely
known, no calibration is required. Thus,
atomic magnetometers have a distinct
advantage over other types.

The Mars fly -by performed by Mari-
ner 4 resulted in valuable information
about the planet. A helium magnetome-
ter was carried by the spacecraft. It was
this instrument which measured the
magnetic fields between the Earth and
beyond Mars. Results show that the
fields close to Mars are not appreciably
stronger than the regions of space far
removed from the planet. Hence we may
conclude that Mars has little or no mag-
netic field associated with it. While per-
haps not as spectacular as the Martian
photographs transmitted back to earth,
these results are perhaps more useful
and significant.
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"What do you mean, 'Why am I pulling this
wire?' Ever tried pushing one?"
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The only lab instrument you need
to complete Scott's new 80 -watt
solid-state stereo amplifier kit

Scott's new solid state amplifier kit is completely protected against transistor blow.
out. An ingenious "Fail -Safe" circuit using an ordinary light bulb takes the load
off expensive silicon transistors when you first plug in your LK-60 ... so, if you've
made a wiring error (almost impossible with this kit), no harm done! Other bright
new ideas from Scott: preassembled, factory -tested modular circuit boards; full -
color instruction book; amazingly low price: $189.95
Write 'Art:rag:Z=7N: H.
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FOREIGN -CURRENCY RATES
for 1 -year subscriptions

outside the U. S. A.,
its Possessions & Canada.

(till prices include postage.)

Australian pounds: 2/14
Austrian schillings: 155
Belgian francs: 300
Colombian peso: 78
Danish kroner: 40
Dutch guilders: 20
English pounds: 2/3
Finnish new markka: 20
French francs: 30
Greek drachmas: 180
Hong Kong dollars: 35
Indian rupees: 29
Irish pounds: 2/3
Israeli pounds: 17
Italian lire: 3,745
Japanese yen: 2,150
Lebanese pounds: 18
Mexican pesos: 75
New Zealand pounds: 2/3
Norwegian kroner: 43
Pakistan rupees: 29
Philippine peso: 23
Portuguese escudos: 172
South African rands: 4.25
Spanish pesetas: 375
Swedish kronor: 31
Swiss francs: 26
Venezuelan bolivares: 27
West German marks: 24

Mail order with remittance to:
ELECTRONICS WORLD
Portland Place / Boulder,Colo., U.S.A. / 80311

WIRED

Write to:

Enjoy the "music -only" programs
now available on the FM broadcast

band from coast to coast.

 NO COMMERCIALS 
 NO INTERRUPTIONS 

It's easy! Just plug Music Associated's Sub
Carrier Detector into multiplex jack of your
FM tuner or easily wire into discriminator.
Tune through your FM dial and hear programs
of continuous, commercial -free music you are
now missing. The Detector, self -powered and
with electronic mute for quieting between
selections, permits reception of popular back-
ground music programs no longer sent by wire
but transmitted as hidden programs on the
FM broadcast band from coast to coast. Use
with any FM tuner. Size: 51/2" x 6". Shipping
weight approx. 7 lbs.

KIT $4950
(with pre -tuned coils, no alignment necessary(

$7500
(Cover extra $4.95)

MUSIC ASSOCIATED
65 Glenwood Road, Upper Montclair, New Jersey

Phone, (201 )-744 -3387
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Get Your First Class Commercial

F.C.C. LICENSE
and earn your

A.S.E.E. DEGREE
Move up. Increase your salary and pres-
tige. How? By acquiring the knowledge
and skill that industry needs and pays
for!

The unique A.S.E.E. degree program
available at Grantham School of Elec-
tronics teaches you what industry wants
you to know for advanced employment.
And you can complete three -fourths of
this program while at home on your
present job. Only one semester must be
completed in residence.

Get the facts from our free catalog.
Then, with our assistance, get the knowl-
edge. Your F.C.C. license, your A.S.E.E.
degree, and higher -paid employment fol-
low naturall . Ask for Catalog 66.

Grantham School of Electronics
1505 N. Western Av., Hollywood, Cal. 90027

(Phone: HO 9-7878)
408 Marion Street, Seattle, Wash. 98104

(Phone: MA 2-7227)
818 -18th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006

(Phone: 298-7460)

SUBSCRIPTION SAVING UNDER
OFFER SINGLE -COPY PRICE

 3 Years $12 YOU SAVE $6

Ci 2 Years $9 YOU SAVE $3

 1 Year $5 YOU SAVE $1
0 New 7 Renewal 0 Extension

SEND ELECTRONICS WORLD

REGULARLY EACH MONTH, FOR:

name please print

address

city ottito! state zip code

El Payment enclosed. (We will add 2 EXTRA ISSUES
at no extra cost, for each year of your order!)

0 Bill me. I'll pass up the bonus.
initial

Additional postage: Add $1 per year for Pan -Am
and all other foreign countries.

Mail to: ELECTRONICS WORLD

Dept. 0090, Portland Place, Boulder, Colo. 80311

AIRPORT TO THE MOON
(See "For the Record" or page 6 for further details.)

(Above) The Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) at NASA's
Kennedy Space Center, Florida where four Saturn V launch
vehicles will be assembled. (Left) A Bendix worker wears
a SCAPE suit needed in areas where "exotic" spacecraft
fuels are handled. These fuels are extremely toxic. The
wrench, made of non -sparking beryllium, is required
mound highly flammable propellants. Wire is part of the
communications system to keep him in touch with fellow
workers. (Below) The fiery blast of Saturn V, when it
takes off for the moon on Project Apollo, will be smothered
in this "flame bucket." A million -gallon water system
will supply the nozzles with sufficient water to cool the
flames generated by the powerful engines. (Bottom) An
artist's rendering of the Crawler -Transporter which will be
used to move the assembled Saturn V vehicles from the
Vehicle Assembly Building to the launching pad, a dis-
tance of about three miles, at a speed of one mile per hour.
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TESTING DIODES
By DONALD LUDWIG

FREQUENTLY it is necessary to test
the condition of a diode or other

semiconductor device when a v.o.m. is
the only test equipment available. With a
knowledge of the multimeter, and the
configuration of the device to be tested,
this can be accomplished by the follow-
ing procedure.

The true polarity of the v.o.m. must
be known to avoid confusion in the tests.
Some multimeters have their positive -
marked lead connected, either directly
or indirectly to the negative terminal of
the meter's internal voltage source, while
the negative -marked lead is connected
to the positive terminal of the internal
source. Meter lead testing is as follows.

Place the v.o.m. on a relatively high -
resistance scale. Connect a known good
semiconductor diode with the anode to
the positive -marked v.o.m. lead, and the
cathode to the negative -marked v.o.m.
lead, as shown in Fig. 1A.

If a low resistance is indicated on
the v.o.m., and by reversing the leads,
as shown in Fig. 1B, a high resistance
is indicated, the markings on the v.o.m.
test leads correlate with the internal
voltage source. However, if a high resist-
ance is obtained using Fig. 1A, and the
low resistance with Fig. 1B, then the
v.o.m. leads are improperly marked and
this should be remembered when mak-
ing semiconductor tests.

In these tests, forward resistance is
in the direction of forward electron cur-
rent flow from cathode to anode. Re-
verse resistance is in the direction of
reverse current flow from anode to cath-
ode. Fig. 1C shows the direction of for-
ward current flow (A), the direction of
forward resistance (B), and the direc-
tion of reverse resistance (C).

Diode testing is similar to testing for
multimeter polarity. When checking the
condition of a diode, both forward and
reverse resistance are measured. For a
good diode, forward resistance should
be low, while reverse resistance should
be high. If a reasonably high ratio is
not obtained, then the diode is faulty,
and should be discarded.

Fig. 1. (A) Low resistance forward cur-
rent flow. (B) High resistance reverse
current flow. (C) Current through diode.
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HERE IT IS...ONLY $1595

The

Revolutionary

...ALL NEW FROM TELEX

Never before such fine performance
at such a low price. This all new
stereo beauty from Telex has big 3M
inch speakers with over 7 square
inches of cone area. They deliver a
terrific bass response down to 10 cycles
and reproduce highs clearly up to
15,000 cycles. Sound impedance 3-16
ohms.

Forward Sound
You get the aural perspective of an
audience seat with the exclusive "for-
ward sound" acoustic effect that puts
stereo sound out front. You adjust to
normal "in -head" stereo effect by
reversing phones.

Comfort
Soft foam cushions combine with
light weight to assure effortless listen-

ing, even over long periods. Stereo
pleasure the way it should be en-
joyed-in solid comfort.

Rich new styling
The all new Adjustatone complements
the decor of any room, any stereo
set. Inset panels and silver trim
accent the smooth line styling. Con-
struction is of stainless steel and in-
jection molded high impact plastic.

Try the sensational new Adjusta-
tone at your dealer. No stereo set
should be without one. See also the
three other great Telex stereo head-
sets-the Stereo Twin ST -10 and
ST -20 and the ultimate of all stereo
headsets-the new Serenata. All
made in U.S.A.

Products of Sound ResearchLEX
DEPARTMENT 29A, 3054 EXCELSIOR BLVD., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
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Your Postmaster Suggests:
Always Include

Your (ZIP CODE) Number
in your

Return Address

SAY YOU SAW IT IN

Electronics World

EA RN Engineering DEGREE
You can earn an A.S.E.E. degree at home. College
level HOME STUDY courses taught so you can under -
...Land them. Continue your education, earn more In
the highly paid electronics Industry. Missiles, com-
puters, transistors, automation, complete electronic..
Over 27,000 graduates now employed. Resident
School available at our Chicago campus-Founded
1934. Send for free catalog.
American Institute of Engineering & Technology

1141 West Fullerton Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Sz LITERATURE

Additional information on the items
covered in this section is available
from the manufacturers. Each item
is identified by a code number. To
obtain further details, fill in cou-
pon on the Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS  TOOLS  TEST EQUIPMENT  HI-FI  AUDIO  CB  HAM  COMMUNICATIONS

FLAMELESS TORCH
A 1000°F temperature capability, coupled with

precise controls for air flow and temperature, are
features of a new 4 -ounce pencil -type hot air
torch, the Model FT -200.

The new unit features changeable tips ranging
in diameter from 0.037" to 0.093", allowing the

user to match the size of the superheated air
stream to the application requirement. Tempera-
tures and air flow at the torch tip can be set
precisely for predictable and repeatable levels via
a master control console.

The torch is a production tool designed for all
soft soldering operations, heat shrinking of [her-
nial -fit tubing, plastic working. and heat curing
or drying. Henes

Circle No. 126 on Reader Service Card

LONG-LASTING BATTERY
A new and different transistor radio battery,

which is said to last up to seven times longer,
has been introduced as the "Duracell."

The new battery is one of a series in an ad-
vanced system of mercury and alkaline manganese
batteries especially adapted for use in transistor
radios, tape recorders, transceivers, and other
consumer items. Mallory

Circle No. 1 on Reader Service Card

ALL -DIFFUSED SCR'S
Four new all -diffused SCR series are now avail-

able with guaranteed d.v./d.t. rating of 110 volts
per microsecond, minimum. The NL-C45 and C46
series are rated at 55 amps r.m.s. while the NL-
C50 and C52 series arc 110 -amp r.m.s. units.
There is no peak forward voltage limitation, the
maximum required gate voltage is 3 volts, and the
maximum required gate current is 70 ma. Na-
tional Electronics

Circle No. 127 on Reader Service Card

SHIELDED TV ANTENNA LEAD-IN
A new television antenna lead-in, the 8290

shielded "Permohm," that combines the strong
signal strength of 300 -ohm encapsulated twin -lead
cable and the clean signal protection of shielded
cable has been announced.

Specially designed for 82 -channel color -TV re-
ception, the new lead-in features an orange web,
assuring uniform impedance, encapsulated in a
low -loss cellular polyethylene insulation and uti-
lizing "Beldfoil," a patented 100% shield that
stops transmission -line pickup of electrical noise.

POLTETNTLEKE JACKET WI LOSS EKCA/SOLATIKS
110111 MCI 11 101.2111 OA $11 OIELECTIIC IOSULAIION COPPEIWELI

Nur CONDUCTOR STREWN

ITTOTOILTPATENTED

100% SHIELD COVERAGE

A6h.
MIRE WEB

01110111 IMPEDANCE

GROUND MIRE

A thick, non -contaminating polyethylene jacket
covers the lead-in over-all.

The lead-in matches the impedance of most TV
antennas and receivers, eliminating the need for
costly snatching transformers and connectors. To
further simplify hook-up, the lead-in is furnished
in 50-, 75-, and 100 -foot lengths with factory in-
stalled terminals, as well as in hulk lengths. Bel-
den

Circle No. 2 on Reader Service Card

SERVICE NOTES FOR SINGLE SETS
A new service which supplies data on individ-

ual model television receivers has recently been
established. Each service model pack contains the
schematic of the set, a parts list, chassis views,
parts location, tuner data, tube complement,
alignment, waveforms, voltages, changes, and re-
mote control service information.

Manuals covering sets from 1955 to 1965 are
available on Admiral, Emerson, General Electric,
Magnavox, Motorola, Philco, RCA, Sylvania,
Westinghouse, and Zenith black -and -white and
color sets. Singlpak TV

Circle No. 3 on Reader Service Card

12 -AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS
A new MRI120-30 series of I2 -ampere stud

mounted silicon rectifiers is now on the market
to give designers more power handling capability
at substantially lower cost in the low/medium
current area.

This 50 -1000 -volt series carries its full rated
12 -ampere load at an elevated case temperature

of 150°C. In addition, the new series has 300 -
ampere current surge protection, 0.55 v. average
forward voltage, and is available with reverse
polarities. Full technical details are available on
request. Motorola Semiconductor

Circle No. 128 on Reader Service Card

LIGHT DETECTOR FOR LASERS
The development of an advanced, supersensi-

tive light detector that could be employed for
practical laser communications has been an-
nounced. The device can sense up to 100 million
intensity changes a second in a beam of light,
giving it the capability of distinguishing as many
as 25 separate TV programs being carried simul-
taneously on a single laser beam.

The new light sensor is a freckle -sized speck of
photoconductive material mounted in a small
cavity continuously bathed in microwaves oscillat-
ing at 10 billion cps. When light -bearing infor-
mation in the form of intensity variations enters
the cavity and strikes the photoconductor, elec-

trons are freed and begin to oscillate rapidly up
and down within the material in response to the
alternating electric field inherent in the surround-
ing microwaves. These electron oscillations, in
turn, control the amount of microwave power
permitted to leave the cavity. Thus intensity var-
iations in the light are converted to intensity
variations in the outgoing microwaves which are
detected and processed by conventional micro-
wave techniques. RCA

Circle No. 129 on Reader Service Card

WIRING HARNESS LACER
The development of a specially designed fiat

braided lacing tape for wiring harness applica-
tions has given rise to the development of a com-
panion "Cable -Lacer," a tool designed to speed,
ease, and improve the lacing of wiring harnesses
for the electronic and electrical industries. The
new tools consist of a long, tool -steel hook, and
a spring action brake to stop the feeding of the
lacing tape. A bobbin of tape in the handle feeds
tape as needed. This makes unnecessary the hand-
ling of long sections of tape, at the same time
reducing the number of splices.

The hook, which can be arranged for left -to -
right or right -to -left-hand lacing makes passing
the tape over and under the wiring a swift and
easy operation. An additional hook is supplied
with each unit for shaping to suit any special
operation. Gudebrod Bros.

Circle No. 130 on Reader Service Card

SHIELDED COIL FORMS FOR PC'S
A new series of shielded coil forms designed for

use in printed -circuit applications is available as
the "Cambion" 1159 and 1163. Both units arc
engineered for use in circuits up to 125°C oper-
ating temperatures. Both are mounted on a
printed -circuit grid with separate grounding be-
ing provided for static shielding. The polyester
fiber glass internally threaded coil form provides
smooth tuning in the ranges from I idly. to 40
mhy. and enables the coil to he closely coupled
to the magnetic path for high "Q" and increased
inductive ranges. Cambridge Thermionic

Circle No. 131 on Reader Service Card

SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS IN TAPE FORM
More than 300 frequently used symbols have

been produced in roll form and packaged in
handy dispensers to speed the preparation of
schematics and other electronic diagrams. Each
dispenser has its own built-in burnishing tool.
The transfer is accomplished by positioning the
symbol in its exact location on the working sur-
face and rubbing lightly with the dispenser's
burnishing tool. A special heat -resistant adhesive
backing and cohesive ink prevent the symbols
from moving, cracking, or bubbling in hot re-
production or when sprayed with fixative or
lacquer.

The roll "Deca-Dry" is available in 1/2" x 75";
1/2" x 100"; 1" x 100"; and 2" x 100" sizes.
Symbols not listed as standard catalogue items
are available on special order. Chart -Pak

Circle No. 132 on Reader Service Card

CONTROL -CIRCUIT KITS
Three new experimenter's kits, enabling elec-

tronics enthusiasts to build 14 different electronic
control circuits using silicon controlled rectifiers,
thermistors, and photocells have been announced.

The basic kit, KD2105, provides the user with
maximum flexibility in the variety and number
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of circuits he can build at minimum cost. The kit
includes one silicon controlled rectifier, five sili-
con rectifiers, and two transistors. An 80 -page in-
struction manual accompanies the kit.

Two "add-on" kits, a heat sensor experiment-
er's kit and a light sensor kit, can be used with
the basic kit to construct more exotic control de-
vices. RCA Electronic Components

Circle No. 4 on Reader Service Card

CRT CHECKER CONVERSION KIT
A conversion kit for its Models CR125 and

CR128 CRT checkers to permit them to be up-
dated with a variable G2 voltage has been an-
nounced. It can be installed in minutes and comes
complete with control and new panel plates. With
the conversion kit installed, the checker can be
set up directly from a picture tube manual or
with a setup book from the firm's CR133. Sencore

Circle No. 5 on Reader Service Card

SQUARE TRIMMER
A panel -mounted miniature square trimming

pot with solder -hook terminations has been put
on the market as the Model 160. The new pot
features a heat dissipator as an integral part of
the solder -hook design. In addition, both the
panel -mounting bushing and the terminating sol-
der hooks are molded into the plastic case for
rugged, dependable mechanical bonds.

The wirewound unit measures .453" x .468" x
.282" and is available in resistance ranges from
10 ohms to 50,000 ohms. Power rating is one watt
at 50°C, derating to 0 at 175°C over an operating
range of -65 to +175°C. Techno-Components

Circle No. 133 on Reader Service Card

OPEN FAULT LOCATOR
A new portable instrument which enables a

technician to determine with a single reading the
location of an open fault in paired communica-
tions cable up to 20 miles in length is on the
market as the Model 49I0A.

The locator self -calibrates for variations in con-
ductor capacity to give precise readings in feet

to the location of an open in a communications
cable. Battery -operated, this all -solid-state instru-
ment utilizes the latest automatic charge sampling
technique. The taut -band meter in the instru-
ment has five linear -reading distance scales: 100,
200, 1000, 10,000, and 100,000 feet. Deleon

Circle No. 134 on Reader Service Card

SUBMINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCH
A new type of lightweight, subminiature toggle

switch, especially designed for use on printed -cir-
cuit boards and a wide variety of lightweight,
portable equipment is now available as the Type
TT -2.

Weighing only 1,6 ounce, the switch is 1/4" square
and projects approximately 14" from the mount-
ing surface. Contact arrangement is d.p.d.t. The
unit functions with high reliability through a
temperature range of -65 to +200°F. Electrical
rating at 28 volts d.c. resistive is 7 amps; at 28
volts d.c. inductive, 2.5 amps; and at 125 volts a.c.
resistive, 7 amps. Milli Switch

Circle No. 135 on Reader Service Card

LONG -LIFE LAMPS
A wide range of microminiature lamps for elec-

tronics and instrumentation use is now available.
Bulb diameters as small as .094" and lengths as

short as .145" make them ideal for applications
where space is at a premium. Most lamps in the
line have lives approximating 100,000 hours and
are designed to withstand both normal and un-
usual conditions of vibration, shock, and thermal
variation.

The lamps are available in voltages from 5 to
28 volts and in three styles: sub -midget flanged
base, unbased with wire terminals, and with
axial lead wire terminals. Hudson

Circle No. 136 on Reader Service Card

IMAGE -ORTHICON TV CAMERA
A high -resolution, image -orthicon TV camera,

which is capable of producing pictures obtained
from scenes illuminated only by starlight, is on
the market as the Rayscan 150. Adequate band-
width is provided to obtain 900 TV lines hori-
zontal resolution with 875 scan lines per frame.

The unit is a two-piece system with fixed scan
rates from 525 to 1023 lines. The camera weighs

28 pounds and measures 51/2" x 71/2" x 20". The
camera control measures 7" x 17" x 17". The sys-
tem draws 175 watts. Accessories include full EIA
synchronization, and a wide range of optics and
automatic light control. Raytronics

Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Card

"OVERLAY" TRANSISTOR
A new "overlay" transistor, the first single

transistor to offer watts of power in the micro-
wave frequency region, is being marketed as the
2N4012. The new device extends transistor per-
formance into the 1-gc. frequency region with
2.5 watts output and 4 db conversion gain (mini-
mum) when operated as a tripler. One single
2N4012 can now replace both the transistor
power -amplifier and varactor-diode stages previ-
ously required to achieve this performance.

This epitaxial silicon "n -p -n" planar transistor
with an "overlay" emitter electrode structure is
especially designed to provide high power as a
frequency multiplier into the u.h.f., or L -band,
frequency range for military and industrial com-
munications equipment. RCA

Circle No. 137 on Reader Service Card

MINIATURE PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH
A miniature push-button switch assembly, de-

signed for either printed -circuit or hand wiring
applications, is now available in various con-
figurations. Over-all thickness, including contacts,
is under 443" and when used with a printed -circuit
board the height over the board is under 11*2".

Assemblies are available from 1 to 12 buttons
and each button can be supplied with a maximum
of 8 poles d.t. with hard silver-plated brass con-
tacts. Mechanically it provides several latching
functions on one assembly and several mounting
possibilities. Seacor

Circle No. 138 on Reader Service Card

SOUND SWITCH
A compact, lightweight, portable sound switch

that can be plugged into a power -line socket
and one or more appliances plugged into it, is
now available as the "Sonuswitch." Measuring
61/2" x 51/2" x 31/2" tall, the unit is designed to
replace manually operated electrical switches.
Sonus

Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Card

SUBMINIATURE INDICATOR LAMPS
A line of subminiature indicator lights has

been added to the firm's line of RFI-shielded
front -of -panel components. In these new lights,

RFI is absorbed by a unique mesh shield within
the plastic indicator lens. A special conductive
seal connects this shield to the indicator case
which, in turn, provides a low -impedance r.f.
path to ground. This combination effectively
eliminates RFI radiation in the important 0.15 to
1000 mc. range.

These subminiature lamps measure only %s"
over-all and weigh less than 0.032 ounce. Infor-
mation on the various types in the new line will
be supplied on request. Controls Company of
America

Circle No. 139 on Reader Service Card

ABSOLUTE LINEARITY POTS
New, improved lincaritics in the 900 and 930

potentiometers are now standard according to a
recent announcement. The ten -turn 900 series
now offers +0.1% absolute linearity, while the
three -turn 930 offers ±0.25% absolute linearity.
The improved absolute linearity is being offered
at no additional cost over the former independent
linearity pots.

The new design eliminates all trimming costs
and results in a lower ultimate over-all produc-
tion cost to the manufacturer. Amphenol Controls

Circle No. 140 on Reader ServiceCard

ANTENNA BOOSTER/COUPLER
The Model 65-1 booster/coupler is a two -tube,

four -set v.h.f. TV and FM distribution amplifier
designed for small commercial and deluxe home
distribution systems. Delivering 8 db gain in the
low band, FM, and high band at each of the four
output terminals, the unit is housed in a per-
forated steel cabinet that measures only Was" x
37/i6" x 3%6". The unit is convenient to mount
and easily accessible for tube servicing. It operates

on 117 -volt, 60 -cycle a.c. and features an "on -off"
switch, an a.c. convenience receptacle on the chas-
sis, and no -strip terminals. Finney Co.

Circle No. 8 on Reader Service Card

HI-FI-AUDIO PRODUCTS
AUTOMOTIVE REVERB KIT

A completely self-contained automotive
speaker/reverb unit which requires no connec-
tion to the car's battery is being offered as the
"Cathedral -Sonic" Series 400.

The new unit replaces the rear speaker without
additional wiring. The circuit is designed to
eliminate road noises, provides full -range reverb,
incorporates a dynamic 6" x 9" speaker, and will
handle 6 to 8 watts. Cleveland Electronics

Circle No. 9 on Reader Service Card

CAR TAPE SYSTEM
A new tape sound system for automobiles which

can play back through the car radio as well as
record and be easily removed from the car for
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use as a completely separate portable recorder
is being marketed as the "Car -Mount."

This two-part unit comprises a specially de-
signed universal mounting which is attached be-
low the dashboard and the "Carry -Corder 150,"
a cordless, cartridge -loaded portable tape re-
corder. The "Car -Mount" is powered by the tape
recorder, eliminating drain on the car battery.

The recording feature permits the motorist to
tape reports, travel information, vacation sights
as well as pre-recorded selections of favorite music
for playback through the car radio. Norelco

Circle No. 10 on Reader Service Card

RECORDERS FOR LANGUAGE LABS
A new language laboratory that is completely

transistorized and modular constructed is now
offered as a package. Each system features a
master control panel with plug-in electronic
strips to accommodate up to 40 students per
system; a built-in transistorized amplifier or tape
recorder; and acoustically damped, sectionally de-
signed student booths with interchangeable parts.

The Model 92 teacher's tape recorder is a
three -speed, half-track unit featuring record -play-

back frequency of 30-16,000 cps at 71/2 ips. The
student unit, Model 10-21, is transistorized and
has special two -track stereo heads and printed cir-
cuitry. This recorder is used in conjunction with
the record/compare system and is built into the
student booth. Full details on the system are in-
cluded in a 12 -page illustrated brochure which is
available on request. Tandberg

Circle No. 11 on Reader Service Card

SOLID-STATE STEREO RECEIVER
A 70 -watt solid-state AM -FM -FM stereo receiver

has been recently introduced as the Model RT-
8000. The new model features counterbalanced
flywheel tuning, automatic FM -stereo switching,
remote and local speaker selection, oversized heat

sinks for cool operation, protective fused cir-
cuitry, tape monitor input, four rocker switches,
instrument -type tuning meter, and a "stereo
minder."

FM -section sensitivity is 2.5 µv. and distortion
is less than 0.5% at full output. Hum and noise
level is 60 db below 100% modulation. Bogen

Circle No. 12 on Reader Service Card

MULTI -PURPOSE INTERCOM
A multi -purpose, six -station intercom designed

for a wide range of applications in the home or
office is housed in an oiled walnut cabinet to
blend in with any decor. This all -master system
incorporates up to six master stations enabling
three private conversations or a six -station con-
ference to be held. The master -to -remote mode
permits the master station to communicate with
up to five remotes either separately or together.

The master unit has a five -station selector control,
three-way "talk -listen -dictate" switch, and a vol-
ume control. The unit is designed for 117 -volt,
60 -cycle a.c. Lafayette

Circle No. 13 on Reader Service Card

PRE-RECORDED TAPE LINE
An initial release of 12 three-hour tapes rang-

ing from light jazz to heavy classical has been
announced. The new "Tape -Mates" include voc-
als, show tunes, variety, and dance, all performed
by top recording artists at 344 ips, using a new
recording concept to parallel the original record-
ing quality. Additional releases will be marketed
at regular intervals. American Tape Duplicators

Circle No. 14 on Reader Service Card

BOOKSHELF SPEAKER SYSTEM
A high -compliance, acoustic -suspension system

which weighs only 9 pounds and measures 101/2"
x 71/2" x 7" deep is now being marketed as the
"Sonomaster" Model RM-0.5. The new unit will
handle a maximum power of 20 watts average
program material and 40 watts peak. Frequency
range is 55 to 22,000 cps. Impedance is 8 ohms
and the tweeter/woofer crossover is at 5000 cps.

The system includes a 4" linear high -compli-
ance woofer and one 2" high -frequency cone
tweeter. The speakers are matched by means of
an LC crossover network. The system is housed
in a hand -rubbed oiled walnut finished cabinet.
Sonotone

Circle No. 15 on Reader Service Card

HEAVY-DUTY TAPE RECORDER
A new design magnetic tape recorder/repro-

ducer which has been specifically engineered for
radio stations, industry, and public safety organ-
izations requiring a rugged mechanism for con-
tinuous use is being marketed as the Model R70.

The recorder is available for tape speeds from
71/2 ips (wide range) down to 15,i2 ips (communi-
cation and logging). From one to eight separate
tracks may be recorded on V4 -inch tape. The self-
contained electronics are designed around the
A-70 series of silicon -transistor, octal plug-in am-
plifiers. In addition to the record and playback,
amplifier accessory modules include automatic
gain control, voice or signal -operated relay, and
monitor amplifiers.

Full specifications on this heavy-duty unit are
available on request. Stancil-Hoffman

Circle No. 141 on Reader Service Card

FLUTTER METER
A solid-state, automatically self -calibrating flut-

ter meter is now available as the Model B-8100.
Designed for use by the tape recorder manu-

facturer, broadcaster, and recording studio, sep-
arate meters indicate drift and flutter. A precision
"coarse -fine" zero -set pot permits absolute pitch
determination with a resolution of 0.02%. A
front -panel switch selects weighted or unweighted
r.m.s. flutter measurements. Full-scale sensitivities
range from 0.01% to 10% for flutter and 0.03%
to 10% for drift. Bahrs Industries

Circle No. 142 on Reader Service Card

"MOVING MASS" CARTRIDGE
A new cartridge with a minute moving system

that performs below the critical point of record
groove yield has been introduced as the Model
10/E. The new stereo unit has a "moving mass"
about one-third that of the best magnetic car-
tridge, according to the manufacturer.

This induced -magnet cartridge has a sensitivity
of 4 my. at 5.5 cm./sec. recorded velocity, a chan-
nel separation of 30 db from 50 to 10,000 cps;
frequency response of 10 to 20,000 cps ±2 db,
a vertical tracking angle of 15°, a tracking force
range of 1/2 to I gram, and an elliptical stylus
with a contact radius of 0.0003". Compliance is
35 x 10-6 cm./dyne. Audio Dynamics

Circle No. 16 on Reader Service Card

THREE -SPEED TAPE RECORDER
A new professional tape recorder which fea-

tures three -speed (344, 71/2, and 15 ips) operation
at a frequency response up to 26,000 cps is being
offered as the Model 70-ESF. The machine records

stereo or mono on 1/4 -track tape as well as sound -
on -sound. It has two 41/2" vu meters, NAB equali-
zation, hysteresis -synchronous direct -drive motor
for minimum flutter and wow at all speeds, two
additional high -torque motors for the supply and
takeup reels, and four electric push -buttons for
all services.

The tape deck and preamp control panel is
standard 19" rack mount. A portable carrying
case for the instrument is available extra. Premier
Electronic

Circle No. 17 on Reader Service Card

TURNTABLE FOR HI-FI
The Model SLT-21 turntable features straight-

line tracking and a free-floating tonearm as-
sembly completely unaffected by friction and

inertia. The tracking arm holds the stylus tan-
gent to the record groove at all times, eliminat-
ing inner groove distortion, skating force, and
uneven stylus wear.

The 12 -pound precision -machined turntable
has tungsten carbide thrust bearings and a pre-
cision ground drive belt to provide maximum
isolation from acoustical feedback with rumble
of -112 db. The high -compliance pickup and
arm are designed specifically for this unit.

The turntable operates at 331/2 and 45 rpm
with flutter and wow better than 0.04%. Fre-
quency response is 20 to 20,000 and compliance
is 30 x 10-0 cm./dyne. The stylus is an elliptical
diamond.

The unit measures 181/4" wide x 14" deep x
61/2" high and weighs 27 pounds with its walnut
base. Marantz

Circle No. 18 on Reader Service Card

60 -WATT FM -STEREO RECEIVER
The Model TK-50 is a 60 -watt FM -stereo re-

ceiver powered by silicon transistors and provid-
ing a total music power of 60 watts (IHF at 4
ohms) and 50 watts (IHF at 8 ohms).

The unit features a four -gang, all -transistor
front end, power transistor protection circuit,
automatic silent switching to proper mode, four
i.f. stages with 3 noise limiters and wideband
ratio detector, SCA noise eliminator, direct tape

monitor system, and a front -panel stereo head-
phone jack.

Amplifier response is 20-70,000 cps ±-1 db with
IM distortion less than 1% up to 18 watts per
channel. Tuner sensitivity is 2.5 Ay. (IHF) with
a signal-to-noise ratio of 63 db. FM image rejec-
tion is 80 db at 98 mc, while the capture ratio
is 2 db. FM -stereo separation is 35 db at 400 cps.

The unit measures 161/2" wide x 51%e high x
14" deep and weighs 22 pounds. Kenwood

Circle No. 19 on Reader Service Card

STEREO TAPE DECK
A new professional -quality tape deck which

provides such features as sound -on -sound and
tape and source monitoring is being marketed as
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lie Sims 350. "I he deck provides -1-tiack stereo
and mono recording and playback, has solid-state
circuitry including the recording amplifiers and
playback prcamps, three heads, two vu meters,
and tape/source monitor switches for audible
comparison between source and the tape being
recorded.

Tape speeds are 71/2 and 33/4 ips with frequency
response 50-15,000 cps ±2 db. Signal-to-noise
ratio is better than 50 db while flutter and wow
is less than 0.19% at 71/2 ips and 0.25% at 33A
ips. The unit will handle a hill 7" reel. Super -
scope

Circle No. 20 on Reader Service Card

CB -HAM -COMMUNICATIONS

BASE -STATION MICROPHONE
A transistorized, base -station microphone which

features an adjustable output level is now on the
market. '1 he Model +2 microphone makes it
possible to increase the range and signal strength
of any transceiver. A volume control on the mi-
crophone enables the operator to dial the output
level that is best for his set, allows changing the
output to suit a big or little voice, or for working
close or far away from the microphone.

The mike also features exclusive touch -to -talk

or lock "on -off" switch. Simple screwdriver ad-
justment allows terminal wires in the base to be
connected for electronic or relay switching.

The SSB response is limited to voice frequencies
of 300-3000 cps. The unit is heat and humidity
proof. Turner

Circle No. 21 on Reader Service Card

"VISIBLE" MOBILE ANTENNAS
An extensive line of mobile communications

antennas made with brilliant fluorescent mate-
rial, "International Emergency Orange," is now
being offered to aid in identifying vehicles
equipped with two-way radios.

These "Colorguard" antennas are available in
both fiber glass and stainless -steel models, with
the coils on the latter model encased in molded
fluorescent plastic jackets. Antenna Specialists

Circle No. 22 on Reader Service Card

CODED GARAGE -DOOR OPENER
A new automatic garage -door operator that

provides complete freedom from phantom opera-
tion is now being marketed as the Model G-670.

Otto Werk
sent in

this
Coupon

UNIVERSITY SOUND
Desk A65, P.O. Box 1056
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

 Send me the UNIVERSITY Hi-Fi Guide
 Send me the MUSTANG STORY

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE . . Zip Code . .

Look what he got!
Lots of help . . . right from the
horse's mouth, 'cause now
University's got a Mustang!
Plus a corral full of other
speakers. University speaker
guides showed him how to
choose a speaker system, how
to build a custom system
with separate speakers-
and much more! Send for
these guides right away.
You'll be an expert too.
Just like a smart
Dane named Otto.

LISTEN-UNIVERSITY SOUNDS BETTER

UNIVERSITY SOUND
A DIVISION OFLCVLINO ALTEC. INC.

9500 W. Reno, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
CIRCLE NO. 88 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEW! AND READY FOR . . .

EMERGENCY BUSINESS/INDUSTRIAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMMUNICATIONS

The SENTRY
6 Channel Transistorized CB For mobile use

$9990
Ultra -compact -- takes no more current
to operate than a dashboard clock and
transmits a powerful signal even when
car battery is so low it will not turn
over the engine.

The Sentry, designed for the Highway
Emergency Locating Plan (H.E.L.P.) puts
the stranded motorist in touch with
thousands of H.E.L.P. monitors along
the nation's highways.

ALL SOLID STATE CB'S

The DIRECTOR
23 Channel CB

$299.90

ESCORT a
11 Channel CB
$239.90

r

FA PEARCE-SIMPSON, INC.
MIAMI, FLORIDA

r ( 301
3D Watt AM

Business Industrial
Two-way Radio

with remote control head'

12 volt DC Mobile $329.90
117 volt AC Base 369.90

*Can be dash mounted as a complete
radio or the removable remote control
head can be installed independently with
its own mounting cradle.

 Solid state power supply and receiver
for low power drain (0.6 amps) and
greater efficiency.

Pearce -Simpson, Inc. EW-166
P. 0. Box 800 - Biscayne Annex, Miami, Florida 33152

Please send full information and model specifications.

Name

Address

City State
J
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An exclusive radio coding system guarantees ga-
rage privacy. The new unit complies fully with
the rules set forth by the FCC and may be in-
stalled and operated without a license.

The door operator is an all -solid-state device,
with the transmitter and receiver of all -transistor
design and the motor controlled by a computer -
logic circuit.

Full details on this door operator are included
in a four -page data sheet which will be supplied
on request. Perma-Power

Circle No. 23 on Reader Service Card

10 -BAND TRANSISTOR PORTABLE
A new portable radio with 10 bands and a

number of deluxe operating conveniences is now
offered in kit form as the Model CR-43.

The portable tunes 150-400 kc. long -wave, 88-
108 mc. FM, 550-1600 kc. AM, plus seven short-
wave bands covering 2-22.5 mc. Tuning a single
band is made easy by the 10 -position rotating
dial. The unit uses 16 transistors, 6 diodes, and
44 factory -assembled and aligned r.f. circuits. Two
separate AM and FM tuners are pre -assembled
and ready to drop into place.

There are two built-in antennas, one a ferrite
rod and the other a 5 -foot telescoping whip. A

special battery -saver switch cuts current drain up
to 35% for normal indoor listening or provides
full power for strong, outdoor reception. The
unit operates on six "D" cells plus a "C" cell
to power the dial light. It can also be operated
on 117 volt a.c. with an optional comelier/
charger. Heath
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MICROWAVE R.F. EQUIPMENT
A new, solid-state 6000-mc. operational fixed -

band microwave r.f. equipment, the MR -30. com-
bines advanced state-of-the-art solid-state design
with the economic advantages of an ultra -reliable
transmitting klystron.

The MR -30 provides a transmission medium
capable of toll quality performance utilizing com-
panion single-sideband or FM carrier equipment.
It will handle voice, telemetering, facsimile, and
data communications at lower channel cost, lower
maintenance cost, and lower total communica-
tions cost than existing equipment, according to
the company.

The complete basic terminal equipment oc-
cupies only 2244" of space on a standard 19 -inch
rack and requires less than 70 watts from a 24 -
volt battery system; 48 -volt d.c. and 120 -volt a.c.
operation are also available. Motorola
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MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE

SWEPT -FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Complete information on microwave swept -

frequency measurements and techniques is pro-
vided in a new 42 -page, fully illustrated booklet,
Application Note No. 65.

An introductory section covers history and
basic concepts and also contains a discussion of
leveled systems. Four additional sections explain
methods of displaying or recording broadband
measurements of attenuation. impedance, power,
and frequency.

Transparent s.w.r. and db scales are included
for direct readout on linear oscilloscopes.
Hewlett-Packard
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SELECTING ADHESIVES
Information on choosing the proper adhesive,

coating, or sealer for the original equipment
market is now available in a new 8 -page illus-
trated selection guide (Z-SOEM).

Three comprehensive tables list product de-
scriptions, performance data, properties, and
applications for all materials covered. 3M
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EDUCATIONAL TV
A new brochure outlining closed-circuit educa-

tional TV systems capabilities is now offered.
Entitled "Is Your School Ready for ETV?" the
booklet discusses consultation services, applica-
tions engineering, installation, and maintenance
programs. Sylvania
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SHIELDING & GROUNDING
Practices, problems, and methods of shielding

and grounding for instrumentation systems are
discussed in a new 8 -page, completely illustrated
paper. Dynamics Instrumentation
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"OP ART" CATALOGUE
The latest art form-"op art"-is employed in

a new 1966 tape -recorder catalogue covering four-
teen recorders, thirteen microphones, three types
of recording tape, and various accessories. Fea-
tured in the eye-catching booklet are a 51/2 -pound
Portable recorder and a voice -activated micro-
phone. Sony/Superscope
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TECHNICAL JOURNAL
Two new pieces of electronic equipment are

fully described and illustrated in an 8 -page tech-
nical publication (Vol. 17, No.1). The first device
is the Model 414A "Autovoltmeter," a precision
analog volt -ohmmeter with automatic ranging.
The second item is the Model 1784A oscilloscope
recorder plug-in unit for recording fast and low-
level waveforms. Hewlett-Packard
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PROFESSIONAL RECORDERS
Information on the AG -350 series of solid-

state professional audio recorders/reproducers is
now available in a new 6 -page foldout. Used for
broadcasting, recording -studio, industry, and
medical applications, the series comes in four
basic models and unmounted, portable, and con-
sole styles. Complete technical specifications are
given in the brochure. iimpeN
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PILOT LIGHTS
Information on specifying the proper push-

button or indicating light is now available in a
new 12 -page selection guide (GED-5289). Tables
are included listing a wide range of factors to be
considered in choosing the proper device.

The illustrated brochure also contains cross-
references to six other publications which provide
further technical information on the push -but-
tons and indicating lights covered. General Elec-
tric
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WIRE GUIDE
A new wall -chart wire guide containing data

on standard annealed copper wire and copper
wire stranded construction is now available. Birn-
bach Radio
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CONTROL REPLACEMENT
A new 2 -page illustrated replacement chart

covering all plain, single -tap, and dual -tap con-
trols in the "Fastach II" line has been issued.

Plastic -laminated for durability, the chart pro-
vides information on resistance, taper, taps,

shafts, mounting hardware, and switches. Centra-
lab
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LIGHT DIMMERS
A new 6 -page, full -color booklet showing the

effective use of "Li/Trol" light dimmers in a
series of decorator -styled room settings has been
published. Although intended primarily to stim-
ulate consumer interest in dimming effects for
decoration, the booklet also contains wiring dia-
grams, dimensional drawings, and installation
instructions. Federal Pacific Electric
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LAB CHART & CATALOGUE
A reference chart of standard formulas and

tables designed for use by electronic technicians
with laboratory test equipment is now available.
Featured are typical test set-ups for determining
return loss and response, amplitude response, and
u.h.f. converter performance.

Also offered is a new catalogue of test instru-
ments covering sweep generators, field -strength
meters, delay lines, fixed attenuators, and high -
output detectors. Blonder -Tongue
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CONNECTOR CATALOGUE
The "DBA Series" of thread -coupling, bayonet -

lock, and push-pull types of miniature electrical
connectors is fully illustrated and described in a
new catalogue (DBA2), which comes in the form
of 22 data sheets.

All connector styles feature the rear -release
contact retention system, interchangeable acces-
sory hardware, and a single insertion/removal
tool. Deutsch
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NICKEL -CADMIUM CELLS
Information on rechargeable, sealed nickel -

cadmium batteries is offered in a new 4 -page
illustrated technical brochure (BA -I25). Physical
and electrical characteristics of the company's
complete line are given in a handy table. Sono -
tone
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BLOWERS AND FANS
Six new catalogue sheets have been issued cov-

ering a completely redesigned line of blowers and
fans. Products described include the "Skipper,"
"Caravel," and "Mark 4 Muffin" fans, the "Spi-
ral" high-pressure/vacuum air mover, the
"Centrimax" blower, and the "Batac" d.c. to a.c.
solid-state inverter.

Each bulletin discusses in detail one particular
unit and provides such information as applica-
tions, materials, temperature ranges, mounting,
motor characteristics, and special features. All
catalogue sheets are fully illustrated and contain
performance curves and dimensional drawings.
Rotron
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PLASTIC DATA GUIDE
A new pocket -sized, plastic "Electronics Data

Guide" containing a variety of commonly used
conversion factors, formulas, tables, and color
codes is now available. Ohm's Law formulas for
d.c. and a.c. circuits, sinusoidal voltages and cur-
rents, resonant -frequency formulas, and a decibel
table arc among the items listed on this handy
guide. Cleveland Institute of Electronics
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PHOTO CREDITS
Page Credit
16 Superscope
22 Empire Scientific Corp.
25 Jensen Mfg. Div., The Muter Co.
36, 37 NASA
38 Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
40 H H. Scott, Inc.
45, 46 EON Corporation
66 (right) Simpson Electric Co.
66 (left) Associated Research
68 General Radio Company
94 The Bendix Corporation
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ELECTRONICS
MARKET PLACE

COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services. 714 per word (including name and address). Minimum order $7.00. Payment
must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance.
READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 400 per word (including name and address). No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy.
GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set In bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 100 extra per word. All copy subject
to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 1st.) Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes
ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016

FOR SALE

JUST starting in TV service? Write for free 32 page
catalog of service order books, invoices, job tickets,
phone message books, statements and file systems.
Oelrich Publications, 6556 W. Higgins Rd. Chicago,
III. 60656.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop-
erscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 200. Meshna,
Nahant, Mass.

INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMIN-
IATURE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. ACE
ELECTRONICS, 115004 NW 7TH AVE., MIAMI, FLA.
83168.

CANADIANS -Giant Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs.
Electronics. Hi-Fi, Shortwave, Amateur, Citizens Radio.
Rush $1.00 (Refunded). ETCO. Dept. Z, Box 741,
Montreal, Canada.
RESISTORS precision carbon -deposit. Guaranteed 1%
accuracy, 1/2 watt 80. 1 watt 120. 2 watt 150. Rock
Distributing Co., 902 Corwin Road, Rochester 10, N.Y.
NEW supersensitive transistor locators detect buried
gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled models. $19.95 up.
Free catalog. Relco-A22, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.
JAPAN & Hong Kong Electronics Directory. Products,
components, supplies. 50 firms -just $1.00. Ippano
Kaisha Ltd., Box 6266, Spokane, Washington 99207.

EVERYTHING UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED!

Attention Aeron. Radio Shops: We now modify ourHewl-Pack #608B Signal Generators so has same
or less incidental FM as #608D, and sellw/money-back grty of complete satisfaction and
that it will pass any FAA test!

10-400 mc. 475.00
Modified high -band, 10-500 mc. 525.00
TIME PAY PLAN: Any purchase totalling 1 0%11SI0.00 Or more. down payment only...
ALL -BAND SSB RCVR BARGAIN: Hallicrafters R-45/ARIL -7, 550 kc to 43 mc continuous. Voice, CW,

MCW, aligned, grid, w/book; 2-RF, 2-IF's.
S -meter: noise lmtr; 3 xtl, 3 non-xtl selec-

Lessypwr sply .. . .. ... ... ..  ... 60 cy pwr sply: 130. SSB Product detector: $20.
RBS-2 Rcvr: 2-20 mc, ready to use on 115 V 60

cy, aligned, grid OK, 69.50w/tech. data
ARR-15 Rcvr: 11/2-181/2 mc, 10 -channel Autotune;

exc. cond. visual inspection only. You makepwr sply; with 69.50much tech data
AN/URR-13 Rcvr: 225-400 mc cont. tunable, has115 v 60 cy sply; 149.50good used, w/data
R-23/ARC-5 Command rcvr 190-550 kc.... 14.95
A.R.C. 12 #22 Command rcvr 540-1600 kc. 17.95
ARR-5 rcvr, 60 cy, am/fm, 27-140 mc .... 179.50
Panadapter 5.25 mc for above, 60 cy 69.50
APR -4Y AM/FM Rcvr mod. to 115 v 50/60 cy, with
pwr plug, book, tuners 38-1000 mc. 250.00
P.U.R. for tuners 975-2200 and 2175-4000 mc.
RA -62-B is AC pwr sply for SCR -522, only 17.95
LM -14 freq. meter, .01% 125 kc-20 mc 57.50
TS-323/UR freq. meter 20-480 mc., .001%.199.50
Gertsch FM -3 freq. meter factory certified 395.00
Berkeley Counter -Timer counts to 1 mc 495.00
Hewl-Pack 524B w/525A, Bcounts to 220 me. 1650.00
Tektronix 541 W/B or K plug-in 795.00
Tektronix 514AD scope dc to 10 mc 395.00
Tektronix 513D scope dc to 15 mc 495.00
G.R. #1001A sig. gen. 5 kc to 50 mc 595.00
TS-418A/U sig. gen. to 0 dbm 0.4-1.0 gc 395.00
Hewlett -Pack. X -.616A Sig. Gen. 1.8-4.0 gc . 795.00
Borg-Warner High -Power sig. generators PUR
SLRD sig. gen. 275.2750 mc. 20 watts PUR

AND MUCH MOREI We have many other Signal
Generators, many Meters, VTVM's, Line Voltage
Regulators, Regulated lower Supplies, PrecisionBridges, ac & de Voltage Dividers, Galvos, Calori-
metric & Indicating RF Wattmeters, other SpectrumAnalyzers, Etc. .. . WRITE, . .. WIRE ... PHONE
... YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS!

WE RENT EQUIPMENT! WE BUY EQUIPMENT!

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220-A, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213

Phones: Area 213, office 272-5707, messages 275-5342

ELECTRONIC Ignition Kits, Components. Free Diagrams.
Anderson Engineering, Epsom, New Hampshire 03239.

WEBBER Labs. Transistorized converter kit $5.00. Two
models using car radio 30-50Mc or 100-200Mc, one
Mc spread. Easily constructed. Webber, 40 Morris,
Lynn, Mass.

ACHTUNG! Das machine is nicht fur Gerfingerpoken
und mittengraben. Is easy schnappen der Springen-
werk, blowenfusen und poppencorken mit spitzen-
sparken. 1st nicht fur gewerken by das Dummkopfen.
Das rubbernecken sightseeren keepen hands in das
pockets. Relaxen und watch das Blinkenlights. This
attractive, brass metal plaque only $2.00 ea. ppd.
Southwest Agents, Dept. E, 8331 Hwy. 80 West, Fort
Worth, Texas 76116.

CANADIANS, transistors, all semiconductors and com-
ponents. Free catalogue contains reference data on
300 transistor types. J.&J. Electronics (Dept. EW), P.O.
Box 1437 Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

CONVERT any television to sensitive, big -screen oscil-
loscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic
experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Relco,
Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.

TRANSISTORS -Miniature Electronic Parts. Send for
Free Catalog. Electronic Control Design Company,
P.O. Box 1432M, Plainfield, N.J.

ELECTRONIC Bargains -Free Catalog, Tubes, Diodes,
CRT's Tuner Cleaner, etc. Cornell, 4213-W University,
San Diego, Calif. 92105.

TELEVISION Cameras Transistorized also monitors.
Spera Electronics, 37-10 33 Street, L.I.C., N.Y.

TRANSISTORIZED Products Importers catalog. $1.00.
Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan.

INVESTIGATORS -Subminiature Electronic Surveillance
Devices. NEW 1966 Professional models ready NOW!
Free details. Trol Electronics-EW, 342 Madison Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017.

MESHNA'S TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER KIT $4.50 Two
models -converts car radio to receive 30-50 mc or
100-200 mc (one mc tuning). Meshna, Lynn, Mass.
01901.

SECURITY ELECTRONICS introduces its NEW 1966
line of SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. Improved NEW
designs for maximum performance and greater value.
FREE DETAILS. Security Electronics-EW, 11 East 43rd
St., New York, N.Y. 10017.
R.F. CONVERTERS $10 up. World's largest selection.
Also CCTV cameras, transmitters, etc. Lowest factory
prices. Catalog 100. Vanguard, 196-23 Jamaica Ave.,
Hollis, N.Y. 11423.

HOW COMPUTERS WORK. Send $2.00 for this easy to
understand booklet. ELECTRONIC RESEARCH LABORA-
TORY, Box 67, St. Albans Station, New York, N.Y. 11412.
PROTECT your home, workshop, ham equipment, etc.
with an ELECTRONIC COMBINATION LOCK. Operates
from a series of pushbuttons and features transistor-
ized logic circuitry with a choice of manual or auto-
matic reset. Combination is easily changed and may
be constructed for three or four numbers from any
desired total. For schematic and instructions send
$1.50 to Peter LaDelfe, Box 201, Potsdam, New York
13676.

FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE -FREE Send
in for your FREE one year subscription to Olson Elec-
tronics' fantastic value packed catalog -unheard of
low, low prices on brand names speakers, changers,
tubes, tools, stereo amplifiers, tuners, CB and other
values. Credit plan available. If you have a friend in-
terested in electronics send his name and address for
a FREE subscription also. Olson Electronics, Inc., 441
S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44308.
IT'S SUPERCALIFRAGILISTICEXPIALIDOCIOUS. Free in-
formation on Kit -of -the -Month Club and new catalog
of etched circuit boards and radio books. Many ex-
clusive items. Leader Enterprises, Box 44718KN,
Los Angeles, 90044.

TESLA COIL -GIANT FORTY -INCH SPARK. Complete
plans, instructions, schematic, materials information,
color photo -$5.00. Wheeler Electronics, Box 9 Hunt-
ington Station, Shelton, Conn. 06486.

CALEMCO *The diversified line of transformers. Dept.
E, Box 585, San Fernando, Calif.

HARD -TO -FIND TOOLS for electronics, clock and instru-
ment makers. Catalog 100. Brookstoner, Worthington,
Mass. 01098.

BATTERY OPERATED GADGETS. Latest novelties, for
home and office. Catalog available. Takeshi Kodama,
8-12 Sendagi, 3-chome. Bankyo-ku. Tokyo.

SHELL Model 102 tube and vibratortester, latest tube
chart, money back guarantee, $9.00, F.O.B. Indianap-
olis, John Kirby, 3606 Delmar Road, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46220.

SAFEGUARD PRIVACY! New instrument detects elec-
tronic "bugs," wire -tapping and snooping devices.
Free information. Dee Equipment, Box 7263-7, Hous-
ton 8, Texas.

SIGNAL -CORPS Technical Manuals -World's Largest
list. Quaker Electronics, Hunlock Creek, Pa. 18621.

RECTIFIERS & TRANSISTORS
Silicon Diodes

Amps SO PIV 100 PIV 150 PIV 200 PIV.750 .05 .07 .10
3 ..08 .14 .16 ..22

15 .2S .50 .65 .7518** .18 .40 .60 .70
35 .60 .80 1.15 1.30
Amps 300 PIV 400 PIV 500 PIV 600 PIV
.75* .12 .14 .18 .21
3 .25 .28 .35 .40

15 .90 1.30 1.40 1.6518** .85 1.25 1.85 2.50
35 1.90 2.25 2.50 2.90
Amps 700 PIV 800 PIV 900 PIV 1000 PIV.75* .25 .32 .40 .55

3 .49 .58 .67 .78
15 1.90 2.30 3.00 3.65
35 3.20 3.55 3.75 4.10

* Top Hat. Epoxy or Flangless **Press Fit pkg
1100 Ply. 700, 1200 PIV, 850, .75A (Top Hat.
Epoxy or FlangleSs)
10 Watt Sil. Zener Stud 20%, 12-200V 950 ea.
1 Watt Zener Diode, axial leads 20%, 8-

200V 500 ea.
Sil. diode Stud, 1500 piv, 300 ma 500 ea.
Sil. diode, 1500 piv, 50 ma, axial leads 350 ea.
Hi -Voltage -Silicon Epoxy diode, 21/2"x3/8"x1/2"
Hoffman -3000 piv 200 ma $1.49 ea.
Hoffman -6000 piv 200 ma $3.49 ea.
Thermistor bead, 900 or 1200 ohms, 600°F.2/$100
SILICON POWER TRANSISTORS, 85W, 2s1724.$1.50

LIGHT SENSITIVE RESISTOR
75 ohms - 10 meg, 100 volts, 150 mw $1.75 ea.

Sil. diodes, 1N200 series, ass's new..15 for $1.00
Ger. diodes, glass, new, exceeds 1N34.15 for $1.00
Nickel Cadmium Battery 91/2 oz. 8 amp hr....61.95

Varicap-Voltage Variable Capacitor
27, 47, or 100 pf at 4v., 4:1, new .$1.25 ea.

2N1300 series, NPN or PNP 6 for $1.00
Mercury Batt. building block disc 1.35V,

5/e x 1/2 200
2N497-600; 2N493--800; 2N696-500;
2N699-700; 2N1252-850; 2N650-490;
2N243-250; 2N1149-200; 2N117--200;
70 amp stud, 50P1V-$2.50; 100PIV $3.50
Comp. boards, dio, etc. free ..transistors 060 ea.
Sensitivity Amplifier, 7 tubes 5"x4"x3" ....1.75

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS
PRV .75A 1A 7A 16A PRV .75A 1A 7A 16A25 - .20 .28 .48 200 .80 .90 1.05 1.70
50 - .40 .48 .70 300 1.20 1.30 1.60 2.20

100 - .55 .70 1.20 400 1.70 1.85 2.10 2.70
150 .60 .70 .80 1.50 500 1.95 2.05 3.80 3.30

600 2.30 2.50 3.00 3.90
Money back guarantee. $2.00
postage. Catalog 250.

min. order, include

Electronic Components Co.
Box 2902, Baton Rouge, La. 70821
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AN/APR-4Y FM & AM RADIO RECEIVER
Shipment just received! High precision lab in-
strument, suitable for monitoring and measuring
frequency and relative signal strength of signals
from 38 to 4000 Mc., in 5 tuning unit ranges.
For 110 V 60 cycle AC operation, built-in
power supply. LIKE NEW. SPECIAL . $88.50

TN -16, TN -17, TN -18, TN -19 and TN -54
Tuning Units for above in stock. P.U.R.

FAMOUS BC -645 TRANSCEIVER
15 Tubes 435 to 500 MC
can be modified for 2 -way e Pt,- .communication, voice or ;14WI'' irlicode, on ham band 420.4511 ,-.,---.41,1t,,,
Mc, citizens radio 460-470 .....11/.41=',..-4-
mc. fixed and mobile 450. -., 9'0' '

460 mc. television expert- .... :71. f, :
mental 470-500 mc. 15
tubes (tubes alone worth $
more than sale price!); 4-
7F7, 4-7H7, 2-7E6, 2_ BRANDNEW6F6. 2-955 and 1-WE-316A. Now covers 460 to
490 mc. Brand new BC -645 with tubes, less powersupply in factory carton.
Shippingsweight 25 lbs. SPECIAL! I $19.50 I
PE -101C Dynamotor. 12/24V input $7.95UHF Antenna Assembly 2.45
Complete Set of 10 Plugs 5.50
Control Box 2.25

SPECIAL "PACKAGE" OFFER:
BC -645 Transceiver, Dynamotor and all accessories
above, COMPLETE, BRAND NEW,
While Stocks Last $29.50
ARC..5/T-23 TRANSMITTER 100-156 Mc., includestubes: 2.832A, 2.1625. $24.50BRAND NEW, with Tubes and crystalUsed, less tubes .... .... .. ..... .....

"

.$8.95
ARC -5/R-28 RECEIVER 2 -meter superhet, 100 to 156
Mc., in 4 crystal channels, Complete with $24.5010 tubes. Excellent Used

ARC-5/MD7 MODULATOR el, oc
Exc. Used, with tubes ..... . 4 i L.4
Complete set of 5 connecting. plugs
for Modulator $8.50

TG -34A CODE KEYER

,e«,.,, /
Ir1,-

Self-contained automatic unit,
reproduces code practice signals
recorded on paper tape. By use
of built-in speaker, provides
code -practice signals to one or
more at speeds from

11111eLn
persons

5 to 25 WPM.

-wiaj- - . Lite.,..ti'w $34 .50
.N. .16t Set of 15 Reels Army coil.

Practice Lessons, BRAND NEN\ ,original packing P.U.R.

TG -5-B TELEGRAPH SET
Made for USA Army Signal Corps. A dandy little field
set for 2 -way communication. Sturdy metal container,
6//4"x4 0/4"x4", with hinged covers, complete it),telegraph key and headset. BRAND NEW. in $11.w95
carrying case with shoulder strap

234-258 MC RECEIVER AN/ARR-2
BRAND NEW 11 -tube UHF Tunable Iteeek, It 11
schematic. Only a few at this low Twice! $10.95Complete with tubes. Exc. used $7.95

SCR -625 MINE DETECTOR
Complete portable outfit In origi-
nal packing, with all accessories. $295°
Excellent, Used

3 -Inch Scope, with all tubes,
LIKE NEW $16.50

I:BC-929Conversion instructions, with diagram,
Qq-c= for 110 V AC operation $ .65

LM FREQUENCY METER
Crystal calibrated, modulated. Heterodyne, 125 KC
to 20,000 Kc. with Calibration book. $79.50Complete, like new
LM Frequency Meter as above, completely checked
out, with tubes and crystal, less calibre- $34.50Hon book. Exc. Used, clean

SCR -274 COMMAND EQUIPMENT
ALL COMPLETE WITH TUBES Like BRAND

Type Description Used New NEW
BC -453 Receiver

190-550 Kc. $14.95 $18.95 P.U.R.
BC -454 Receiver 3-6 Mc. 515.95 $24.50
BC -455 Receiver 6-9 MC. $13.95 $19.50 $24.50
BC946 Receiver, 550.1500 Kc. Complete with all
tube, Brand New, in original packing $48.50
1.5 to 3 MC. ReCelver Brand New $22.50

110 Volt AC Power Supply for all 274 N and
ARC5 Receivers. Complete with metal case. in-
structions. Factory wired, tested, ready to oper-
ate $12.50
SPLINED TUNING KNOB for 274-N and ABC -5
RECEIVERS. Fits BC453, BC -454 and 490others. Only

2.1 to 3 Mc. Transmitter. Brand New $12.95
BC -458 TRANSMITTER -5.3 to 7 Mc. Complete with
all tubes and crystal $13.95BRAND NEW
Like New $8.95
BC -459 TRANSMITTER -7 to 9 Mc. Complete with
tubes & crystal $19.50Like New
BC -696 TRANSMITTER 3.4 Mc Complete with $16.05
All Tubes & Crystal. Brand New
Like New $12.95
BC -456 Modulator USED 3.45 NEW $5.95

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FOR ABOVE

SEND FOR BIG NEW GAG CATALOG of Military Elec.
tronic Surplus-Sensational Bargains-include 25e
(Refunded with First Order)

Please include 25% Deposit with order-Balance
C.O.D., or Remittance in Full. SOe Handling Charges
on all orders under $5.00. All shipments F.O.B. Our
Ware. N.Y.C. All Merchandise subject to Prior
Sale and Price Change.

G & G RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Telephone: (212) CO 7-4605

77 Leonard St, New York, N.Y. 100 1 3

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
AND INSTRUCTION DO-IT-YOURSELF

FCC LICENSE in six weeks. First class radio telephone. PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS-$1.00 up.
Results guaranteed. Elkins Radio School, 2603C, In- Catalog 25C, refundable. PARKS, Box 25565, Seattle,
wood, Dallas, Texas. Wash. 98125.
ELECTRONICS! Associate degree -29 months. Techni-
cians, field engineers, specialists In communications,
missiles, computers, radar, automation. Start February,
September. Valparaiso Technical Institute, Dept. N,
Valparaiso, Indiana.
ELECTRONICS-F.C.C. License Training-correspond.
ence, or resident classes. Free details, Write: Dept. 6,
Grantham, 1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif. 90027.
REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) weeks
Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free.
Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street, Sara-
sota, Fla.

HIGHLY-effective home study review for FCC com-
mercial phone exams. Free literature! COOK'S SCHOOL
OF ELECTRONICS, Craigmont, Idaho 83523.
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home. All
Makes including transistors. Experimental kit-
trouble-shooting. Accredited NHSC. Free Booklet.
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,
Sacramento 20, Calif.
B.Sc. DEGREE (Engineering) or College Entrance by
home study. Send $1 for 1966 prospectus. CIST, Suite
674, 263 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Canada.

WANTED

QUICKSILVER. Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass.
URGENTLY NEED MILITARY SURPLUS: ARC -27, ARC -34,
ARC -38, ARC -44, ARC -52, ARC -55, ARC -73, ARC -84,
ARN-14, ARN-18, ARN-21, ARN-59, 51X -2/17L-7, RT-
66/GRC THRU 70, RT-77/GRC-9, GRC-19, Test Sets with
ARM, UPM, URM, USM, SG Prefixes. Top Dollar Paid.
Slep Electronics Company, Drawer 178ZD EW, Ellenton,
Fla. 33532, Phone (813) 722-1843.

CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic TUBES. (Want
UNUSED, clean Radio/TV Receiving, Transmitting, Spe-
cial Purpose, Magnetrons, Klystrons, Broadcast Types.)
Want military and commercial Lab/Test Equipment.
Want commercial Ham Receivers and Transmitters. For
a Fair Deal Write: BARRY Electronics, 512 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10012 (WA 5-7000.)

WANTED LABORATORY Test Equipment. Electronicraft,
P. O. Box 13, Binghamton, N.Y. 13902.

WANTED source of supply, Semiconductors, Resistors,
Capacitors-Manufacturers end runs, ok. No junk.
Please write stating quantity and price first letter.
J.B. Jones Co., P. 0. Box 43, Anaheim, Calif.

TAPE AND RECORDERS

RENT Stereo Tapes-over 2,500 Different-all major
labels-free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 1616-E. W. Ter-
race Way, Santa Rosa, California.
BEFORE renting Stereo Tapes, try us. Postpaid both
ways-no deposit-immediate delivery. Quality-De-
pendability-Service-Satisfaction-prevail here. If
you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial order
will prove this is no idle boast. Free Catalog. Gold
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station,
Hialeah, Fla. 33012.
TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, latest models,
$10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 1028-B Common-
wealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 02215.

STEREO TAPES. Save up to 60% (no membership fees,
postpaid anywhere USA). Free 60 -page catalog. We dis-
count batteries, recorders, tape accessories. Beware of
slogans "not undersold," as the discount Information
you supply our competitor is usually reported to the
factory. SAXITONE, 1776 Columbia Rd., Washington,
D. C. 20009.
TAPE -MATES makes available to you-ALL 4 Track
Stereo Tapes-ALL labels-at TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
-also 3 HOUR Long -Play Stereo tape albums-
CLASSICAL -POP-JAZZ-DANCE and VARIETY-Top
recording artists-ONLY $9.95-plus a complete CAR -
STEREO music LIBRARY and PLAYER-all POSTAGE -FREE
to your door-FREE Tape -Mates membership with
initial order-for FREE BROCHURE write TAPE -MATES,
5280-E W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90019.
HI-FI components, tape recorders, sleep learn equip-
ment, tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dressner,
1523 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park 10, N.Y.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS: Ideas developed for Cash Royalty sales.
R. Lee, 130-G West 42nd, N.Y.C. 10036.

RECORDS

DISCOUNT Records, All Labels-Free Lists. Write Cliff
House, Box 42-E, Utica, N.Y.
PROTECT Your Records! Two Cleaning Cloths $1.00.
Towers, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms,
frequency discounts, closing dates, etc.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 - 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

Words ( @ .40 Reader Rate
:=--_.$( @ .70 Commercial Rate

Insert time(s) Total Enclosed $

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE_

SIGNATURE
WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) counts as one
word each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does
not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols
::,-4, . -1 cm,,, enn an an ate ',lint at nne wnrel tionhonated werrie ennnt 55 twn words FW.1RR
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NATIONWIDE

For all type

TUBES
OZ4
1A7
5B3
1145
1K3
1L6
1W5
IRS
155
IU4
1X2
2CW4
2D54
2DV4
3826
30T6
3V4
48Q7
SAT8
5J6
5U4
5Y3
6A7
6AB4
6AC7
6AF4
SAGS
6A144
GALS
GAMS
6AN8

6AQ5
6AU4
6AU6
GAYS
6AV6
SAWS
6AX4
6BA6
6BC5
6BES
68H6
6BK7
6BL7
6BN6
6B05
6E106
6BQ7
6C4
6C86
6CD6
6CG7
6CM7
6CY5
6DA4
6DE4
6DE6
60K6
60Q6
6054
6DV4
6J5

6J6
61(6
6SA7
6SC7
6SF7
6SG7
65H7
6SJ7
651(7
651_7
6SN7
65Q7
6U5
6U8
6V6
6W4
6W6
6X4
7A5
7A7
7B6
7B8
7C5
7E6
7F7
7Q7
7Y4
8AW8
SCG7
9AU7
100E7

11CY7
12AD6
12AF6
12AT7
12AV6
12AX4
12AU7
12AX7
12BA6
12BE6
12BH7
121357
12C5
12CA5
12L6
12R5
125A7
12567
12SK7
125Q7
12W6
18FY6
18FX6
220E4
25L6
25Z6
32L7
50A5
5005
50L6
11717
11723

PICTURE TUBE SPECIALS
NO DUDS REQUIRED

Any 70° 21' ...$13.95
Shipped FOB

110° 210EP4, 21CQP4,
21E5P4 . $17.95
110. 17B2P4, 1705P4,
17DTP4, 17BWP4 $15.95

COLOR PIX TUBES
21AXP22 $59.95
Dud required

TERMS: FREE POSTAGE in
USA on prepaid orders. Add
504 for handling on orders
under $5. Send 25% de-
poSit on COD orders. Send
Approx. postage on Cana-
dian & Foreign orders.
Money refunded In 5 days
if not completely satisfied.
Tubes are new, used or
seconds are .so marked.
Send for complete tube list!
This is our current price
list and cancels any Previ-
ous price lists!

1 -YEAR
GUARANTEE

ON ALL TUBES
Individually boxed
CODE DATED

BRANDED

Fresh New Stock of
Console Self Service

TUBE CHECKERS
Shell's, U -Test -M's,
Mercury's, Calex'sl

All with 3 or
more draw-
ers to hold
3ore than00 tubes.

Latest charts
availablem totest orethen 1000
types. Light-
ed wback pan-elwith each
machine.
Shipped FOB

$29.95
3 for $75.00

Adapters for
Compactron's available

for $12.95

-cc5r1.
0 GO

New Stock of Government
SURPLUS TUBES
(While They Last)6AG5, 65N7, 6AU6,

6AX4, 61(6
160 Each

10 for $1.50
Nest of 100 $13.50

May Be Assorted
Self Service

18 Socket Shell
Portable Tube Testers
Latest charts.... Carry-
ing Case with Handle!
Shipped FOB $24.95
Compactron Adaptor
available $12.95 Extra!

Assorted Knob Specials
Bag of 25 for T.V. 990
Bag of 35 for Radio 990
Sent in attractive Poly.
Paks! Postage Paid!

16" Used Console TV's*
Complete from knobs to
back cover! FOB $14.95
3 for $40.00!
*TV's Shipped East Of
Mississippi Only!

ANY TYPE NOT
LISTED MAY ALSO
BE ORDERED AT
35f each.

per 100)

NATION WIDE TUBE CO. HU 198'q
106 HARRISON AVENUE, HARRISON, MIA, JERSEY
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HIGH FIDELITY

LOW, LOW quotes: all components and recorders. 111-Fi,
Roslyn 9, Penna.

HI-FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed
"We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back
guarantee. Two-year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations
Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 1797 (L) 1st Avenue, N.Y., N.Y.
10028.

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog #E1W
and lowest quotations on your individual component,
tape recorder or system requirements. Electronic
Values Inc 200 West 20th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10011.

FREE -81.00 Value "Miracle" Record cleaning cloth
with every quotation on HIFI EQUIPMENT. Our "ROCK
BOTTOM" prices on NAME BRAND amplifiers-tuners-
taperecoroers-speakers-FRANCHISED-59 YEARS IN
BUSINESS. Write for this month's specials-NOW!
Rabsons 57th St., Inc., Dept. 569, 119 W. 57th St.,
New York, New York 10019.

TUBES

BEFORE you buy receiving tubes, Transistors, Diodes,
Electronic Components and Accessories ... send for
Giant Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Stand-
ard Brand Tubes; RCA, GE, etc.-all Brand new pre-
mium quality individually boxed. One year guarantee
-all at biggest discounts in America! We serve pro-
fessional servicemen, hobbyists, experimenters, engi-
neers, technicians. Why pay more? Zalytron Tube Corp.,
469-W Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11502.

TUBES -330 each. One year guaranteed. Complete
stock. Free list. Cornell, 4215-W University, San

Diego, Calif. 92105.

FREE Catalog. Electronic parts, tubes, Wholesale.
Thousands of items. Unbeatable prices. Arcturus Elec-
tronics ZD, 502-22 St., Union City, N. J. 07087.

TUBES, SEMICONDUCTORS, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT &
COMPONENTS. Quality merchandise only! Serving engi-
neers, purchasing agents TV/HiFi servicemen and hams
for 16 years. Write for catalog or call WA 5-7000,
BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10012.

TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES. NEW
-NO SECONDS. 6CW4-$1.40. 6146-$2.55, 826-
$6.00. 6146B-$4.75, 417A-$3.95. Catalog!! VANBAR
Dist., Box 444G, Stirling, N.J. 07980.

PLANS AND KITS

TACHOMETER! Fully Transistorized for All make Cars.
0-10,000 RPM. Build for under $7.00. Send $2.00 for
details. Group Laboratory, Box 87, Prospect Hts., Ill.
60070.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

TV Tuners Rebuilt and Aligned per manufacturers spe-
cification. Only $9.50. Any Make UHF or VHF. We ship
COD Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with
tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure.
JW Electronics. Box 51B. Bloomington, Indiana.
METERS-TEST EQUIPMENT REPAIRED-CALIBRATED.
Free catalog. Bigelow Electronics, Bluffton, Ohio

45817.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS from $53.90 ... Trucks from $78.40 ... Boats,
Typewriters, Airplanes, Electronic Equipment, 100,000
Bargains "as is" Direct from Government in Your Area.
Complete Sales Directory and Surplus Catalog $1.00
(Deductible First $10.00 Order). Surplus Service, Box
820-K, Holland, Michigan.
JEEPS FROM-$52.50 Typewriters From-$4.15, Cars
From-$31.50, Walkie-Talkies, Guns, Airplanes, Boats.
Typical "As Is" Bid Bargains From Uncle Sam. Tre-
mendous Variety. Exciting Free List. Write: Enterprises,
Box 402-B5, Jamaica, N.Y. 11430.

EQUIPMENT

MCGEE RADIO COMPANY. Big 1966 Catalog Sent Free.
America's Best Values. Hi-FiAmplifiers-Speakers-
Electronic Parts. Send name, address and zip code
number to McGee Radio Company, 1901 McGee Street,
Dept. EG, Kansas City, Missouri 64108.

TOOLS

TOOL CATALOG Send 25C. Silvo Hardware, 107 Ziff,
Walnut, Phila., Penna. 19106.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
TEACH Electronics Technology in Community College
on Jersey Shore. B. S. plus experience required.
Write Box 583, ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016.

BOOKS

FREE CHECKLIST-ELECTRONICS BOOKS THE WORLD -
OVER FROM EXCLUSIVE U.S. DISTRIBUTOR. LISTS ALSO
AVAILABLE OF COUNTLESS OTHER SPORTS, HOBBIES,
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES. INDICATE SPECIAL INTER-
ESTS. ENCLOSE 10O FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING.
WIDE WORLD BOOK CENTER, P. 0. BOX 153, NEW
ROCHELLE, N.Y. 10802.

GREGORY ELECTRONICS
Reconditioned & Used FM
2 -WAY RADIO SAVINGS

Partial list-Send for New '65 catalog

Extra Special Purchase
Reconditioned General Electric

Voice Commander
Personal FM Transmitter -Receiver

132 to 172 MC, 1 W 9.5"x5.3"x1.7"

PRICE, including Brand
New rechargeable Nickel -
Cadmium Battery Pack

$178
If crystals and tuning is

ci74'W:- desired, add $40.00.

We also have the proper
charges for these units,

'-3' GE Model #4EP27A10,
Price: $18.

If addt'l. nickel cadmium
batteries are required,
$25. each. Lapel micro-
phones at $5. . . . or bat-
tery pack, power supply
bottom housing at $40.

Free $5 Lapel Microphone
WITH EACH VOICE COMMANDER

Offer for Limited Time Only!

NEW LOW PRICE!

RCA CMC 60B
lilt148-172mc

6/12v dual dyna-
motor 60 watt. Fully

narrow banded complete
with all accessories, less crystals & $158antenna.

Less Accessories $128.00. Same unit
tuned to desired frequency including $ 193
new antenna

Same unit tuned
to desired fre-
queney, Including
new antenna, add
$40.00.

MOTOROLA 30-50mc

T -51G SERIES
1 VIBRATOR

6/I2v 50-60 watts
Complete with all accessories, less
Crystals and antenna.

Wide Band $208

Transmitter & Receiver $238Fully Narrow Banded
(Less accessories. deduct 530.001

We Buy

-Ir- .14E.0141,GE
-----,...

249
Saddle

Late Model Equipment for Cash
-Write! Wire or Phone!..GREGORY

ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

Rt. 46 Phone 489-9000
Brook, N.J. Area Code 201

CIRCLE NO. 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CLUBS

COUPON BOOK, special offers from various firms.
Latest Membership Benefit of Electronic Experiment-
ers' Club. Dues $2.00. Further Information FREE.

Box 5332S, Inglewood, Calif. 90310.

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder,
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog
free! Sleep -Learning Association, Box 24-ZD, Olympia,
Washington.
LEARN while asleep. Remarkable, scientific. 92% ef-
fective. Details free. ASR Foundation, Box 721, Dept.
e.g., Lexington, Kentucky.
USED Correspondence Courses and Books sold and
rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog free. (Courses
Bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama.
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Bin CATALOGu World's "BEST BUYS"
OW*in GOV'T. SURPLUS

Electronic Equipment
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT:

EE -II Field Telephone -Batt. Oyer Used: $12.95
EE -813 Field Telephone -Sound Powered Used: 15.00
BD -71 Switchboard -6 line Used: 9.95
BD -89 Switchboard -20 Mag. & 40 CB lines Used: 59.50
BD -95 Switchboard -Cordless New: 24.95

MICROPHONES:
T-30 Throat Microphone -Used: 3 931.00 New: $ 1.00
1-45 Lip Microphone Used -each: .75
T-17 Microphone Carbon Re-Cond: 7.95
H -18M Microphone Carbon -Used: MOO New: 1.50
T -24/M Microphone Carbon New: 4.95

HANDSETS:
TS -9 Butterfly Switch -Used: $2.95-Re-Cond: 3.95
D170312 Sound Powered New: 7.95

HEADSETS:
HS -33 Headset: with chamois cushions New: $ 7.95

with rubber cushions New: 6.95
HS -23 Headset: with chamois cushions New: 6.95

with rubber cushions New: 5.95
Chamois Cushions only 1.50
Rubber Cushions only 1.00
HB-7 Headband only, for HS -33/23 New: 3.00
ANBH-1 Element only, for HS -33 New: 4.00
HS -30 Headset -Hearing Aid Type Used: .98

CODE EQUIPMENT:
TG -10 Keyer-Code Practice Used: $14.95
VO-3 Code Oscillator Used: 12.95
MX-333/GG Code Tape Puller New: 12.95
Blank Paper Tape: 3/8" 900 Ft. Rolls 254 ea. 30/53-6035

OSCILLOSCOPE -Per NOV. Ad:
OS51/USIN-24-Less Front and BaCk

Covers -with Delay Line $59.50
OS26/USSI-24-Less Front Cover and $49,50Less Delay Line.......
OS.26/USM24-With Front and Back Covers- $59.50Less Delay Line

BC -221 FREQ. METER -per Aug. 1965 Ad.
New: $125.00 -Used: $79.50

FOR BIG CATALOG -SEND 250 (stamps or coin)
and receive 50e CREDIT on your order!

Address Dept. EW Prices F.O.B. Lima, 0. 
25% Deposit on C.O.D.'s  Minimum Order $5.00

FAIR RADIO SALES
2133 ELIDA RD.  Box 1105  LIMA, OHIO

AUTHORS' SERVICES

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published,
promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage,
120 West 31 St., New York 1.
WANTED WRITERS! Short stories, articles, books, plays,
poetry. Will help place, sell your work. Write today,
free particulars! Literary Agent Mead, Dept. 37A, 915
Broadway, New York 10, N.Y.

PHOTOGRAPHS

PHOTOGRAPHS and transparencies wanted, to $500.00
each. Valuable information free -Write Intraphoto-EW,
Box 74607, Hollywood 90004.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Cat-
alog! Drawer H400. Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

MEDICAL FILM -Adults only -"Childbirth" one reel,
8mm $7.50; 16mm $14.95. International W, Greenvale,
Long Island, New York.
SCIENCE Bargains -Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ"
-148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes,
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War surplus bargains.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey.

REAL ESTATE

FLORIDA WATER WONDERLAND -Home, cottage, Mobil -
sites. Established area. $590 full price, $9.00 a month.
Swimming, fishing, boating. Write: Lake Weir, Box
KE38, Silver Springs, Fla. AD 6.1070 (F-1)
FREE! -FALL -WINTER CATALOG Big, 180 pages! Se-
lected Best thruout the U.S. Thousands of properties
described, pictured -Land, farms, homes, businesses,
-Recreation, Retirement. 490 offices, 35 states
coast to coast. World's Largest. Mailed FREE! STROUT
REALTY, 50-ZD East 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTORS. Outright cash sale or royalties for your
inventions. Patented. Unpatented. Active demand from
our client manufacturers. Financial assistance avail-
able. Write Dept. 48, United States Invention Broker-
age, 78 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.
PATENT Searches including maximum speed, full air-
mail report and closest patent copies, $6.00. Quality
searches expertly administered. Complete secrecy
guaranteed. Free Invention Protection forms and
"Patent Information." Write Dept. 1, Washington Pat-
ent Office Search Bureau, 1426 G Street NM., Wash-
ington 4, D.C.
IMMEDIATE cash, for Patent Applications, free Patent
Searches. Write for details, Universal Patents, 184-Y,
Marion, Ohio.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work proj-
ects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel
expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept. D,
Bradenton Beach, Florida.
TECHNICIANS needed Cape Kennedy and Caribbean
Tracking Stations; Pictures, Information $1.00. Re-
search, Box 334 H, Cape Canaveral, Fla. 32920.
JOB RESUME WRITING GUIDE Gives Step -By -Step In-
structions, Examples, Tips. 1966 Edition only $2.00
Postpaid. Starr Publications, Box 5342-A Seven Oaks
Station, Detroit, Mich. 48235.

MAGNETS

PERMANENT -Alnico -Ceramic -Flexible -Assemblies. What
you need, we have. Maryland Magnet, 5412-E Gist,
Baltimore, Maryland 21215.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER Address Stamp $1.00. Signature $2.88. Cata-
log. Jackson Products, 1433 Winnemac, Chicago, Ill.
60640.

NEON
AC/DC

ELECTRIC
TESTER

FOE ROM

.0/

(No Limit) from this list

6AG5 6S61
6AU6 616 IS 4

6A05 6K6 6W4

Prestige I' .Stieress um sours
unELECTRONIC EXPERt

FOR CORNICE CUSIONIRS ONLY by
specie/ arrangement rids rho publisher, these
amazing bargains are available

0

COMPLETE RADIO SERVICING AND -Pm.,
Ns. BASIC ELECTRONICS COURSE ONLY SAGO 4,0

NEW PRACTICAL TVZ,TR,AZING COURSE

\ Both above c,
\ courses

dier TUBE
CARTONS

NEW* EASY TO USE,
RADIO -TVITUBE TESTER

89
TEST and REPAIR
TV & RADIO SETS
APPLIANCES

plus 31.11

sh.pping

44AZO rgl
koni bulls*

HIGH GLOSS
CLAY COATED

111TH BUILT IN
ILL MIL IN AL

PARTITION,

EAR

TUB

Sin

PRICE

PEI II
CARTONS

w a

PRICE

PER 100
CARTONS

TUBES
1 11.01JMIAVI111)

Mutual Conductance labtested. Indtr.dually
Boned. Branded and Code Dated

024 6A55
1E13 6AT6
1.13/1K3 6AT8

6AU4
6A U5
6AU6
6Av6
6AW8
6AX4
6BA6
6BC5
6BD6
68G6
68J6
6BL7
68114
6BN6

1H5
114
114
1 U4
1X2
311Z6
3DG4
5U4
SUS
5V4
5Y3
6A6
6A8
6AB4
6ACT
SAGS

6CD6
6C F6
6CG7
6CG8
6CM7

61(6
6K7
607
6S4
65A7

6X4
6X8
7A7
7A8
786

rArri sklpped In 24 hrs
YOUR ORDERFREE!
6CZ5
6D6
6DA4
6DE6
6DQ6
6EA7

6806 6EM5
68Q7 6F6

66AALK;

6AN8
6AQ5 6C86 6J6

6E1Z6 6GH8
6C4 6H6
6C6 615

12BF6
12BH7
12816
12BY7
12C5
12CA5
125N7
125Q7
2516
25Z6

12AD6 24
7Y4 50L6
7N7
7C5 35W4

35Z3

12A E6 27
12AF6 77
12AT7 7s
1ZAU7 84/6Z412AX7

5687128A6 6365807

12BD6 6463128E6 7044
Other tubes at low ,rices-

1 , , f ist

6917
6517
65K7
6BL7

6SQ7
6SR7
6U7
6U8
6V6
6W4
6W6

NO SUBSTITUTIONS WITHOUT YOUR PERMISSION

SOOSIIIEES

25 

CORNELL ELECTRONICS CO.
Dept. EW1 4217 University Ave., San Diego , Calif.. 9 2 1 0 5

BIG PROFITS

ARE HERE IN

COLOR

TY REPAIR

TERMS: Add 3c per tube
shipping. Orders under $5.00
add 3c per tube shipping
plus 50e handling. Canadian
orders add approximate

Ft

1' PICTURE
I TUBES

"1-- Aluminized
Pay Dud Deposit
COO or Send Ou

enth Order

rrig:
tee. ."
"".= rrrr

iLs St Opp,

CHEATER
CORDS

NOISE FILTER

STOP .1 -

1170t0 I

NOME

T ICC

,TIOPM0 89

all purpose
ELECTRONIC

CLEANER

89c zn,

ELECTRONIC

cleaner

...
TIM%

COI ELL

Air SILICON
RECTIFIERS

750 MA
4(10 P.I. V.

[DIODES/RECTIFIERS

pPvi, sensational

vr., KIT VALUE!
creel

I r, for GoI, 0,1131 0111,el SI 00 10 Hlru

,11,e, 00,0 NP.
141., VWIS 5 111111 SIVII. 1511#1.

'P 141 410 .1.1P. .1411.

.0.11 per, ap maGem

SOLDERING GUN

postage. Send 25% deposit
on C.O.D. orders. No C.O.D.
orders under $5.00 or to
Canada. No 24 hr. free offer
on personal check orders
5 -DAY MONEY BACK OFFER'

RIL TO ......
HOT SHOT
EL tale Milit7 CUR

 MR OW  MN  PI
 MI 41  1111 VIM

rr  arm* orMI tel'IMII

Eleatoric SOLDER,
SOLDER r

sensational

VALUE! ZU'r
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NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME -
TWO EDITIONS EACH YEAR

FALL EDITION 1-25
POPULAe

PROJECTS
GALORE
SCIENCE FAIR

AUDIO
HOUSEHOLD
AUTOMOTIVE

TEST EQUIPMENT
HI-FI

FISHING
HAM RADIO
CB AND TV

PLUS
SPECIAL
SECTION

"11K
FABULOUS

DIODES"

NEW
MORE

POWERFUL
MAUR.

wom

Fa11 1965
ELECTRONIC

EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK

ALL
NEW!

$exciting electronics projects! only 1"
The brand new Fall, 1965 edition of ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK is packed with fas-
cinating projects: "Shotgun Sound Snooper"...
"Telsa Coil"..."Panic Alarm"..."Hi-Fi Volume Ex-
pander -and 26 more! PLUS -a special 16 -page
section on "The Fabulous Diodes", and dozens of
professional pointers, tips and techniques to in-
crease your skills and proficiency!

NOW AVAILABLE IN AN EXQUISITE

LEATHERFLEX- BOUND EDITION for just $3

This deluxe, gold -embossed edition
is a valuable "first" -a collector's
item for your library of outstanding
electronics books. Check the appro-
priate box on the order form, and
we'll deliver your copy, postpaid!

148 pages of fun -to -build,

r
FILL IN, DETACH & MAIL COUPON TODAY!

ZIFFDAVIS SERVICE DIVISION, Dept. EEH
589 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012
Yes! Send me a copy of the Fall, 1965 ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK as I've indicated
below:

0 $1.25 enclosed, plus 15F foT shipping and Ilan.
dling. Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for
orders outside U.S.A.)

0 $3.00 enclosed. Send me the Deluxe Leather -
flex -Bound edition. ($3.75 for orders outside
U.S.A.) Allow three additional weeks for delivery.

name please print

address EW-16

city state zip code

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.

January, 1966

SPRING
DOUBLE
BONUS

0 FREE
WORTH OF

TransiStors
Rectifiers
Condensers
Diodes
Knobs
Coils, etc.

Radio, TV Parts. Add 254 for handling

PLUS
CHOOSE $1 ITEM

 c,m.; ANY FREE

BOTH "GIFTS" FREE
WITH $10.00 ORDERS

FACTORY
SEMI-KON-DUCTORS

O 85 WATT 2N424 PLANAR,
:

.silicon,1 e in'Oy -SIN tinitTlynP':O 30 "KLIP IN" DIODES, 1

CI 1 IGNITION .SWITCHING 1RANSISTORS,10AMP $1

O 4 2N336 NPN SILICON transistors, Transistron $1

U 10 ZENERS.REFERENCES stud, asst types $1

O2N998 TYI$E, 1000 GAIN, non silicon, planar $1
"MICRO -T" TRANSISTOR. like TMT-1613. $1

 6. TRANSITRON TRANS'TRS, 2N341, no test, man $1
O 4 "TEXAS" 20 WAITERS, 2N1058-1042, w/Sink $1
O 4 2N170 TRANSISTORS, by GE., non for gen'l rf $1
O 6 TRANSISTOR RADIO SET, osc-ifs, driver -pp . . $1
O 25 GERMANIUM & SILICON DIODES, no test . . $1
 25 TOP HAT RECTIFIERS, 7501na, no test $1
 10 1000 MC -1N251 GERMANIUM DIODES .. .$1
 5 3OMC TRANSISTORS, like 25247, Sylvania $1
D 3:-2N705 MESA, 3110 ele. 300 mw, ono, T018 $1
O 1 3N35 TETRODE, 1501mi transistor, silicon . $1
O 10 PNP SWITCHING TRANSISTORS, 21s1:4114.,T05 $1
 10 NPN SWITCHING TRANSISTORS, 2N338, 440 $1
El 15 PNP TRANSISTORS, C5722,2535,107 no test $1
O 15 NPN TRANSISTORS, 2535. 170.'440, no test $1
O 30 TRANSISTORS. rf.lf.aialio[osc-ifs.I05 no test $1
O 4 - 2N996 PNP PLANARS,100MG, T046 case $1
O 4 2N117 TRANSISTORS, min silicon., T022  $1
111 10 FAMOUS CK722 TRANSISTORS, Pus $1
O 5 2N107 TRANS'TRS, by GE. Imp, pop, audio pak $1
O 2 40W NPN SILICON MESA 2N1648 1.251048 $1
O 10 ZENERS GLASS SILICON DIODES, axial, lends $1
 5 SUN BATTERIES TO 11/2" sizes, lite sensitive $1
O 2 2N718 NPN SILICON PLANARS, by Fairchild .$1
 4 2N213 TRANSISTORS, miser-conv, T022 ... .$1
 10 MICRODIODE STABISTORS, epoxy, silicon .$1
O 3 2N706 500MW, 300MC NPN PLANAR, TO46 .$1
O 10 30 -MC TRANSISTORS, w/shield, T05, no test $1
0 3 2N255 POWER TRANSISTOR EQUALS-, T03 erase$1
cl 2- 500MC , 2N708 NPN Silicon planar TO16 $1
 3 2N711 300MW. 300 MC, PNP MESA, T018 . .$1
O 15 1AMP 200V epoxy rectifiers, made by Sylvania $1
O 25 "EPDXY" SILICON DIODES, untested $1
0 4 ZENER REFERENCES, 15129, 6 -volt, silicon .$1
Li 2 "TINY" 2N1613 2W. 11)0310, TO16 case, npn $1
L 2 500MC TRANS'TRS, 25964, mesas, pnp, TO1S $1
 1 85W SILICON PWR TRANSTR, non, like 2st.312$1
0 4 2N43 OUTPUT TRANSISTORS, by CE, ono, [T05 $1
 4 2N333 NPN SILICON transistors, by GE, TO5 $1
 10 2-6Amp RECT's, studs, silicob, 50 to 400V . $1
0 6 TRANSISTOR RADIO SET. nse-ifs.driver. p -p . $1
O 3 2 -WATT PLANAR TRANS'TRS, 25697, 100mt $1
O 4 2N35 TRANSISTORS, non, by Sylvania, T022 . $1
5 4 "MICRO" TRANSISTORS, 2N131's, 1/16", rf $1

4 CK721 TRANSISTORS, Pop, aim -ninon, ease $1
3 2N721 PNP PLANAR, 2W. 7. -,,TIC, TO -13 .. .$1
3 2N735 NPN MESA, 500:11W, 135:11C, TO -18 .$1

FIRST TIME IN U.S.A.!
"ONE PRICE" SCRS!

Imagine 7 -amp, 16 -amp and 25 -amp at one
price! Just check the proper amp and PRV blocks.
D 7 -Amps t 16 -Amps H 25 -Amps
PRV Sale PRV Sale L7 300 1.50
0 25 .25 Cl 150 .75 E 400 1.95

50 .45 5 200 1.00 Li 500 2.50 100 .65 El 250 1.35 600 2.75
750 MIL TOP HAT AND EPDXIES

PIV Sale PIV Sole PIV Sale
50 5t 600  19t 1400 0 95e

100 0 7e 800 0 24t 1600 E1 1.10
200  9e 1000  51t 1800 0 1.35
400 13g 1200 ri 69; 2000 [7 1.50

SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS
AMPS 25 PIV 50 PIV 100 PIV 200 PIV

3 0 5; 0 70 0 12t

19,15 0 15e 22; 40s 65,
35 0 39e 0 504 cr 75t 1.19

AMPS 400 PIV 600 PIV 800 PIV 1000 PIV
3 0 25e 0 35e 0 45e 0 69,

15 E 90t ri 1.35 (-I 1.59 ri 1.79
35 1.90 J-1 2.50 1 2.75 i i 2.95

MOSTLDPOSPULAR $1 PARTS PA

ZENER VOLTAGE REGULATORS 1 watt

---14:711 3For $1
Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts Volt! VoltsVolts6.8 IL) 55 22 33 47 68 100 1507.5 11 16 24 36 51 7 5 1 1 0 16059.2 12 18 27 39 56 82 120 1809.1 13 20 30 43 62 91 130 200

L.10 -WATT ZENER Stud ,Thr-, 3 -200V 70e ea.

0 10 TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS, I" 5" of  -51
ID INFRA -RED PHOTO DETECTOR TRANSDUCER  $1
0 INFRA -RED PARABOLIC REFLECTOR & FILTER  51
O 40 WORLD'S SMALLEST COND., to .05mf .. . il
0 4 TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS, asst. worth $25 $1
0 2 CLAIREX PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL, CL607 .... $1
0 $25 RELAY SURPRISE, sealed, tiny types $10 3 INFRA -RED DETECTORS, with leads $10 $25 SURPRISE PAK: transistors, rect. diodes, etc $1
0 40 PRECISION RESISTORS, 'ix, 1, 2VV: 1 0 values$1
0 30 CORNING "LOW NOISE" resistors, asst. $1
0 60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS, to .5mf, to 114v, asst $1
0 40 DISC CONDENSERS, 27mmf to .05mf to 1KV $1
0 60 TUBE SOCKETS, receptacles, plugs, audio, etc. $1
0 30 POWER RESISTORS, 5 to 50W. to 2.1 Kohms.$1
0 50 MICA CONDENSERS, to ,lmf, silvers too! $1

El10 VOLUME CONTROLS, to 1 meg, switch too! $1
10" ELECTROLYTICS, to 500mf, asst FP & tubulars$1

0 50 RADIO & TV KNOBS, :Isst.d. colors & styles  $1
0 10 TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS: lOmf to 500mf$1
0 50 COILS 8 CHOKES, if, rf, ant, one, & more $1
0 35 TWO WAITERS, :lost incl: A.B., 5 0 too! . , $1

a75 HALF WAITERS, asst 'eel: A.B., 5 '7 too! $1
60 HI -C) RESISTORS, .. 1,2W. I 'i & 5 '-% values $1

0 10 PHONO PLUG & JACK SETS, I Ilnel ,, amps .  $1
0 MAGNETIC REED SWITCH, glass sealed $1
0 30 "YELLOW" MYLAR CONDENSERS, asstd val $1
0 60 CERAMIC CONDENSERS, discs, npo's, to .05 $1
0 40 "TINY" RESISTORS, 1/101V, 50 too! . .. . $1
0 10 TRANSISTOR SOCKETS for ono -non transistors $1

30 MOLDED COND'S, toylar, pore, black beauty $1
3 GEIGER COUNTER DETECTOR, tubes. assorted Si

1 0 FOR OUR "SPRING". BARGAIN CATALOG ON:
Semiconductors

[ Poly Paks 0 Parts

_sFi.irm:

send check, money
coLy E,,,y,;0:21,,,,,.-ratr,..goeriyawyst:

AKS P.O. BOX 942W
SO. LYNNFIELD, MASS.

-pciR-KiNG" OF THE WORLD
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SELL CB Equipment -Dealerships available to aggres-
sive people who can sell Citizens Band Radio full or
part time. Knox Electronic, Dept. 194, Galesburg,
III. 61401.

FREE "Franchise Profit Letter" tells how unique NFR
service is helping thousands seeking profitable busi-
nesses. Write today. National Franchise Reports,
D-528, 333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601.
FREE REPORT, "Businesses You Can Launch At Home."
Immediate earnings! Wyman Enterprises, B-16, Con-
ger, N.Y. 10920.

FREE BOOK "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses." DETECTIVES
Work Home! Plymouth -945R, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

I MADE $40,000.00 YEAR by mailorder! Helped others DETECTIVE Opportunities. Experience unnecessary.
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free proof. Torrey, Write, Wazgner, 125 W. 86th, New York 10024.
Box 3566-N, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106.

ARNOLD PALMER OFFERS YOU unequalled opportunity
to profit from tremendous popularity of golf and
power of Palmer. Highly profitable exclusive Palmer
Golf Franchises available. Complete national program.
Hefty profits -minimum investment. Write for de-
tails. Arnold Palmer Enterprises, Dept. CD, Pleasant-
ville, New Jersey, Tel. 609.646-3500.

MAILORDER LAWS $2.00. Kelvin Kahn, Attorney, 4504
Pine, Philadelphia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts,
equipment. Semplex, Box 7108, Minneapolis, Minn.
55412.

POEMS or New Songs Wanted. Tin Pan Alley, Inc.,
1650 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.
ENVELOPES. Paper. Ribbons. Stencils. Carbons. Ink.
Catalog: Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.
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STEREO REQUIRES
MATCHED MICROPHONES . . .

Pianos sound like barrel organs? Violins
like musical saws? Voices lost in a welter
of "hollow" background sound? Friend-
look to your microphone! You'll be
amazed by the clear, life -like tapes you
can make with the new Shure Unidyne A

. a low-cost, fine quality unidirectional
microphone that picks up sound from the
front uniformly while rejecting sounds
from the rear. Equipped with plugs to
match most tape recorder inputs. Uni-
dyne A matched pairs can detect the
subtle differences that "localize" sound
for realistic, spatially -correct stereo tapes.

NEW!

1-4 V 1=1 E.

UNIDYNE
MATCHED STEREO

MICROPHONES
In the quality tradition of the
famed Unidyne family of unidirec-
tional dynamic microphones ... at
a new dramatically low price. Never
before such quality at so low a
price! Model 580SA(MP)-Only
$70.80 net for the pair.

LOOKING FOR
T4417 "PROFESSIONAL"

QUALITY?

5 I-1 V 1=1 E
UNIDYNE III
The favorite of performers
and public speakers. Dual
impedance, ultra -small size,
true-cardioid pick-up pat-

tern, symmetrical about the axis in all
planes, at all frequencies. Wide -range
response. Amazingly faithful voice and
music reproduction. Model 545S (with
On -Off switch) $53.97 net. (Matched pairs
available).

Shure Brothers, Inc.
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Ill inoi,-;
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EXTRA QUALITY IS H

CAUTION ON HIGH VOLTS

6000
1200

60 -
12--

3-

6000
1200

V OUT
PUT

FACTS MAKE FEATURES:

USES UNLIMITED.
Field Engineers
Application Engineers
Electrical, Radio, TV, and Appliance

Servicemen
Electrical Contractors
Factory Maintenance Men
Industrial Electronic Maintenance

Technicians
Home Owners, Hobbyists

FUSED

SIMPLE TO
REPLACE
MULTIPLIERS
OR SHUNTS

BAR RING
SHIELDED

MOVEMENT EASY TO CHANGE
STANDARD BATTERIES

HIGH FLUX
MAGNET,

SPRING
BACKED
JEWELS

-FOR
RUGGEDNESS

SPARE FUSE

HEAVY COMPLETELY
INSULATED CASE WIRED CIRCUIT

Popular streamlined tester with long meter scales ar-
ranged for easy reading. Fuse protected.

Single control knob selects any of 32 ranges-less chance
of incorrect settings and burnouts.

Four resistance ranges-from .1 ohm reads direct;
41/2 ohm center scale; high 100 megohms.

Attention to detail makes the Triplett Model 630 V -O -M a lifetime investment.
It has an outstanding ohm scale; four ranges-low readings .1 ohm, high
100 megs. Fuse affords extra protection to the resistors in the ohmmeter
circuit, especially the XI setting, should too high a voltage be applied. Accu-
racy 3% DC to 1200V. Heavy molded case for high impact, fully insulated.

t630A same as 630 plus PA% accuracy and mirror scale only $59.50

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO
CIRCLE NO. 97 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RANGES
DC VOLTS 0-3-12-60-300-1,200-6,000

at 20,000 ohms per volt.

AC VOLTS 0-3-12-60-300-1,200-6000
at 5,000 ohms per volt

OHMS 0-1,000-10,000.

MEGOHMS 0-1-100.

DC MICRO-
AMPERES 0.60 at 250 millivolts.

DC MILLI-
AMPERES 0-1.2-12-120 at 250 millivolts.

DC AMPERES 0-12.

DB: -20 to +77 (600 ohm line at 1 MW).

T VOLTS: 0-3-12-60-300-1,200; jack with
in series with AC ranges.

.---- /::._ - .---- /

I

#14

k

630 630.A 630 -PL 631 800 66411

THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF V-0-1WS. AVAILABLE FROM YOUR TRIPLETT DISTRIBUTOR'S STOCK.



RCA rare-earth

Hi-Lite

Color TV Picture Tubes

for every smart

customer who wants

a superior color picture

)
H ? Because RCA's Hi-Lite line represents a big step

in color picture brightness-brightness

that is unsurpassed in the color TV industry. Rare-earth phosrrhors

applied by RCA's advanced screening methods create brighter reds,

better contrast and natural, vivid colors . . . Everything the smart

customer wants. Are you ready to service your smart customers ?

Keep posted. See your RCA Distributor today.

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics


